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Editor's Note: as we were going to press. President Hugo Chavez was overthrown and rein
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ed police to empty the historic Plaza de
Mayo, where the Government House, com
monly known as the Casa Rosada (Pink
House) stands. Angry demonstrators had
been repudiating the state of siege decreed
the previous night by then-president,
Fernando De La Rua. Photo credit: Axel
Laveglia.
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oligarchy to overthrow the elected government of Hugo Chavez (see p. 12), yet we were
cau^t by surprise when, on April 11th, a cunningly orchestrated coup d'etat unfolded
before our eyes. As suddenly as the coup, came a reversal of the situation: the people of
Caracas rose up and the forces behind the coup suddenly collapsed. The progressive sector
of the Venezuelan military decided not to back the self-proclaimed "provisional govern
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ment." Within 48 hours, ChavK was released and he and his ministers were back in power.
As we write we hear people outside cheering and yelling "Chavez has returned!"
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Although we're relieved, we're also acutely aware that the danger has not passed, for the

mation above.
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in
HE LEGAL C0UNTERA™CK
George Hickey

November 30, 1999, at the "Bate
ln
i

Seattle," tens of thousands of nonvio
lent demonstrators were in the streets of
downtown Seattle to "shut down the
WTO." Thousands of these demonstrators

were tear-gassed by the police; hundreds
were pepper-sprayed; hundreds were shot

with rubber' bullets; and hundreds were
unlawfully-arrested. On the following two

days, December first and second, the City
declared a'."no protest zone" in downtown
Seattle resulting in' the arrest of hundreds
more nonviolent demonstrators. The num

ber of demonstrators whose constitutional

rights were violated by the city of Seattle
and the Seattle Police Department (SPD)
must be in the thousands. All of these

demonstrators had the right, and good
cause, to seek justice by filing lawsuits
against the city of Seattle and its police
department. Unfortunately, very few of
these victims bothered to file such suits.

Shooting this photo cost photographer Georp Hickey several minutes of blindness, an hour of

Following, beginning with my own story,
are brief descriptions of what happened to

severe pain and months of patient, careful litigation. It cost the taxpayers of Seattle $25,000.

a few of the participants during the demon

officer pursued me for several yards pep
per-spraying me in the back of my head. In
pain and temporarily blinded, I stumbled

strations, and the results of the lawsuits

tear gas, pepper spray, rubber bullets, and

took me by the arm and escorted me to a

flash-bang grenades. Photographer Brad
Howell was photographing the street con
frontation from public property, the cam
pus of Seattle Central Community College.

1999, I walked to the intersection of Sixth
and Union in downtown Seattle. As at the

"medic" who flushed my eyes out. After

To stop him, SPD arrested him for tres

about an hour I was able to return to tak

passing. Mr. Howell subsequently filed a

other downtown intersections I had visited

ing photographs.
In January 2000, I filed a lawsuit
against the City and SPD in federal court

federal lawsuit similar to mine. In the sum

t h a t w e fi l e d .

I'm a freelance photographer. At 10:00
a.m. on the morning of November 30,

and photographed over the previous three
hours, there were hundreds of nonviolent
demonstrators in the street. Dozens of

around in the crowd until a demonstrator

for violating my First and Fourth

demonstrators were seated in the street

Amendment rights, and for assault and

facing a line of SPD officers wearing riot

battery. In the summer of 2001,
paid me compensatory damages in
settlement of $25,000. At that time
believed to be the second highest

gear and gas masks. I showed my SPDissued media credentials to one of the offi
cers and requested that I be allowed

behind the police line to take photographs.
He denied my request. Seconds later, with

out warning, the police began hosing down
the seated demonstrators with pepperspray from large containers that resembled

fire extinguishers. 1 immediately began
shooting photographs. Alerted by my cam
era flash, one police officer turned and

sprayed directly into my camera, soaking
me in pepper spray. I captured the assault

on film. After being sprayed I immediately
turned away and fled into the crowd. The
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Seattle
a cash
it was
settle

ment ever paid in a pepper spray case. The
most compelling evidence was my photo
graphs, and a videotape I had obtained

mer of 2001, the City paid Mr. Howell
compensatory damages in a cash settle
ment of $32,500. He also received a letter
of apology from the Mayor of Seattle, and
his arrest record was expunged.
Also on Capitol Hill that evening were
two art students, Melissa Ann Benton and
Shauna Lin Balaski. Seated in a car in a

grocery store parking lot, they were video
taping the demonstrators and police when
a King County Sheriff's Deputy approached

from San Francisco video activist Mark Liiv

of Whispered Media, showing the officer
pepper-spraying me in the back of my
head.

On the same day that I was peppersprayed, SPD officers, supported by other
local police departments, forced a large
group of demonstrators into the Capitol
Hill neighborhood east of downtown using
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Seattle, December 1,1999, following Seattle Mayor Paul Schell's declaration of a "No Protest Zone."
their car and ordered them to roll down the

order, he doused them with pepper spray.
The two women captured the assault on

dence in Ms. Schuerholz' case were photos
she had taken, and a videotape of her
arrest that showed she was not physically
blocking police officers and was displaying

videotape that was later shown widely on

media credentials.

car window. After they complied with his

local television. The two women filed suit

Sharon Borgstrom was also arrested on

against King County. In 2001, King County
paid them compensatory damages in a
cash settlement of $100,000, believed to
be the highest settlement ever in a pepper
spray case. Their videotape of the assault

that day. The Seattle Police Department
cited her in police reports for participation in

was the crucial evidence.

and her arrest record was sealed.

On December 1, 1999, the City
declared a "no-protest zone" in a twenty-

involved. She received a cash settlement of

came mediation before a Federal judge. All

$32,000, a letter of apology from the Mayor,

of these cases were settled in mediation.

Still not settled is a federal class action

lawsuit filed against the city of Seattle on
behalf of hundreds of WTO demonstrators

who were arrested. This lawsuit, filed by a
team of prominent civil-rights attorneys in
Seattle, argues that the City's creation of a
"no-protest zone" on December 1 and 2 vio
lated the constitutional rights of protestors.

Seattle, photographer Dana Schuerholz
was photographing the mass arrest of seat
ed nonviolent demonstrators when the

police ignored her WTO media credentials
and arrested her for "failure to disperse."
This arrest was made despite the fact that
a city ordinance exempts journalists from
arrest for "failure to disperse" orders

other side under oath. A court reporter

recorded everything.
After the discovery and depositions

ring demonstrators, but allowing shoppers
a n d o f fi c e w o r k e r s i n t o t h e a r e a . A t

Discovery was followed by depositions
taken by both sides. Attorneys from each
side questioned involved parties from the

downtown incidents in which she was not

five block area of downtown Seattle, bar

Westlake Center, in the heart of downtown

Plaintiff's attorneys often demand such
information as the training and disciplinary
files of the police officers involved.

All of the lawsuits detailed above fol

lowed the same path. First, the victims
retained an attorney who specializes in civil

Settlement amounts were a function of the

strength of the evidence and the "presentability" of the plaintiff—i.e., how sym
pathetic a jury might be.
Although filing a lawsuit is not a pain
less process, it is my hope that these cases

will encourage activists to continue the
battle for social justice and free exercise of
constitutional rights in the courtroom.
Indeed, 1 would argue that we have a

responsibility to hold this repressive gov
ernment and its unlawful police responsi

rights and police misconduct. Many attor
neys agree to work for a contingency fee of

b l e f o r t h e i r b e h a v i o r.

a third of any settlement. The typical case
went like this: An attorney filed suit in

stration, know your constitutional rights.

the summer of 2001, she was awarded

Federal Court. The City responded with a
small cash settlement offer. The plaintiff
declined the offer and discovery began.

compensatory damages in a cash settle
ment of $32,500. She also received a let

Each side demanded information from the

rights from civil rights organizations. Take
along a camera and a pen and a notebook.
Record the unlawful police behavior that
you witness. And then, when the demon

other that they believed relevant. Such

stration is over, get an attorney, file suit,

information can include photographs,

and hold them accountable. Isn't this what

videotape, documents, and witness lists.

we mean when we chant "Whose Streets?

The arrest record of the plaintiff, history of
activist activities, and tax records were typ
ically demanded by the City's attorneys.

Our Streets! No Justice? No Peace!"

unless they are "physically obstructing"
police officers. Ms. Schuerholz filed a fed

eral lawsuit against the City and SPD. In

ter of apology from the Mayor of Seattle,
and the City agreed to provide the officer
who arrested her with a copy of the ordi
nance exempting journalists from "failure
to disperse" arrest. The compelling evi
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When you participate in a street demon
You can obtain palm-cards detailing these
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Ties
CIA, IS! & TALIBAN
Hamid Hussain, MD

ravaged Afghanistan once again. After the
Soviet withdrawal in 1989, Afghanistan
almost disappeared from the radar screen
of the world media. This certainly does not
mean that the interest of major parties

election campaign, was made director of
CIA with full cabinet rank. This unprece
dented step gave the CIA director a seat at
cabinet meetings for the first time. Robert
Dunn was appointed the CIA operations
chief for the Afghan war. Dunn had exten
sive experience in Pakistan as an instructor
for Special Services Group (SSG), the elite
commando unit of Pakistan's army and had

involved in the area also diminished. Ten

close contacts with Pakistani army officers.^

years of active involvement of intelligence
agencies of various countries, along with
pouring in thousands of tons of arms and

and Prime Minister Mohammad Daud over

By early 1983, Casey emerged as the
major player in the Reagan administration's
Afghan policy, just as the US was sinking
deeper in the quagmire of Middle East pol
itics, especially in Lebanon. Casey visited
Pakistan once or twice a year to coordinate
operations. During his 1982-83 trips, the
participants of meetings included US
ambassador Ronald Spiers; Director of
Covert Operations for near and southeast
Asia Charles Cogan; CIA Islamabad station

threw him and became head of state. An

chief Howard Hart; Pakistani President

Afghan Cell was then created in the foreign
office. Prime Minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto,
Foreign Minister Aziz Ahmad, Director
General of Inter Services Intelligence
(DGISI) and Inspector General of Frontier
Constabulary (IGFC) coordinated intelli
gence and covert operations inside
Afghanistan. Over time this involvement
became deeper and deeper with the result
that ISI emerged as the main operator of
Pakistan's foreign policy. Active cooperation
of the CIA and acquisition of state of the art
surveillance equipment has enabled ISI to
make Pakistani society one of the most
closely monitored in existence.
Jimmy Carter's national security adviser,
Zbigniew Brzezinski, was the most active
supporter of the Afghan Mujahedin. He con
vinced the National Security Council (NSC)
in April 1979, about eight months before
Soviet forces entered Afghanistan, to active

General Zia ul Haq, his Chief of Staff (COS)

Evresulted
ents ofinthemajor
a
l st fepolitical
w morealignments
nths have
on a global scale. The hunt for Osama bin
Laden has focused world attention on war-

ammunition and billions of dollars created

a volatile cocktail which has already had
veiy serious repercussions both for the
players and the pawns.
Pakistan's direct involvement" in

Afghanistan affairs dates back to 1973
when King Mohammad Zahir Shah's cousin

ly support the rebels.^ In May, CIA
Islamabad station chief John J. Reagan met
Afghan resistance leaders and promised

weapon supplies.^ President Carter signed
the first directive for secret aid to the

Mujahedin in July 1979. It was during
President Reagan's administration that
large-scale operations in Afghanistan start
ed. William Casey, chairman of Reagan's

Lt. General K.M. Arif and DGISI Lt. General

Akhtar Abdur Rahman.^ Billions of dollars
passed through the accounts of CIA and ISI
in the Bank of Credit and Commerce

International (BCCD.®
ISI TAKES CHARGE
After the Soviet intervention- in Afghani
stan in 1979, ISI was assigned the task of
running the Afghan operation. CIA would
acquire weapons from different countries
and deliver them to the Pakistani port of

Karachi, provide intelligence and surveil
lance information about Afghanistan and
arrange for specialists of guerrilla warfare
from different countries to come to

Pakistan. ISI was responsible for transport
of weapons inside Pakistan, training of
Afghan resistance fighters and coordina
tion of operations inside Afghanistan.
There was a general agreement between
ISI and CIA about the nature and aims of

the operations in Afghanistan. The objec
tive was tying up the Soviet forces and
bleeding them white. None of the parties
was much interested in any negotiated set
tlement. The two-prong approach of pro
v i d i n g m a x i m u m fi r e p o w e r t o t h e
Mujahedin on the military side, and

recruiting the most conservative and radi
cal Islamists to counter the Soviets ideo

logically was agreed upon by both intelli
gence agencies. .

The result of the poli(7 ^^
region was flooded with 3 a'! kinds of
weapons and the most radicdT Muslinis
from Saudi Arablai E^pt, /ygeria and all
over.the globe, who flocked to the training
camps in Pakistan run by ISI. These
recruits were ideologically charged with the
spark of holy war and trained in guerrilla
tactics, sabotage and bombings. The result
was that all social and political institutions
of Afghanistan were destroyed, leaving no
mechanisms for conflict resolution. The

orgy of slaughter and bloodshed, which fol
lowed the Soviet withdrawal, was the pre
dictable outcome, as in the brutalized
Afghan society, only the most radical
Afghan and foreign elements remained.
The strange partnership between poor, reli
giously educated, rural Taliban and Osama
bin Laden, an urban, well-educated multi
millionaire with highest-level connections
to the Saudi royal family and the CIA,
came into being in war-torn Afghanistan.
According to Brigadier Muhammad
Yusuf, one of the former Chiefs of the
Afghan Cell of ISI, "During my four years
some 80,000 Mujahedin were trained;
hundreds of thousands of tons of arms and

ammunition were distributed, several bil
lion dollars were spent on this immense
logistic exercise and ISI teams regularly
entered Afghanistan alongside the

Mujahedin."® Pakistan was under the mil
itary rule of General Zia. This assured that
all vital decisions were made by a small
group of senior army officers with no civil
ian input. Even in the military, the opera
tion was solely run by ISI, completely outABOUT THE AUTHOR
Hamid Hussain, a physician by profes
sion, was born in Peshawar, Pakistan and
practices in New York. He teaches at
SUNY Stony Brook, and writes regularly
on defense and intelligence rhatters for
the Pakistan press. Contact the author at:
humza@dnamail. com

t

side the military's normal chain of com
mand. "The result was that an intelligence
organization with the primary role of intel

ligence gathering was transformed into a
complex, highly centralized and personal
ized cartel, planning, organizing and exe
cuting its plans with no significant interac
tion with any other department of the
state."' General Zia and DGISI General

chief. The option of dismissing civilian
governments allows the army to avoid the
hazards of direct rule. Prime Minister

Benazir Bhutto's government was dis

missed in 1990 by the president with the
military's blessing.

Pakistani military brass suggested

another plan, which included a massive
assault on Kabul city. This was abandoned

only after forceful intervention by the US

lAILI HELMS, THE NIECE OF

State Department, which was alarmed by

the prospect of heavy civilian casualties.^®
Many ISI officers continued to work at dif
ferent levels with Afghan elements. Some
officers even after retirement continue to

engage in Afghan affairs for ideological or

THESmtDEPARTMENtANtr-

monetary reasons. During the 1992 inter

im Afghan government headed by
Burhanuddin Rabbani, an ISI operative,
Lt. Colonel Saleem was working as a liai
son between Rabbani's presidential secre
tariat and ISI headquarters in Islamabad.

Akhtar Abdur Rahman were in full control He had access to all relevant government
of the Afghan affair at the highest level. In officials." Since the opening of Pakistan's
August 1988, when both of them died in a consulate in Herat in 1994. it has been
plane crash along with many senior headed by an ISI operative, Colonel Sultan
Pakistani army officers and US ambassa
dor Arnold Raphael, Pakistan's Afghan pol Amir, known as Colonel Imam. The evericy became less coherent.

ISi was single mindedly pumping more

and more weaponry into Afghanistan. By

expanding role of ISI encompassing active
involvement in Afghanistan, internal sur

veilance of the army and political manip

ulation, changed the inner dynamics of the

1986, the rate was 1,000 tons of arms and

armed forces as well. Whenever a new gov

the Soviet withdrawal, CIA and ISI, confi

ernment or a new army chief took control,
there was a large-scale shuffle in ISI to
bring in loyal officers. After the dismissal

ammunition perweek.8 In early 1989, after
dent of victory, embarked on an ambitious

plan of conventional military assault. They

of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif's govern

ISI high command with CIA help committed
Mujahedin to a conventional military assault

ment by the president in 1993, DGISI Lt.
General Javed Nasir was sacked and sever
al officers at ISI were retired or sent back

chose Jalalabad to establish a foothold. The
on Jalalabad garrison.® This adventure was
a dismal failure and the inevitable recrimi
nations followed, with allegations of wide

spread corruption in the money and
weapons pipelines and increased scrutiny

by Congress, which resulted in a shakeup at

the CIA Afghan desk.

Pakistan's military mission went to

Washington to promote a new military and

political offensive. This plan included the cre

to regular army units.'2

During Benazir Bhutto's second term in

office, her interior minister. Major General

(Retired) Naseerullah Khan Babar became
actively involved in Afghan affairs.

Pakistan by this time was frustrated by the

incessant civil war in Afghanistan and by
the failure of its main ally Hikmatyar, and

was looking for new Pushtun clients in

A consensus developed
ation of a conventional Mujahedin army of Afghanistan.
between the Pakistani and US intelligence
eight battalions drawn mainly from Gulbuddin

Hikmatyar's organization, Hizl>«-lslami and

subversion of Pushtuns aligned with the
socialist government of President Mohammad

Najibullah. In March 1990, Dr. Najibullah's

defense minister, General Shahnawaz Tanai,

launched an abortive coup in Kabul and
afterward fled to Pakistan.

General Zia had inserted a clause in the

constitution that gave the president
authority to dismiss an elected govern
ment. This power has been used four times

since 1985 with the blessing of the army
4

communities in favor of the Taliban. The

Taliban were expected by both these coun

tries to bring order in Afghanistan to pave
the way for multibillion-dollar oil pipelines,
put an end to the tribal and factional fight
ing, and act as a staunch Sunni roadblock
to Iranian Shiism in the region.
The emergence of many independent
states in central Asia in 1991 after the col

lapse of the USSR, the huge energy reser

voirs attracted many corporations, in
February 1998 during a House subcommit

tee hearing on US interests in central Asia,
CovertAction Quarterly / No. 72

UNOCAL'S vice president, for international
relations, John Maresca, gave details of the

projects. Maresca explained that a 1,04(3mile pipeline wil run from the existing lines

in central Asia through Afghanistan to an
export terminal to be constructed on the

Pakistani coastline for export. The estimat

ed cost of this joint project of UNOCAL and
Delta of Saudi Arabia was $2.5 billion. In

addition. Central Asia Gas Pipeline
Consortium (CeritGas) in which UNOCAL
holds an interest, was working on a 750mile gas pipeline. The pipeline was to start
from the Daulatabad gas fields of

Turkmenistan, pass through Afghanistan on

to Multan in Pakistan. Later, an extension
was to move gas to New Delhi for the
emerging energy markets of Asia. (House of
Representatives, Subcommittee on Asia
and the Pacific and Committee on

International Relations. Hearings on US

interests in the Central Asian Republics
February 12, 1998).'®

Intelligence analysts briefed UNOCAL
officials extensively. UNOCAL and Delta hired
many Americans who were closely involved in
Afghanistan during the 1980s. Thomas
Gouttierre's Center for Afghanistan Studies at
the University of Nebraska received $1.8 mil

lion from UNOCAL for the period 1997-99
for educational and vocational programs
related to oil pipelines.'' Laili Helms, the
Afghan-American niece of former CIA director
Richard Helms, helped facilitate contacts
between Taliban and CentGas, the consor
tium for the pipeline project. She was also the
go-between for the State Department and
Taliban.'^ The Taliban became closer to bin
Laden as he was supporting the regime finan
cially. Lt. General Mahmud Ahmad, chief of

ISI was visiting the US on September 11,

2001. In subsequent months, allegations of
his links with terrorists resulted in his sack
ing. He is now under.house arrest. Prior to the
start of the US attack on Afghanistan, sever

al milion dollars had been distributed among
the tribes straddling the Pakistan-Afghan bor
der to keep them neutral, a custom centuries

old.'® "The dismantling of the Taliban with a
combination of lethal air power, support of

opposition and lavish spending especially
along the Durand line (British-drawn border

between Afghanistan and Pakistan) has
resulted in the emergence of new realities.""
The events of the last two decades in

Afghanistan have again proven that
reliance on covert operations for achieve
ment of strategic goals has serious reper
cussions. Policies devoid of humane per
spective can only unleash severe violent

actions and reactions with devastating con
sequences for the participants.
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forces that organized the coup d'etat are
still there and certainly haven't bowed to
the will of the Venezuelan people. To be
reminded of the threat, all we have to do is

STAGE II: VIRTUAL REALITY
The media constructed a virtual reality by
representing the strike as an enormous
success indicating widespread discontent

turn on the TV. What we witnessed here

with the "(ihavez regime," and later by

was a carefully planned and organized,
media-led coup d'etat.
The unfolding of events, or rather the
manner in which the Venezuelan corporate
media reported them, clearly shows that
this coup was orchestrated by an alliance
of business sectors, members of the old

constant coverage of anti-Chavez demon
strations in upper-class Caracas neighbor
hoods. As with similar demonstrations in

preceding months, the media referred to
demonstrators as "civil society," as if the

STAGE Hi: FIRE AT WILL
Chaos best describes what followed.
Before more than a few thousand Chavez

supporters had reached the presidential
palace, the mob of middle class demon
strators had encircled the Miraflores neigh

borhood and were movinig in on the palace.
Only a few dozen Natiianal Guard troops

were interposed between the two fronts.
There was a lot of yelling and stick waving,

wealthy were representing Venezuela as a

but clashes had not occurred when, sud

the media and the US government. The
political power of business is concentrated
in Fedecamaras (the Venezuelan big busi
ness lobby), the power of the old guard lies

whole. Another huge media contribution to
the "big plan" was its constant drumroll of
support for a march, called by the opposi
tion forces, on the headquarters of PDVSA,
the stat^owned oil company. Recent man
agement changes implemented by Chavez

denly, the Chavistas began receiving sniper
fire from unidentified sharpshooters
deployed on tall buildings nearby. To add

in CTV (trade unions linked to Accion

to bring the company into line with his eco

Democratica, the former ruling party), the
power of the media rests with Venezuela's
four television channels, its most widelyread newspapers, and commercial radio

supply oil to Cuba on favorable terms, were
used by the opposition as examples of

guard in the military and organized labor,

nomic policy, and his recent agreements to

to the confusion, the snipers shot at both
pro-Chavez and anti-Chavez demonstra
tors, killing several people on each side,
including a journalist.
Who were the snipers? The media,
without providing an ounce of proof,

alleged that they were from the Chavista

STAGE I: MANAGERIAL "STRIKE"
To prepare the atmosphere of crisis,
CTV and Fedecamaras called for a general
strike on Tuesday, the 9th of April. The

towards this new destination.

unnatural alliance of old-line trade union

defend the President and their Revolution.

camp. To support this allegation they
broadcast videotaped images of pistolshooting Chavistas. As this was the only
record produced of shooting, it suggested
all the violence was perpetrated by
Chavistas. This allegation was probably
accepted unquestioningly by the TV-watch
ing audiences, both inside and outside
Venezuela. For many months the antiChavez media campaign had depicted the
Bolivarian Circles as bloodthirsty mobs
armed to the teeth and "civil society" as
civilized pacifists. According to the
Venezuelan media, Chavez had ordered the

leadership with business owners echoed
clearly the fascist precursors. This is con
firmed by the fact that, although the strike
was not widely followed, its organizers

The decisive phase of the plan was in
action. As the opposition understood, given

shootings, and, henceforth, "asesino!"
became the battle cry of the opposition.

(all in the hands of the old business elite).

The power of the US centers around its
diplomatic, oil and military interests.
These forces all joined In a well thought
out plan to destabilize Venezuela and cre
ate a context of confusion in which a coup
could be carried out.

C h a v e z ' s " a u t h o r i t a r i a n c h a r a c t e r. " O n

Thursday morning, after a night of rallying
on TV and radio, most of Caracas's middleclass, at least 200,000 people, began
marching on the main office of PDVSA. By
midmorning, the media began falsely
reporting that President Chavez had fled
Miraflores, the presidential palace, and in
no time the march had shifted its course

decided to reconduct it, then, on

Wednesday night they decided to continue
it indefinitely.
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But the pro-Chavez shantytowns of
Caracas were alerted and many

"Chavistas" began running to Miraflores to

the enormous class tension between these

two segments of Caracas's population, this
could only result in a very ugly confronta

STAGE IV; MILITARY DEFECTIONS

tion.

Miraflores seemed to be cooling down. The
media onslaught continued relentlessly,
(Continued on pg. 34)
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As dusk approached, the situation around

Palestine in the Crosshairs
US POLICY AND THE STRUGGLE FOR NATIONHOOD
John Steinbach

themselves with the biblical Israelites, had

refused to readmit approximately 800,000
refugees expelled and displaced during the
first Israeli/Arab conflict."' In 1967. Israel

sharply circumscribed national rights.
In sharp contrast, because of strategic
and domestic considerations, US support
for Israel has ranged from unconditional to

second coming of Christ) before the Zionist

mildly critical (on occasion and always tem

Movement emerged in the late 19th

conquered and occupied large areas of

porarily), under nearly every circumstance

Century.'* The nascent Zionist movement
was only too happy to take advantage of fun
damentalist Christian attitudes, an enduring
alliance which has continued to the present.

Ffityinternational
four years a
goand
IsraeU.N.
,l n
i de
fiance of
law
resolutions,

Palestinian land, creating approximately
half a million more refugees, many for the
second time. Today, about 4.5 million reg-

superceding Palestinian rights and enabling
and emboldening Israeli oppression. The
loudly proclaimed notion that the US has

conceived of the notion of Jewish return to

Israel (as a precondition for the imminent

After World War I, Woodrow Wilson,
despite "a steady flow of reports" critical of

the "Zionist project," approved of the
British Balfour Declaration (1917), a doc

ument "drafted primarily by Zionist figures
in the American government," that sup
ported a "Jewish Homeland" in historic

Palestine.® At no point was the opinion of
the Palestinians themselves ever consid
ered. US Zionists Like Felix Frankfurter

and Louis Brandeis "managed to institu

tionalize in American foreign policy in par
ticular, and in American political thought
in general, misinformation about Palestine
as well as the denial of the right of the

Palestinian people to self-determination."®
Although the Zionist movement still
represented a minority of Jewish opinion in
America and Europe up until WWII, over
the next several decades, the Zionist lobby
grew dramatically and had great influence
on public and, especially, political opinion.
In a portent of things to come, on the 25th

December 8,2001. Qalinda checkpoint between Ramaliah and Jerusalem. An Israeli soldier
assaults a Palestinian teenager. Such brutality is a fact of daily life in occupied Palestine.

anniversary of the Balfour Declaration, 63
senators and nearly 200 representatives

istered Palestinian refugees and a world

been "evenhanded" or an "honest broker,"

wide Palestinian nation of nearly eight mil
lion struggle for justice, human dignity, and

urged the establishment of a "Jewish
National Home." "As the Jewish claim to

let alone a "full partner" in Palestinian-

self-determination.2 The Palestinian Nakba

(catastrophe) represents one of the last
remaining instances of settler-state colo
nialism and the longest and largest unre
solved refugee crisis since World War II.
Much of the blame for the Nakba and

the prolonged occupation lays squarely at
the feet of the US From the mid-1800s

until present, a mixture of domestic and
geo-political considerations has dictated

Israeli negotiations is patently absurd.
Over a hundred years ago, negative
Arab stereotypes and the notion that
Christian Europeans were entitled to rule

the "Holy Land" (Palestine) were already
firmly entrenched in the popular imagina
tion, an Inheritance from their European
forebears, "The European view, inherited
by the Americans, was shaped by mostly
hostile encounters with Middle East peo

US policy toward Palestine. Since 1948,

ples beginning with the rise of Islam.
...Then the Crusades...intensified the hos

the bi-partisan US position toward

tility by whipping up emotions against

Palestine has varied from almost complete
indifference, to affected humanitarian con

cern for refugees, to grudging recognition of

Islam and Muslims.

By the mid-1880s, mainstream Ameri

Palestine rose to prominence in the minds
of Americans, the knowledge that Arabs
inhabited the land and also had a claim

was generally pushed aside.
During the next twenty-five years the
Palestinians were largely absent from US
foreign policy considerations. US support
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
John Steinbach is an activist/researcher

with Gray Panthers of Metro Washington,
and a longtime Palestine Solidarity
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can evangelical Protestants, who equated
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April 3,2002. Israeli police fire teargas at more than 2,000 Israeli activists, Jews and Arabs, at the Ram checkpoint between Jerusalem and Ramallah.
Demanding an end to the Israeli military offensive, they were trying to deliver humanitarian supplies to the West Bank town of Ramallah.
At the foreign policy level, Reagan

for Israel continued and was consolidated,

ognize or talk to the PLC, a policy that con

especially under Lyndon Johnson. It was
during this period that Israel, with French
and US complicity, emerged as a major mil

tinued nearly 20 years.'^

itary power and developed its nuclear capa

bility.® "Between 1964 and 1967...a new,

(AlPAC) and other Zionist pressure groups
when he expressed support for a

unprecedented, covert military-security

"Palestinian Homeland" and criticized

relationship (with Israel) was formed..."®

Israel's settlement policies. Despite Carter's
relatively open-minded attitudes toward
Palestine, it is important to understand that

the PLC in Beirut and Tunis, coupled with

he never favored the creation of a
Palestinian State, and did nothing to slow

brutality, led the Palestinian grassroots to
rebel. The intifada eventually required the
permanent deployment of well over

THE EMERGENCE OF THE PLD
The 1967 War ended with Israel occupying
the remaining parts of Palestine, the West
Bank and the Gaza Strip containing more
than one million Palestinians. The US

response was an unprecedented increase

in political, military and economic support
for Israel, reflecting perceived increased

Israeli strategic value.^® In 1968, the
Palestine Liberation Organization (PLC),
under the leadership of Yassir Arafat's

Jimmy Carter raised the ire of the
American Israel Public Affairs Committee

the settlements.''® US support for Israel
continued to intensify during the Carter
years, and the concept of Israel's "strategic
indispensability...slowly became part of the

body of US assumptions about Israel."''''
The Reagan era represented "a quan

tum leap in efforts to promote Israel and
delegitimize the Palestinians in the United

Fatah movement, became the recognized
representative of the Palestinian people.
Predictably, as the oppression mounted, so
did PLC guerrilla actions against Israel and
the world began to recognize the legitima
cy of Palestinian national demands.""^ In a
telling reaction to the PLC's growing power,
Nixon instituted an official policy of
implacable hostility toward Palestinian

States."'® Reagan saw Israel as a bulwark

nationalism and a commitment not to rec

could no longer directly supply.'®
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against communism and threatened to
unleash its military might against the
"Soviet proxy" Syria while Palestinians
were relegated to the status of "terrorist

maintained the basic US principles toward

Palestine of no right to self determination,
no independent state, no electoral fran
chise and no right of return. Ronald
Reagan's extreme embrace of Israel and
complicity in Israeli attempts to destroy
the ongoing settlement construction and
the commensurate increase in Occupation

100,000 Israeli troops, and the cost to

Israel, both in dollars, casualties, and
international opinion became prohibitive.
With the onset of the Intifada, for the

first time the American public began to see
the Palestinians as a distinct people with

legitimate national aspirations." When a
weakened and coerced Arafat and PLC

were finally forced to concede to American

bands." Illicit arms technology transfers to

dictates and renounce armed struggle, this
and the Intifada exposed contradictions
between Reagan and the Shamir govern
ment, ultimately leading to direct talks

Israel resulted In a greatly enhanced Israeli

between the US and the PLO.

military, and enabled the arming of repres
sive regimes world-wide which the US

A broad range of pro-Israel groups and
"front" groups coordinated by Israel and
the AtPAC and supported by pro-Israel

CovertAction Quarterly / No. 72

"think tanks" like the Washington Institute
for Near East Policy (WINER) organized a
formidable strategy of intensive lobbying
and financial support for Congressional

AlPAC and WINEP. From the start, the Oslo

ments and Israeli Army fortresses....If

Peace Process was intended to result In a

final settlement conforming to Israel's

Israel ever decides to withdraw its troops
from any downtown (Arab) area...the. Army

familiar "red lines"; no return to 1967 bor

will continue to rule that city from out-

supporters of Israel. According to the late
Israel Shahak, "Major Jewish organizations
support Israel as loyally and unconditional
ly as the Communist party for so long used

ders, no removal of settlements, no
Palestinian Right of Return, no independ
ent Palestinian state,, and no shared

side."2® Reinhart went on to conclude:

Jerusalem, each point In direct violation of
International law and UN Security Council
resolutions. Israelis managed to get a weak

in the Territories by imprisoning them in
ghettoes, starving them and turning them

ened Arafat to sign the Oslo Accord.22

occupation' we will present it as a step
toward a Palestinian State. We will crush

A major front in the propaganda war was
waged in the media where, historically,

Clinton continued Reagan's and Bush's pol
icy of putting "dialogue" with the PLO "at
the sen/ice of Israel's game plan: talk
inconclusively about procedures while
Israeli force was systematically applied to

debate over Palestinian rights has been

crush Palestinian resistance and initia-

to in regard to the USSR.''^® Politicians
who dared question US policy in the Middle
East found themselves targeted by AlPAC
and subsequently often defeated. It goes
without saying that there is no remotely

comparable Palestinian/Arab lobby.^®

The meaning of the plan is that we will

solve the problem of 2 million Palestinians

into beggars. But instead of calling it 'an

Palestinian throats with our boots while

smiling to them nicely.
Peace Now and much of the Israeli

"peace movement" avidly supported this
racist Apartheid-like plan and pressured
the Palestinian Authority (PA) to accept it.
The fundamentalist settlers and Israeli

US AID TO ISRAEL (POP. 4.8 MILLION) FROM 1949 T01997 TOTALED:^^

OVER $134 BILLION. PUtilOfflERtM^THniil.

ToS
i RAElFOlTHESAb
l PERIODEXCEEOb
i THETOTALAIDTOALL

;bF sub-saharAn afrIcI imiN AiiRicA lb:™
:TOMBE
i D (POP.486 MILLION)

radical right supported it privately and
attacked it publicly in order to rnanipulate
the Labor Party "doves." Shahak points
out that it was the Labor Party "doves"
who actually implemented the plan, and
that historically Labor has been."more
noxious in terms.of the actual oppression
of its victims."^'

Implementation of the Matrix of Control
was the tail that wagged the entire Clinton
"peace process." It bought Israel seven
years of feverish settlement activity (the
number of Israeli settlers more than dou

tives."^®
The Madrid "Peace Process," initiated

bled between 1993 and 2001, an
struction of a web of security roads and

virtually universal accolades in the main
stream media. When Israeli and European

by the US in 1991 directly in response to
the first Intifada had stalled for two years.
The problem was that Israel had (and has)
absolutely no intention of relinquishing
control of the Occupied Territories; the

scholars revealed massive fabrication of

solution was Bill Clinton and Oslo.^^ "A

did Barak present his "generous offer."
While the "peace process" and the

evidence, omissions, misquotes, and pla
giarism of discredited sources, "none of the
publications which favorably reviewed it

tacit understanding exists between Israelis

Final Status Talks were ongoing, US eco

and Palestinians who attended the secret

nomic and military aid to Israel continued

negotiations (in Oslo) to the effect that no
autonomy in the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip can possibly materialize even if the

to accelerate at an unprecedented pace.

Oslo Accord mandates it."2®

$134 billion, equal to $23,240 for each
Israeli. Put another way, from 1949 to
1996 the total US foreign aid to Israel

severely curtailed and almost entirely nega
tive. From Time Immemorial (Harper and
Row, 1984), the genocidal screed by Joan
Peters, denied the Palestinians' very exis
tence, yet became a bestseller and received

issued retractions."20

The power of the Israeli lobby continues
unabated. A typical recent triumph of the
Zionist lobby is the October 20, 2000,

unprecedented rate) and enabled the con
Israeli Army forts. Only when the project
was near completion and continued Israeli
"control from the outside" was assured,"

According to Richard Curtiss, US aid to
Israel from 1949 to 1997 totaled over

House Resolution 426 expressing
Congress' solidarity with Israel and con
demning the Palestinian leadership for
encouraging the violence that has erupted

The Clinton-orchestrated "peace
process" provided perfect cover to imple
ment the policy formulated by Ariel Sharon
in 1977 and elaborated on by radical fun
damentalist settlers in the early 1980s.

in the Middle East. The resolution failed to

This plan, called the "Matrix of Control,"

million).28 Israel receives more annual per

also condemn violence perpetrated by

called for the establishment of strategic

Israeli forces. Motion agreed to 365-30.2^

hilltop settlements throughout the West
Bank, to be connected by "bypassing

capita aid than the GNP per capita income
of Egypt despite the fact that it is "an
advanced, industrialized, technologically

The majority of the Congressional Black
Caucus and the Progressive Caucus sup
ported the resolution.
No previous American President had

roads" and reserved for the exclusive use

of settlers and Israeli Defense Forces

exceeded the total aid to all of sub-

Saharan Africa, Latin America and the

Caribbean combined (total population 486

sophisticated country, as well as a major
arms exporter."^® The tired old argument

been as reliably pro-Israel as was Bill

(IDF). The purpose was described by
Professor Tanya Reinhart as "envisaging

Clinton. Clinton's vice president. Al Gore,

the maximal defense of all existing settle

was one of Israel's most avid supporters in

"tiny beleaguered" Israel is farcical; Israeli
military forces are in the top ten world

ments and the partition of the West Bank

wide, with an arsenal of hundreds of

Congress, and virtually his entire Middle

into (Arab) enclaves. Each enclave is to be

East team read like a "Who's Who" of

surrounded by bypassing roads, settle-

sophisticated nuclear weapons capable of
reaching beyond Moscow.®®

8
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that US aid is to ensure survival of the
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The overriding strategic function to US
aid to Israel is inextricably connected to
access to Middle East oil and markets and

the related repression of Arab nationalism.
The development of a popular, class based
pan-Arab movement capable of challeng
ing western control of Middle Eastern oil is
Washington's greatest nightmare. To
ensure Israel's surrogate role as the over
whelmingly dominant power in the region,
the US has provided it with the most
advanced weaponry and technology, delib
erately creating a military imbalance which
the US has exploited by also selling gener
ally less sophisticated weapons to its other
client states in the region, making the
Middle East by far the most lucrative mar

number of the dead and wounded."^

Sharon's response to the second
Intifada, with US approval, has been a pol
icy of escalation of the occupation, punc-

ABEHING SHARON S

SCHEMES, WASHINGTON HAS

iROMtiEDAli

A PROPAGANOA CAMPAIGN

^DE^IGNEbfoUNDERiNEANO'^
ISOLATE ARAFAT.

and infrastructure expansion.
As of early 2002, Sharon has openly
admitted his intentions about the future of

Israel by introducing the term "transfer
ring." He intends to make existence for
Palestinians in the occupied territories and
Israel itself so miserable as to force them

to flee. This plan will make hundreds of
thousands of Palestinians into refugees
twice removed. Anywhere else in the world,
this practice is called ethnic cleansing.
The silence of the Western media on the

subject is deafening.
Abetting Sharon's schemes, Washing
ton has broadened and intensified a prop
aganda campaign designed to undermine
and isolate Arafat.

ket for the military-industrial complex.^^
Among Its various strategic roles, Israel
provides intelligence information, sen/es as
a testing ground for new US weaponry,
helps defeat radical national movements,
and funnels arms to nations which the US

cannot support directly (examples include
the Nicaraguan Contras, Apartheid South
Africa, Guatemala and El Salvador, Chile,
and Iran). All this serves the interests of

the weapons industry. "The Aerospace
Industry Association...has given two times
more money than all the pro-Israel groups
combined...the general thrust of US policy
would be pretty much the same even if
A l PA C d i d n ' t e x i s t .

As the Oslo "peace" negotiations
dragged on, Israeli settlement activity
surged and Israel enjoyed seven years of
unprecedented prosperity. Under the
approving eyes of Washington, Israel
expelled Palestinian workers, set up

tuated by periodic provocations designed
to elicit violent Palestinian response. For
example, Arafat called for a ceasefire on
December 16, 2001 and despite an actu
al increase in Palestinian deaths, three
weeks of relative calm prevailed.
In mid-January, Sharon ordered the
assassination of Khamis Ahmad All, a sen
ior Fatah leader, resulting in a renewed
Palestinian uprising, precisely Sharon's
Intention. Arafat has been held under house

arrest and Israel has attempted his assassi
nation with many unsuccessful helicopter
and tank attacks on his headquarters while

holding him prisoner.35 There have been
widespread invasions of Palestinian territo
ry, including downtown Gaza City,
Bethlehem, Ramallah...and the destruction

ISRAEL, THE US & POLITICAL ISLAM
Beginning with the installation of the Saud
family in the 1920s, Western Imperialism
has a long and sordid history of promoting
reactionary political islam to counter
nationalism and secular democratic move

ments in the Middle East. Following the
Second World War, the strategy shifted to
include countering perceived Soviet influ
ence and containing anti-colonial and antiimperialist pan-Arab secular nationalism.
Present manifestations of this policy are
readily apparent in Afghanistan, Pakistan,
Kosovo, and the former Soviet republics.
"Political Islam traps the people it victim
izes and makes them powerless in the face
of the challenges of liberal capitalist glob
alization, and that this suits dominant cap

of hundreds of Palestinian homes and busi

ital's purpose."^®

nesses. Rocket attacks from Apache heli
copters and F-16 fighters have destroyed

An independent secular-democratic
Palestine would be a powerful symbol that

Maquiladora-like "industrial parks" in

much of the Palestinian infrastructure,

Gaza and the West Bank, and repeatedly
curtailed movement within the Occupied
Territories, while closing its borders to
Palestinian workers; policies deliberately

including Gaza Airport and Seaport. The
long-standing Israeli campaign of political

could weaken Western control of the region
and its resources. In order to prevent this,

designed to make Palestine totally eco

nomically dependent.
On the ground the result was unprece
dented Palestinian economic deprivation,

with a 20% decrease in per capita income,
skyrocketing unemployment and dramatic

assassinations and attacks on Palestinian

police has intensified.^®
Sharon's intentions are transparently
obvious. By isolating Arafat and attacking
the Palestinian Authority, and by systemat

Israel borrowed a page from the US by tac
itly supporting and enabling Hamas in the
1980s, thus driving a wedge between the
secularists and Islamists, fomenting dis

cord and weakening the resistance.
Coupled with Israel's strategy of decapita

ically assassinating the leadership of the
secular groups like DFLP and PFLP in the

tion of the secular leadership with a pro

last twelve months, Sharon is attempting

tions (greatly accelerated during the past

tracted campaign of political assassina

deterioration in its infrastructure and edu

to create a political vacuum that would be

18 months), the result has been to threat

cation system. Inevitably, grassroots

fi l l e d b y a n i n s u r g e n t H a m a s a n d

en the Palestinian political infrastructure.

Palestinian support for the "peace process"
and the Palestinian Authority evaporated,

Hezbollah, turning what has historically
been a secular conflict into an increasing

more fundamentalist religious character of

leading directly to the second Intifada.

ly religious one.®^ Sharon can then claim,

its own (an outcome which would doubt

If the Palestinian resistance assumes a

Ya s s e r A r a f a t h a s c o m e u n d e r i n t e n s e

as is already the case, that he has no

less please at least some on the Israeli

pressure from the US and Israel to "crack

"peace partner" to negotiate with and,
consequently, that Israel has no recourse

right), Israel, driven by its own fundamen
talist settler-colonial logic (Zionism), may
attempt to use such a development to jus
tify even more draconian measures of

down on 'terrorists'," but so far he has sup
ported the Intifada while distancing him
self from the radical Islamists. "Arafat

does not control the Islamists, nor does he

control the stone-throwing students and
youths who constitute a disproportionate
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except to take unilateral action to create

"buffer" zones, annex large areas of the
Occupied Territories and turn them into a
war zone resembling southern Lebanon, all

the while continuing settlement building

CovertAction Quarterly / No. 72

oppression.

POST-911 IMPLICATIONS
Israel's strategic role has taken on even
greater importance in the aftermath of 911.
The current war hysteria driving US policy
dictates increased unllateraiism, as elucidat
ed by George W. Bush's "Axis of Evii" speech
especially taigeting Iraq. Conventional wis
dom no longer questions whether, but only
when, to attack Iraq and topple Saddam

except as a last resort, would now be a

strong probability.'"^^
The proposal by Saudi Crown Prince
Abdullah for permanent "peace" based on
Israeli withdrawal to 1967 borders in

return for diplomatic recognition by the
Arab states and "normalization" is being
lauded as a "breakthrough.Although it
is reportedly "flexible" about borders and

had encountered a stone wall, making it
clear that there was little or no appetite for

US war plans."^
The UN resolution, the visit by US nego
tiator General Anthony Zinni, and recent
statements by the State Department mildly
critical of Israel are mendaciously designed
to temporarily appease Arab and European
discontent with the carnage in the Occupied
Territories in order to gain support for an
invasion of Iraq. Israel has repeatedly made
clear that it has no intentions of permitting
a truly independent Palestinian state. A
potential silver lining in the resolution is
that, for the first time, the Security Council
is formally on record supporting the concept
of a sovereign Palestine, enhancing
Palestinian credibility.
In the opinion of Professor Naseer
Aruri, "The anti-war movement never had a

April 8,2002. Palestinians walk along a road, destroyed by Israeli bulldozers, connecting the West
Bank city of Hebron and the town of Yatta. Al Fawar refugee camp can be seen in the backgound.
Hussein. Unlike the Gulf War, however, it is
unlikely that the US can count on substan

tial international support.39
If the US attacks Iraq unilaterally, Israel's
position as the dominant power in the region
would be emphasized. "Protection" of Israel

from Iraqi "weapons of mass destruction"
will undoubtedly be a large part of the ini
tial justification. The presumed Israeli role
in the new Iraq war would be to provide
intelligence and logistical support and,
especially, to discourage other Arab states
from interfering militarily on Iraq's behalf

Jerusalem, and apparently makes no men
tion of the Palestinian right of return, it is
unlikely that Israel, especially under
Sharon, will respond favorably. Typically,
the Israeli response to seemingly innumer
able Arab peace proposals over the years is
to feign interest, study it, and ultimately
reject it. The real significance of the Saudi
proposal is that it illustrates the level of
panic prevailing among the Arab monarchs
in the wake of the warm popular response

problem supporting liberation movements
in Vietnam, Central and South America,
South Africa and elsewhere; but regarding
Palestine there is a problem. This is due to
a variety of factors, including fear of being
labeled anti-semitic, and fear of losing
funding. Broad segments of the American
Peace Movement come dangerously close
to acquiescence in Israeli War Crimes. It is
an uphill struggle to build a grassroots
movement to end the occupation and chal
lenge US support for Israel, but it is not
impossible.
The situation for Palestine has become

increasingly desperate. The Bush policy of
"hands off" while blaming the Palestinians
for escalating violence (overwhelmingly
affecting Palestinian civilians), conforms
precisely to Israel's strategy of creating
"facts on the ground," making any future

to Osama bin Laden's demands for US

negotiated settlement problematical. With
Israel appropriating 80% of West Bank
aquifer water and controlling much of the
most fertile land, it is abundantly clear that
any presently conceivable future Palestinian

evacuation from Saudi Arabia, Palestinian

state would be "independent" in name only.

by brandishing the threat of retaliation,
above all with nuclear weapons.
During the Gulf War, then-Secretary of
Defense Dick Cheney threatened, "I assume

autonomy, and an end to the puppet

Even if Israel were to completely withdraw to

regime of the House of Saud.

pre-1967 borders as required by law, a

[Saddam] knows that if he were to resort to
chemical weapons, that would be an esca

The U.N. Security Council Resolution

lation to weapons of mass destruction and
that the possibility would then exist, cer
tainly with respect to the Israelis, for exam
ple, that they might retaliate with uncon

Palestinian "state" comprising only 22% of
CONCLUSIONS
1397 of March 14, 2002 "affirming a
vision of a region where two states, Israel

historic Palestine (less than 1/2 the UN-par

titioned Arab land in 1948), would present
serious questions of viability.

and Palestine, live side by side within

Considering that Israel has an absolute
obligation under the Fourth Geneva

secure and recognized borders," was intro

Convention

duced by the US in the face of mounting

expelled in 1948 and 1967, the inherently

to

readmit

Palestinians

ventional (nuclear) weapons as well.'"^ it is

international condemnation of the current

racist concept of Israel as "a State of the

significant that, during the 1967 and 1973
wars, the US and USSR went on high

military campaign against the Palestinians,
the largest and deadliest since 1967.^^
Vice-President Dick Cheney's mission to
the Middle East designed to whip up sup
port for the "war on terrorism" and espe
cially for the impending war against Iraq

Jews" rather than a state of all its citizens
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nuclear alert. "Should war break out in the

Middle East again... or should any nation
fire missiles against Israel, as the Iraqis did,
a nuclear escalation, once unthinkable

10

is unviable. According to Professor Shahak,
"Discrimination, amounting to a form of
apartheid, but one based on religion not on
race, is inherent in the character of Israel as

a 'Jewish State'.'"*® The only option that

Steinbach

fully satisfies International Law is the
establishment of a secular democratic, or
binationat state.

demonize Palestinians.
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VENEZUELA, TARGET OF OPPORTUNITY
Maximilien Arvelaiz&
Temir Porras Ponceleon

Washn
i gton, DC, fal J999. Hugo Chavez addresses a forum sponsored by Inter-Amercian Da
io
l gue
president Bush's statement in the wake
of 911 that "either you are with us, or
you are with the terrorists" is clear: From
now on, those who are not "100% with the

USA" may be branded as terrorists. Until
recently, only the so-called rogue states
had .been threatened by the Bush adminis

tration, but now, a traditional ally, with a
democratically elected government, has
also become a target.
On February 5, Secretary of State Colin
Powell, questioned by Senator Jesse

Helms, expressed unhappiness with Hugo
Chavez. He was distressed by the fact that

the Venezuelan president was being less
than fully supportive of the anti-terrorism
campaign. Powell also questioned, without

elaborating, Chavez's "understanding of
12

what the democratic system is all about."'

The following day, George Tenet, direc
tor of the CIA, followed up on Powell's
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and predicted that, due to the fall of oil

date in Political Sociology at the Ecole des
Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales (Paris).
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prices, oil being Venezuela's main source

Chavez and the transformation of

statement, commenting on "the growing
internal opposition to President Chavez,"
of income, the "crisis atmosphere is likely
to worsen."2 Needless to say, this sort of
comment could hardly ease the "crisis
atmosphere." At no other time since the
beginning of the Bolivarian Revolution in

1998, had US officials intervened so

abruptly in Venezuelan affairs. Yet they did
so at a time when the political situation in

Venezuela was particularly tense.
Washington's warnings took on the appear
ance of self-fulfilling prophecies: During
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the following week, the massive flight of

capital (US $100 million per day) forced
the Venezuelan government to take emer
gency economic measures.
Following a period of steady deteriora
tion, US-Venezuelan bilateral relations
seem to have reached a point of no return.
Back in the Clinton days, the US govern
ment had adopted a "wait and see" policy
toward President Chavez, and tolerated

strations financed and promoted by
Fedecamaras, the main business lobby.
On the external front, the Republicans'
r e t u r n t o o f fi c e a n d t h e 9 11 e v e n t s h a v e

resulted in a much more aggressive US for
eign policy which has resulted, among
other things, in a significant change in atti
tude toward Latin America. The recent

through governmental action, for an alter
native path toward social equality and sus
tainable development. Meanwhile, the
Chavistas have also given new impetus to
the national military tradition, that of
Generals Jacobo Arbenz in Guatemala,
Juan Velasco Alvarado in Peru or Omar

Torrijos in Panama, by accepting and
encouraging democratic rules. For
instance, over a three-year time span,

close links with Cuba)! They didn't really

appointment of hawks such as John
Negroponte, Otto Reich, John Maisto and
Roger Noriega, has brought forth a new
"realistic" agenda involving the protection
and promotion of US interests no matter

have much choice. When Chavez took

what it takes.® Negroponte, appointed

office, he found a country exhausted by ten
years of social unrest and permanent polit

ambassador to the United Nations, attract
ed much criticism after having served as

such hawks as

Negroponte, Otto
Reich, John Maisto

some uncolonial behavior from the former

paratrooper (e.g., visiting Iraq, establishing

ical crisis. After several decades of ruthless

US ambassador to Honduras from 1981 to

corruption and the political class's inability
to respond to basic social needs, the

1985 where he implemented the Reagan
administration's anti-Communist policy in

Veriezueian population unanimously reject

t h e m o s t f a n a t i c a l m a n n e r. T h e c u r r e n t

ed a regime that was once considered a
model of democracy. Given that Venezuela
is one of the US's main oil providers, and
that it contains among the world's largest
proven oil reserves outside of the Middle
East, the Chavez solution, as long as it
could bring stability to the country, was not
considered by Washington to be the worst

possible scenario.^
Additionally, from the beginning of the
1990s, Latin America had ceased to be a
priority for the USA. The historical hege
m o n i c i n fl u e n c e o f t h e U S i n L a t i n

America took on a new form: the promotion
of Bill Clinton's "market democracy," i.e.,
elected governments as long as they guar
antee that markets rernain open to free

National Security Council Special Adviser
on Latin America, John Maisto, is remem
bered for his role in the 1989 invasion of

Panama. Ironically, during the Venezuelan
presidential campaign of 1998, this for

seemed to have run into a dead end.®

But three years after Chavez's electoral
victory, the context determining USVenezuela relations has changed consider
ably. Within Venezuela, the vast consensus
that rejected the ancien regime has fallen
apart, and the political scene has become

extremely polarized. For several months,
storm clouds have been gathering over
Venezuela. These days, a typical week in
Caracas features bomb scares, dramatic
headlines, rumors of a coup, the distribu
tion of threatening manifestos signed by

grant a visa to candidate Hugo Chavez cit
ing Chavez's involvement in the 1992
coup d'etat against President Carlos
Andres Perez. A few weeks before the elec

tion, he told the press that he didn't "know
anyone in Venezuela who thinks that
Chavez is a democrat." Is he to blame,
given that the 56% of voters who endorsed
the Chavez option, mostly members of the
lower classes, don't regularly attend diplo

matic receptions?^

Venezuelan voters went to the ballot box
seven times. And the elections were in

each case fair and competitive.®
The Chavez administration has been

implementing a seriK of pragmatic meas
ures, which combine economic rationalism
and nationalism. With the aim of respond

ing to the heeds of the poor (80% of the

THE BOLIVARIAN MODEL
Once elected, Chavez didn't fall into the

public works program.® In the meantime, it

expected mold—^that of a neo-populist of
the same cloth as Alberto Fujimori or
Carlos Saul Menem, popular enough to
implement the neo-liberal reforms advo
cated by the global financial institutions.
On the contrary. President Chavez has
proved to be an heir to two important tra

has slowed inflation and increased growth
rates.^® Nevertheless, amateurism has

ditions of rebellion in Latin America: a

civilian revolutionary tradition and a
national military tradition. The first, that of
the left-wing guerrillas of the 1960s
inspired by Fidel Castro and Ernesto "Che"
Guevara, is represented by some of the
most prominent government members and
advisers, often former guerrilla fighters or
supporters. This tradition has also materi
alized in the creation, parallel to the
Chavez administration, of a Commando

intervention by some obscure retired gen
eral. Not to mention strikes and demon

tion" has been interpreted as the search.
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army, or the reports of an imminent US

has brought a new
"realistic" agenda...

population), his government has boosted
social spending, particularly in the educa
tion sector, and launched an ambitious

Politico de la Revolucion, a "revolutionary
brain trust" in charge of setting the politi
cal agenda in the mid and long term. In
the present context, "making the revolu

underground political factions within the

and Roger Noriega,

mer ambassador to Caracas refused to

trade, and that US interests remain

untouched.'^ Thanks to the retreat of tradi
tional opponents, this policy was not diffi
cult to implement. After the fall of the
Berlin wall, most of the left-wing parties in
Latin America were easily co-opted to neoliberal ideas. Meanwhile, the guerrilla
movements, with the notable exception of
the FARC and the ELN in Colombia,

The appointment of

handicapped the government's action,
mainly because of the lack of experienced
cadres among Chavez's supporters. It has

resulted in a considerable turnover in key
executive positions and in numerous hesi
tations over such matters as paramount as
monetary policy. Furthermore, constant
quarreling between "moderate" and "radi
cal" factions within Chavez's political
party, the MVR (Fifth Republic Movement),
has led to several defections among mem
bers of the parliament, and thus lessened
the government's margin of maneuver.
On the international scene. President

Chavez, in a move that is likely to arouse
concern in Washington, is urging Latin
Americans to reconsider their position on
issues such as nationalism, regional inte
gration and democracy. His conception of
nationalism finds its inspiration in the
early nineteenth century wars of liberation

It is impossible to

and manufactured goods. Thus, Chavez is
skeptical about the implementation of the

In conformity with its general approach
to the Third World, the Venezuelan govern

Free Trade Area of the Americas as soon as

fight barbaiity with

2005. Arguing that the Venezuelan econo

barbarity. The evil

my wouldn't yet be ready to compete with

ment has upheld an unorthodox view of the
September 11 attacks and the American
intervention in Afghanistan. For Chavez, a

"northern" economies on equal terms, he

formal condemnation of the attacks on

also asserts that a matter of such grave

New York and Washington didn't preclude

importance should first be submitted to a

the examination of their root causes. As

national referendum. As for "Plan

unjustifiable as they might be, these
events were the product of American uni

deeds of a fanatical

minority cannot justi
fy the bombing of the
Afghan people.
—Hugo Chavez

Colombia," Chavez didn't allow US surveil
lance airplanes to enter Venezuelan air

space during their "War on drugs" mis
sions in the neighboring country. Another
clear sign of Caracas's animosity towards
US military policy in Colombia was the

removal of the US Military Group delega
tion from its rent-free presence in the

Venezuelan army's main headquarters at
and is symbolized by the figures of the
Founding Fathers, San Martin and Bolivar.
In this tradition the armed forces are

looked upon as the defenders of state sov

Fuerte "Tiuna. This decision put an end to a
"cooperation" that bepn in the mid1950s, during Colonel Marcos Perez
Jimenez's dictatorship, and that was con

ereignty as well as the interests of the gen
eral population. As a direct corollary, the

tinued after 1958 under democratic rule.

Bolivarian paradigm influences Chavez's

SAME OLD FEARS
More generally, Washington fears, in a new

conception of regional integration: a politi
cal integration, prior to economic integra
tion, that takes into account the particular
ities of each nation and its people. Bolivar
imagined a Latin American anfictionia

(assembly) that would form a vast political
front, powerful enough to act as a counter
weight to the "Colossus of the North."

Chavez has reinterpreted this vision and
adapted it to existing national. realities,
imagining a "federation of sovereign
nations." Finally, the Venezuelan govern
ment has advocated a "participative
democracy" in which every sector of the
population could contribute to the deci

version of the "domino theory," that the
growing influence of leftist nationalistic
political forces in countries like Venezuela,
Colombia and Ecuador, could lead to the

lateralism in the world as well as the acute

social imbalances that neo-liberal capital
ism has engendered. In view of this atti

tude, Venezuela's poor show of support for
the US military intervention in Afghanistan
isn't too surprising. While the majority of
Latin Ainerica's leaders were pushing and
shoving to be the first to visit the White

House and pledge their support to Bush,
Chavez received attention for publicly
declaring that it was impossible to "fight
barbarity with barbarity/' The evil deeds of
a fanatical minority, he added, could in no

way justity "the bombing of the Afghan

people," since it would iiieyitably result in
the "slaughter of innocents."i3 During the
vveeks that followed, th? US ambassador in
Caracas, Donna Hrinak, was recalled to
Washington for consultation, thus under
lining the US administration's irritation.

emergence of a "Bolivarian triangle." For

A l ^ , w h i l e t h e We s t e r n f o r c e s w e r e

instance. President Chavez seems to have
been an inspiration for sortie leaders of the
January 2001 coup d'etat in Ecuador. This
short-lived revolutiori, which Venezuela

beginning their war against the Taliban
regime, Chavez visited Libya, Venezuela's
strategic partner within OPEC, but also one

was the only country to not firmly con

no one was too surprised when, in
December 2001, the US government
decided to give a sterner tone to bilateral

demn, was the product of an alliance

between sectors of the army and indige
nous movements. Its aim was to put an
end to the neo-liberal policies of President

of Washington's biggest headaches. Thus,

relations with the nomination of Charlea S.

sion-making process. Thus, Venezuelan
officials opposed the US final resolution

Yamil Mahuad, who intended to "dollarize"

Shapiro as new ambassador to Caracas. It
was thought that Mr. Shapiro had picked up

the Ecuadorian economy. 12 Without the

skills as ambassador to El Salvador (1985

proposal at the Summit of the Americas

pressure of the OAS and US authorities,

to 1988) and as director of the Bureau of

(Quebec, March-April 2001), arguing that
a vague commitment to democracy was
insufficient if its participative character
was not specified.^ (jhavez's comments
on the risk of confiscation of representative
democratic systems by riational "oli

Colonel Lucio Gutierrez and his allies

Cuban Affairs (since 1999) that could be

might well have succeeded. In Colombia,

particularly useful in Chavez's Venezuela.
Fall 2001 was also a turning point for
Venezuela domestically. Up to this date,
the Chavistas had mainly carried out polit
ical reforms. The most significant of these
was the complete remodeling of the coun
try's institutions, and the'drafting of a new

Chavez's electoral victory led the

exclusion from continental meetings, were

Colombian Revolutionary Armed Forces
(FARC) to modify their Marxist rhetoric and
to adopt some aspects of his "Bolivarian"
language and style. On several occasions,
the FARC, an organization labeled "terror

less than appreciated by most of his col

ist" by the US, and therefore by the

leagues, particularly George W. Bush who
refused to meet him in private.
Washington and Caracas's plans for
Latin America could hardly be more diver
gent, as their respective views on Plan

Colombian Government as well, has shown
sympathy for Venezuela's political evolu

most of the government's energy had been

tion since 1998.

Colombia and the Free Trade Area of the
Americas clearly demonstrate. From an

Pro-Chavez sentiment on the part of rebel
movements that are on the wrong side of the
fence, can prove to be particularly cumber
some in the post-911 world. For this and

vating OPEC. Under the leadership of the
Venezuelan Ali Rodriguez Araque, an ex
guerrilla leader of Syrian descent, OPEC
had carried out a concerted policy of
decreased production that, during the year
2000, pushed barrel prices up from nine
to thirty dollars. The ensuing flow of

garchies," and his condemnation of Cuba's

US-VENEZUELA RELATIONS POST-911

economic point of view, Chavez's program
is nationally oriented. Its main objective is
the reduction of the country's excessive

other reasons, Fall 2001 was a significant

dependence on oil exports, as well as on

turning point for Venezuela-US relations.

Constitution. 1'* On the economic front,
focused on reviewing oil policy and reacti

petrodollars was a godsend for a govern
ment that was preparing to launch a far-

foreign—mainly US—agricultural products
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July 2001. Presidents Fernando Enrique Cardozo of Brazil, Hugo Chavez of Venezuela and Fidel Castro of Cuba at the inauguration of a major project
ontheVenezuela-Braziiborder.

<

begin awakening the fears, txjth old and

interests that have the most to lose from

new, of the US administration. From the
domestic point of view, and despite the fact

Chavez's new measures. Nevertheless, the

that they were entirely legal, the economic

given the rebel officers serves to highlight

authorize the executive to legislate by

measures were deemed "tyrannical" and

decree. This authorization was due to

"communist." And from the international

the contradictory nature of their attitude.
For though they are prompt to denounce

expire at the end of October 2001 and so.

point of view. President Chavez was accused
of alienating the "Western democracies" and

the "country's militarization" operated by
Chavez, they are just as quick to praise the

favoring ties with governments and subver

democratic values of any general who
chooses to distance himself from the presi
dent. On a daily basis, they use their

reaching policy aimed at revitalizing and
restructuring the economy. Its margin of
maneuver was further extended by the
Ve n e z u e l a n P a r l i a m e n t ' s d e c i s i o n t o

when Chavez returned from his interna
tional tour of that same month, he pre
sented Venezuela with a set of 49 new

decrees. In no time, the opposition to

sive groups that used "terrorism" as a politi
cal weapon. Then, on December 10, the day

C h a v e z a n d m u c h o f t h e Ve n e z u e l a n b u s i

the "land law" was to come into effect, the

ness community were in an uproar.

opposition launched a full offensive by call
ing for a "general strike" against the govern
ment. This strike, that paralyzed the country

THE ANTI-CHAVEZ OFFENSIVE
One of the most controversial measures

was the "land law" that was to serve as the

framework for the agrarian reform that the
government had long promised to carry

hero's welcome that the opposition has

mouthpieces in the press to denounce the
government's alleged disrespect for free
dom of speech. The Venezuela correspon

dent for the Paris daily Le Monde has noted

for one day, was the baby of a couple of
strange bedfellows: the Fedecamaras busi
ness lobby and the CTV, a central trade union

otherwise: "...even the most hostile news

paper editors admit that under the Chavez
regime the media encounters much fewer

confederation (a National Endowment for

pressures than before."^® All the while,

out. This law allows the National Land

Democracy grantee) in which the old former

rebel officers in uniform march in protest

Institute to expropriate all non-productive
land of properties surpassing 5,000
hectares (12,350 acres) includes provi

ruling party, Accion Democratica, plays a
dominant role. It was a peculiar strike

sions that limit individual property owner

their companies for a day, and thus provided
their employees with an unexpected holiday.
Following this "awakening" of the coun

ship to 12,350 acres and that allow the
National Land Institute to expropriate non

productive land . This land is then to be re
distributed to peasant cooperatives.
Furthermore, the law requires that
landowners produce title-deeds for all the
land they claim to own. Many are in fact
incapable of doing so as, very often, they
appropriated land illegally, sometimes dis
placing smalt farmers in the process.
The opposition to the Chavez government
now felt that the context was ripe enough to
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indeed: The bosses themselves shut down

against the "dictatorship" without any sort
of interference on the part of the govern
ment. Each time they occur, these acts

constitute the very proof of the absurdity of
the accusations that are thrown at the

Chavez government. Furthermore, the fact

tions made by members of the American

that the demonstrations' participants are
socially homogeneous, belonging to the

administration added fuel to the fire. Since

same elite group, is strangely reminiscent

Powell and Tenet's comments, the number

of the mobilization of the upper classes

of anti-government demonstrations has
multiplied and senior army officers have

prior to the coup d'etat against Allende in

try's conservative opposition, the declara

1973. It is in Altamira, one of the ritziest

defected. The fact that these defections

neighborhoods of the capital, that the

have been given lavish media coverage is
unsurprising in view of the fact that most of

demonstrations and the "cacerolazos" are

Venezuela's media are controlled by the

CovertAction Quarterly / No. 72

organized. It is SUVs with tinted windows
that make up the "caravans" that parade

15

January 2002. Chavez greets supporters folowing an address before the NationalAssembly.
around Caracas using their horns to call for
Chavez's departure.^® But these demon
strators are not alone. At the end of

February 2002, a spokesman for the State
Department predicted that "if Chavez does

n't fix things soon, he's not going to finish

his term."'' To some ears, this little piece
of advice sounds a bit iike a threat.
The authors wish to acknowledge the invaluable
assistance of Alexander Main.
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POST-SCRIPT: THE SHAM INTERVIEW OF IGNACIG RAMONET
The Venezuelan media's ongoing campaign
to discredit President Hugo Chavez's gov
ernment has recently taken a particularly
grotesque turn. On Wednesday, February
27th, the online magazine Venezuela
Analftica published an interview in which

free-market thinking and who was now a

vided him with the explanation for this

leading figure within the anti-Chavez coali
tion, made his move. In an editorial in Tal
Cual, the daily paper he directs, he gloat

unpleasant surprise.
The second letter, written by Emiliano

Ignacio Ramonet, editor-in-chief of Le
Monde Diplomatique, severely criticized
the policies of President Chavez.
Responding to the questions of the
"Mexican journalist" Emiliano Payares
Guzman, Ramonet said that Chavez was
going about "things very badly," and that
his revolutionary project, lacking

was on Sunday, the day of peak newspaper
sales, that the heaviest blow was to be
dealt by El Nacional, the country's refer
ence newspaper. It published the inten/iew
in its entirety and, in a front-page article,
brutally announced Ramonet's repudiation
of Chavez. In a vengeful tone, the com

"respectable intellectual foundations,"
had foundered and given way to mindless
"populism." This was some scoop the
Venezuela Analftica had gotten its hands
on. After all, Ramonet, whose foreign
affairs journal has a devoted readership
throughout Latin America, had been one of
Chavez's most enthusiastic fans. In the Fall

of 2001, had he not praised what he had
called Venezuela's "avant-garde govern
ment," before an audience of nearly a
thousand at the Sorbonne in Paris? Given
the extreme level of tension between the

country's government and the opposition,
Ramonet's repudiation couldn't have come
at a worse time for Chavez and his sup
porters. And, naturally, the country's antiChavez media cartel jumped on this prime
opportunity to further undermine the
Venezuela n President's credi bi Iity.
Thus, the following day, Teodoro
Petkoff, an ex guerrilla who'd converted to

ed over the "end of the love affair" in a sar
castic tone flavored with machismo. But it

mentary that preceded the interview ironi
cally reminded the reader that Chavez had
once told Venezuela's journalists that they
had much to learn from the "objective"
reporting of Le Monde Diplomatique. For
the opposition, this fateful "divorce" was
yet another sign of President Chavez's
growing isolation on the international
scene. But their spirits were soon to be
dampened.
On March 4th, the editors of El
N a c i o n a l a n d t h e Ve n e z u e l a A n a l f t i c a

received two letters that must have spoiled
their- day. In the first letter, Ignacio
Ramonet, after categorically denying ever
having made the statements found in the
interview or having even met Guzman,
renewed his support for Chavez. Absent
from Paris for several days, Ramonet had

Payares Guzman, proved to be even more
upsetting. Guzman admitted that it was a
phony interview and explained that his
intention had simply been to put the
Caribbean media's professionalism to the
test. The interview, which he claimed to

have obtained through Carlos Fuentes's
mediation, had been sent by e-mail. To his
great surprise, Venezuela Analftica had
accepted it without asking for any details,
not even basic information such as where
and when the interview was made. As for El

Nacional, the editors of this most
respectable of papers had decided that,
since the interview had already been pub
lished elsewhere, there was no need to pur
sue any further investigations. But what
would the attitude of El Nacional have been

had a respected intellectual made positive
comments r^arding Chavez's Bolivarian
Revolution? Incapable of mustering decent
arguments in its defense, this Venezuelan
New York Times even hinted that Ramonet,
in his fanatical search for evidence of main

stream media's inherent failings, had been
behind the set-up. Meanwhile, Venezuelan
high society continued to demonstrate
freely against President Chavez's alleged
dictatorship. But what of the dictatorship of

discovered upon his return that he'd

Ve n e z u e l a ' s m e d i a c a r t e l ?

received many angry and insulting e-mails.
It was only some time later that the
founder of ATTAC's Venezuelan friends pro

—Ponceleon & An/elaiz
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In its fervor to build a power plant south of
Bombay and to reap the megaprofits of

attempts to control entire national markets
for natural gas and water. Take Argentina.

was the crash heard round the world as

deregulation, Enron hired strongmen who
pulled activist protesters from their homes
and beat them.2 The World Bank refused

victim of the difference between the altru

of civilians in Afghanistan, the big story
energy giant and George W. Bush patron

corporation Enron fell of its own weight like
a mathematical illustration out of Das

Kapital. The fall of Enron, with dispos
sessed workers and lies exposed, is like
some Marxist parable.
By late January 2002, former Enron

to finance the project but, thanks partly to
friends in high places, Enron managed to
wangle taxpayer-backed Export Import

explain and vindicate himself. Network TV
cleared a slot. Folks bought popcorn. Then

quietly on the Friday before Lay was sup
posed to appear before Congress, the word
viras out that he had hired Earl "The Pearl"

Silbert, one of America's most high-profile
litigators.^ From that moment on, it never
crossed my mind that Lay would testify.
Failing to appear at the February 2,
2002 hearing. Lay's pretext was the com
ments of loose-lipped legislators on the

Sunday morning talk shows. Speaking on
Meet the Press, Representative Billie
Tauzin, a Republican from Louisiana,

Bank and Overseas Private Investment

Corporation loans and guarantees. Now

official a week after GHWBush was elected

to get a favor. Dubya was asking for late

and low bid acceptance for his father's

...the Dirty War
paved the way for the

Chicago Boys; white
coiiar economic
sadists who trans

formed Argentina to a

business-friendiy
client state

spoke of putting Lay in the "pokey."
"Prosecutorial Tenor" cried Earl the Pearl,
echoing G. Gordon Liddy, famed Watergate
burglar, who in 1973 used the same claim

that the project is bust, Enron wants $200

of public utterances presaging overzealous

million for its losses. If some of the more

prosecution against Silbert as the two

articulate and politically conscious citizens
of Bombay could extradite Enron execu

duked it out in front of a Washington, D.C.
Grand Jury. Liddy, after doing time and
waiting for a few statutes of limitation to
run out, gave an entertaining account of
his face-off with the young Silbert in his

tives, they almost certainly would.
Readers of the contemporary British
press have certainly learned more about
the rapacious nature of Enron than readers

confessional but militant autobiographical

of the average American newspaper.

tale Will.

American journalist Gregory Palast (who
writes for the London Observer), recipient
of a BBC award for his investigative cover

Both Silbert and Lay cut their political
teeth in the Nixon years. It is unthinkable
that a defense attorney who learned the

practice of the law during Watergate would
allow Lay to testify under oath before a gov
ernment committee when he was facing
possible civil and criminal charges.
Silbert has his work cut out, potentially
defending Lay against accusations from

influence peddling to fraud. Lucky for Earl
that he doesn't have to face a jury in
Europe, Latin America, perhaps Bombay.

istic hype and the real Enron. It is also a
prime example of the power of presidential
patronage under George Herbert Walker
Bush. In 1988, George W. Bush, on behalf
of daddy and Enron, called an Argentine

chief Ken Lay promised to come voluntarily
before the Senate Commerce Cdmmittee to

Argentina was and continues to be a

age of Enron the World Bank and IMF, has,

patron. He vras soliciting special consider

ation of an essentially non-competitive bid
on an Argentine natural gas pipeline forced
into privatization. In 1989, the deal was
done with the help of Argentine President

Carlos Menem.'* Menem is now di^raced
and enmeshed In the corruption scandals

that have rocked Argentina.®
The raffle of the Argentine infrastructure
started during the Kissinger dictator- friend
ly years. The bloodbath which began in the
early 1970's and is known as the Dirty War
paved the way for the Chicago Boys; white
collar economic sadists who advised on the

transformation of Argentina from a messy,
democratic, union proud and loud country
to a business-friendly client state. George
Shultz, Nixon's Secretary of the Treasury,
hailed from the economics department of
the University of Chicago, where Milton
Friedman and Arnold Harberger were
expounding the neoliberal theories which

have since become Washington gospel. The
Chicago Boys' prescription for Argentina
included gutting national resources and
social protections. Loan guarantees to the
generals to buy weapons or avert financial
instability were tied to privatization and
wage caps in the public sector. Repression
was rewarded.

Argentines have now lived through a

as he said in a recent interview, been

chain of events over twenty-five years that

forced to choose an employer willing to

have made them a nation stripped of

cover the story properly and so ended up
with "children with English accents.
Some of the stories available on
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Spanish language web sites or in publica

whose accidental front-row seat on the

tions based outside the US have unveiled

corruption of the Kissinger years has given

more about the megalomaniacal dreams of

her a lifetime of material.
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resources and control over their own serv

ices, a nation forced to take to the streets
and now reorganize itself.
The potential financial rewards to the
new masters of the universe first articulat

ed in the theoretical waxings of Milton

Friedman were not lost on Ken Lay. As the
illegal break-ins at the Watergate dawned
on the public mind thirty years ago,

Kenneth Lay was quietly working in the US
Department of Energy, a Nixon man inter
ested in the ramifications of regulation and
de-regulation. He had a front row seat for
the clash between nations that owned and

controlled development of their natural
resources and nations that were subject to

the "free market." The Cold War policy
issues of a more global scale often worked
their way into energy policy.
Contemporaneously, Lay saw invest
ment opportunities on both sides of the
border in the US tilt toward Pakistan, as
Kissinger sacrificed America's relationship

with India, the world's most populous
democracy, for a back-channel through
Yahyah Khan, Pakistan's notorious despot
who brokered the opening to China.

Kissinger made promises good enough to
inspire the incredible historically brutal
misery visited by West Pakistan on the
East. What began with the burning of girls

in their dormitories went on to mass,
forced stan/ation now ne.arly synonymous
with the word Bangladesh.®
While Ken Lay got an education In prof
it through privatization. Earl Silbert was

getting his training under Attorney General
John Mitchell. Trained as the "people's
attorney" in the US Department of Justice,
Earl Silbert has been part of two worldclass conspiracy trials and in each case
satisfied himself with prosecuting the
henchmen and letting their paymasters
slide. He understands the interface

between grand juries, senate committees,
criminal trials and civil suits. Let's take a

peek at the beginning of Silbert's career.
For those who were not yet alive
in 1972, and those who may have forgot
ten, let me light the historical stage Earl
was about to walk upon...

White House illegal activities man G.
Gordon Liddy was busy shredding back at
the office three hours after the June 17,
1972 break-in at Democratic National

April 24,1974. Earl J. Silbert tells the Senate Judiciary Committee that his prosecution of the origi
nal Watergate case was hampered because "wa couldn't get any insiders" to provide leads. Silbert
appeared before the panel seeking confirmation as US attorney for the District of Columbia.
with super-spy E. Howard Hunt and colum
nist and ex-CIA man William F. Buckley,
Caddy had founded the right-wing student
group Young Americans for Freedom.) The

phone number of E. Howard Hunt, and
Hunt's check for $6.36 to the Lakewood

Assistant Attorney General Henry Petersen
chose Earl Silbert, a capable young Harvard

famous for his CIA work with the anti-

man, to represent the government at the

Saturday arraignment of the five burglars.
Those present at the arraignment heard a

US military during WWII and was a veteran
of the Bay of Pigs invasion, had met Caddy
at the Army Navy Club. Caddy, a welt-con
nected ideologue, took no fee for represent
ing the men at their arraignment. (Along

communism.^

Barker's wife. Barker, who had served in the

SPRING 2002

electronic bugging equipment, consecu

tively numbered $100 bills, the work

Wa s h i n g t o n P o s t s e n t f o r m e r N a v a l
Intelligence man and rookie reporter Bob
Woodward to cover the hearing, and

strange tale of professional anticommunists
coming up from Florida to work with ex-CIA
man James McCord on a burglary at the
Watergate. The burglars spoke briefly but
clearly—they were not the men who chose
the target of the burglary, and they had no
idea why it had been chosen other than
that it might advance the cause of anti-

Headquarters. Attorney Douglas Caddy was
being awakened by a worried Bernard

The physical evidence Silbert encoun
tered was strange also. Fake IDs, some
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Country Club in Maryland.® Hunt, first
Castro Cuban community in the Bay of
Pigs invasion, has since gained notoriety
for his alleged involvement in the Kennedy
assassination.®
In government circles it was an open

secret that a D.C.-based publicity agency.
The Mullen Company, (where Hunt's boss
was Robert Bennett, now Senator from
Utah) worked both for eccentric millionaire

Howard Hughes and as a front for the CIA.
Dirty tricks orchestrated by Nixon out of
Mullen included the setting up of over 100
dummy committees to launder question-

19

able contributions and the bizarre incident

Headquarters.

in which Howard Hunt borrowed a red wig

A series of unsolved break-ins«throughout the spring actually represented a mini

from the CIA to .intimidate publicist Dita
Beard for exj30sing a quid pro quo between
International Telephone and Telegraph and

the Republican Party.^o V

Fairly quickly, Silbert must have seen
that he had all these right-wing activists
biJ^ with a man who^ill had a White
Housie pass and shared a top secret com
munications room with National Security
Adviser Henry Kissinger. A properly execut

.

\

crime wave in the D.C. area. Most of those

break-ins were still prosecutable within
statute when Silbert weiit to trial; so he had
potentially more counts to charge, poten

tially more victims with the right both to
pursue criminal prosecution, of the perpe
trators, in theory, and also the right to qivil-

ly sue the identified perpetrators;, iwhich is

ed search warrant would have busted the

a time-honored tool of prosecutors in bring
ing henchmen to identify their payrnasters.

biigoing nature of dirty business and swept
the thought that the Watergate break-in

Two other burglaries were in the Watergate,
one at the Banking Operations Division of

was in any way an aberration for Nixon peo-

the Federal Reserve, Board, the other at the

law office of Democratic Party leader
Patricia Harris. Journalists; researchers, at

In tfieSll hind

sight abquthpWm

handle terrorists, the
Sheridan Circle mur

der case deseii/es a

secon'd look..

think tanks and foreign diplomats were also
targets in this crime ^ve.
In hindsight, it seems .fair to ask the
"people's attorney" why such apparently

in the US capital during the bicentennial

celebration would be given a plea, a light
sentence and a place in the witness protec
tion program. Politics over police work.
If only stodgy police work had prevailed
over the Silbert approach to discovery in
both the Watergate and Sheridan Circle tri
als, history might have been different, both
for Chile and the US.

Here are bits of evidence from the

Watergate era crimes which hang In the
historical wind, yet when woven together
s h o w t h e d i r e c t fl o w o f t h e l e s s e r

Watergate crimes with the 1973 coup and
the 1976 murders in Washington:
• Certain he vvas wiretapped. Pentagon
Papers defendant Daniel Ellsberg demand
ed an inter-agency search to find the
source. After a five-month search of 12

agencies, Ellsberg was told that there were
tap logs only on lawyer Leonard Boudin's
communications with the Chilean

interlocking puzzle piec^. Were ignored or

Embassy.^3 jjijs information was forward

rejected. Why was the first Watergate trial

ed to Silbert.

limited by a theory that Liddy toqk off with
unapproved funds on an unapproved rnjs-

• Watergate defendant James McCord

made a point of calling the Chilean

sion when the President of the: United

States was known as king of the ^'ratfuck-

Embassy and asking for a visa, hoping to
expose the tap Sturgis and others have

ers"—a Southern California tradition of

admitted planting at the Embassy.^"*

screwing One's opponent despite truth,
morals or the law?

• Sol Linowitz, who vyas attorney for the
Chilean Government in its dealings with

leaves out so rhuch of the evidence? A

the US was also bugged, and forwarded
the informatioYi to Justice.is ,

careful study would have led to/perpetra-

• At the July 1972 bail hearing of Bernard

Church of Idaho, might have given him a tors of not just break-ins but thfWts, .and
clue that there was more than met the eye. ' later could be seen to form the beginnings
Senator Church took timb, not only to of a pattern that fit the escalating violence

Barker, his attorney stated in, court that
$89,000 of the money transferred into

contact the prosecutors but even to write a
personal letter to a concerned citizens
group worried about US intervention in
Chile. The letter, dated May 15, 1972
urged them to write to the executive branch

against Chileans.
Much can be chalked up to'inexperi

ence in Earl's first Watergate prosecution,

sumably from the democratically elected

but when he prosecuted the murder of

government of Chile.^® Since Washington

O r l a n d o L e t e l i e r a n d R o n n i M o f fi t t h e

and lobby hard for non-intervention. Church

exhibited the same weaknesses as a pros

suspected a coup coming eventually. The

timing of his letter, the first workday after

ecutor. The prosecution came years after
the elected Chilean government came

the break-in at the Chilean Embassy speaks

down in a 1973 US orchestrated military

Post reporter Bob Woodward's star inform
ant Deep Throat told us to "follow the
money," why has the fact that this was first
identified as Chilean money in a time of
coup plotting been left in the footnotes?

for itself. Senator Church was inclined to

coup. The target victim was an ambassa

• The April 1972 change in campaign

connect the dots from recent break-ins at

dor who had been bugged by the Watergate

the Chilean Embassy to those the same day

offenders. The primary perpetrator in cus
tody, Michael Townley, worked for the
Chilean secret police. He constructed a
cookie pan bomb and arranged a conspira
cy of Cuban Americans to carry out the
bombing while he flew out of the coun

finance law had led to a glut of last-minute
suitcases of cash flowing into the
Committee to Re-Elect the , President

Why develop a thedry of the crime that
pie. A jingle on the phone from the head of
the,Senate Intelligence Committee, Frank

at an office of the Federal Reserve Bank to

those at homes of reporters and others on
the Nixon enemies list.^^

If Silbert had believed his lyin' eyes at
the arraignment, he would have heard and
seen things which would have corroborated

Senator Church's theory of the case.
Church was concerned that the break-in at

the Chilean Embassy on the weekend prior

try. ^ 2 jhe legs were blown off a persuasive
left-wing economist and diplomat whose
lifework was to stop privatization and
restore democracy in his homeland.

Barker's bank account came from Chilean
investors whose identities could not be

brought forward for fear of reprisals, pre

(CREEP). One source named for the four

checks totaling $89,000 found by a
Florida District Attorney in Barker's
account was a group of Houston-based oil
executives concerned with issues of regu
lation and deregulation in both the US and
trading partner nations. One nation of con
cern to the oil interests was Chile, as its
government under President Salvador

to May 15, 1972 (still an open case at the
time of the Watergate burglary), was con
nected both by politics and by common

ty, it perhaps now seems as shocking to the

Allende had exercised what these execs

broader citizenry as it did to the human

means and methods to the June 17th

rights community twenty years ago that a

break-in at the Democratic National

foreign terrorist, sent by a government to kill

considered unacceptable levels of scrutiny
and control over foreign investment.
Some oilmen later complained that

Given the current view of terrorist activi

they were told how much CREEP expected
from them, a million being a good figure in

ed for questioning in those countries. It is
also possible, since Townley was not put

the role of Henry Kissinger in the death of

some cases. This mirrors the sworn testi

through a lineup for the other, related DC
case, that this was the "North American"

Like the tale of the elephant and the
blind men, we each see Siibert from our
own particular perspective. Nixon righthand man G. Gordon Liddy has called
Siibert a "world class ass kisser."22 One of
the legal associations led by Siibert touts

m o n y o f Ya n k e e s o w n e r G e o r g e
Steinbrenner, who in 1972 was primarily
in shipping, about what he considered
amounted to extortion.^'' What we are left
with is that, while Earl was only able to
explain a bit of the cash at trial, and was
embarrassed by opposing counsel over it,
cub reporter local district attorneys and
FBI men figured out that illegal campaign
contributions were mixed with legal ones,
laundered internationally and mixed with
specific patron donor contributions to
bankroll an in-house team of burglars and
god knows what else.
Silbeit followed a see-no-evil, hear-noevil prosecution strategy that topped the
conspiracy with a renegade Liddy making
off with unauthorized funds to perform
unauthorized deeds. Shutting down the
Chilean aspects of the case bought time for
real tragedy. The CIA coup in Chile hap
pened September 11, 1973 between the
first trials and the resignation of Richard
Nixon. Dictator Pinochet was to last 17

years. Nixon's brave new world of businessfriendly dictators went on without him.

reputed by first-hand witnesses to have
been present at the interrogation of mur
dered journalist Charles Horman. The
1977 civil case Horman v. Kissinger, also
in DC District Court, was closed "without
prejudice" because Kissinger had success
fully blocked access to relevant govern
ment documents.^®
One of the issues which arose interna

tionally during the time GHW Bush head
ed the CIA was what sort of relationship
our intelligence agencies should have with
a Chilean Secret Police which had as one

of Its leading ideologues Walter Rauff, for
merly of Hitler's 38, and inventor of the
mobile gas chamber. Since the killer in the
D.C. murdeis Was clearly associated with
the Chilean Secret Police, and had a his

tory of some kind with the CIA, both Bush
and the current CIA chiefs could have

beep really crucial to prosecution not only
of this murcierr but of others as well.
Pinochet had waged a campaign of ter
ror across .three continents, killing and

maiming social democratic^ jfioliticians like

Emboldened henchmen felt comfortable

Orlando Letelier and many others consid

coming here to perform a killing on
Washington soil.
While he was still working on the pros
ecution side of the courtroom, Siibert
played a strange role in a political terror
case. His co-counsel from the Watergate
trial, Seymour Glanzer was the defense
attorney for Michael Townley, a man who
stood accused of building a bomb and
killing the man whose embassy had been

ered enemies of the dictatoiship. Frorri the

burgled four years earlier.^®
In the Sheridan Circle case, Siibert
came to prosecute a high profile, political
double murder. According to Eugene
Propper, who brought Michael Townley
back from Chile, Silbert's approach mir
rored his stance in the first Watergate trial.
"The higher up you go," he is reported to
have said, "the more you have to have

them by the balls."^® On this theory, per
haps it made sense in some rare instance
to trade a boss' immunity for testimony
against his henchmen, but the morality
would certainly be questionable. In the
911 hindsight about how we handle terror
ists, this case deserves a second look.
Since the CIA Chief at the time of the

killing was George H.W. Bush, we know
that he was readily accessible for interview
at the time of litigation a few years later.
The suspect Siibert was about to plead was
also a suspect in several terrorist killings in
Europe and Latin America, and was want

recently released tapes of conversations
between Kissinger and Pinochet during an
OAS meeting two months before the
killing, it is clear that the dictator does not
feel reigned in by the human rights rap
that Kissinger was obliged to deliver for

show at the meeting.^^
Silbert's approach to the case was to
get a quick deal and give the bomb builder
a few years in jail, a new identity and

constitutionalist General Rene Schneider?

his skill with white collar crime on their

web site. I am looking for his amazing skill
at keeping the top man out of the picture.
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The families of the dead and their sup
porters have brought questions left from
this disturbing deal back into court. Sons,
widows, granddaughters have together re
opened old cases, like the Letelier case
which was re-opened by Janet Reno in
1999 and passed as an open case to John
Ashcroft—asking who gave the orders?
Others cut straight to the chase—^what was
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2000) p. 526.
14. McCord, p. 44.
15. Summers, p. 526.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Bernstein, pp. 36-37.
Summers, p. 397.
Propper and Branch.
Bernstein, p. 231.
Nora King, "Kissinger's Crimes," CAQ, no.
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Slow Motion Holocaust
US DESIGNS ON IRAQ
Stephanie Reich

The
George Bu
shpreparations
I admn
i si trato
ifornan
si
implementing
war

lion worth of arms per year.s The Reagan

"Axis of Evil" speech, Mr. Bush accused
Iraq of having plotted to "develop anthrax
and nerve gas and nuclear weapons," ful

intelligence about Tel Aviv's contacts with

all-out attack on Iraq. In his January 2002

minating against "...a regime that agreed
to international inspections then kicked
out the inspectors...a regime that has

administration got involved in arms sales to
Iran after receiving reports from Israeli

what Israel called "anti-Khomeini and pro-

of Defense William Cohen advised the

incoming administration that "Saddam
Hussein's forces are in a state where he

cannot pose a threat to his neighbors..."'
Scott Ritter, the outspoken former US
Marine and UN weapons inspector, has
reiterated this assessment.^

called "Moderates") within the Iranian gov
ernment. Thinking to keep the conflict

squadron armed with Mirage aircraft. Israel
cursors to the emergence of a new, anti-

?HWKlSSiNiRSAiffi
TIMEOFTHEIRAN-IRAaviW

nHElilWE AMERICAN
0NTEBESf jNTHEWARISTH/frS
BOTH SHOULD LOSE.

and arms supplier, and condemned the

Soviet intervention in Afghanistan.^

sites for modified versions of its Scud-B

missile, as preparation for attacks on

Israel. The seizure in Greece of steel pipes
slated to be components of Iraq's 1,000
mm supergun provoked speculation that
ical or nuclear warheads into Israel. Israel

further alleged that both Iraq and Syria
possessed waterborne biological agents
capable of poisoning Lake Tiberia, Israel's

and inter-Arab efforts at resolving the dis

Soviet Union as its leading trading partner

Israeli eastern front.® The following month,
US intelligence claimed that Iraq had com
pleted the installation of fixed launching

this gun was to be used to lob large chem

both UN procedures for conflict resolution

ernment had adopted policies designed to
improve its relations with the US. For
example, Iraq substituted France for the

in March 1990, of a Joint Iraqi-Jordanian
considered all of these developments pre

Kuwait on August 2, 1990, George Bush I
implemented war preparations, bypassing

during the previous decade, the Iraqi gov

Iraq's armed forces, Iraqi and Syrian moves
toward reconciliation, and the formation,

Immediately after Iraqi troops entered

pute. This happened despite the fact that

security threat. Israel included in this cat
egory the grovrth and battle experience of

Western elements" (the debut of the so-

something to hide..." This despite that fact

that in January 2001, outgoing Secretary

the region by portraying the strengthening
of any Arab state's armed forces as a major

going, President Reagan authorized Israel
to sell TOW antitank missiles to Iran, in
July 1985, and in January 1986, approved

chief source of water.'®

direct US arms sales to the Khomeini gov
ernment. These two directives contravened

realities. The first was that Iraq was devel
oping these weapons as a defense against

"Operation Staunch," a US-led arms

Israel, which had a massive arsenal of

embargo on Iran.®
While the war brought Iraq severe eco

nuclear, chemical and biological weapons.
By 1988, Israel possessed nearly 200

In sounding these alarms, the US and
Israel were attempting to conceal three

These Iraqi moves did not alter the
basic thrust of US policy in the Persian
Gulf region, which was to maintain the

nomic problems, the country seemed to

Arabian Peninsula monarchies as

apparent development set the stage for US

Washington's chief strategic allies, and to

and Israeli moves to contain Iraq. For the

marginalize both Iraq and Iran. During the
Iran-Iraq war, the US carried out this poli

US, such moves were to ensure that Iraq
would not become strong enough to Inter

payloads." Israel's tactical nuclear arsenal
at the time included land mines planted
along the Golan Heights. Currently, TelAviv's NesTziyona Biological Institute pro
duces chemical and biological weapons,

cy by assisting one belligerent and then the
other. Henry Kissinger said at the time:

fere with US warships patrolling the Gulf.''

and its arsenal features ballistic and cruise

Between 1988 and 1990, Gulf oil had

missiles designed for nuclear warheads, at

"The ultimate American interest in the war
is that both should lose."^

become more important to the US than

least 200 neutron bombs, and F-16 fight

ever because the global demand for oil had

er jets designed to carry chemical and bio

Despite its propaganda regarding the

increased. In January 1990, Director of

Iranian government, the US did not take
any action against Israeli arms sales to

Central Intelligence (DCI) William Webster

logical payloads.'2
The second reality was that as late as
1990, Iraq's arsenal of superguns, and
nuclear, chemical and biological weapons

h a v e e m e r g e d f r o m t h e c o n fl i c t w i t h

increased military strength in 1988. This

Teheran, since they served the US objective

speculated that the share of Gulf oil would
increase from 10 to 25 per cent of all US

of keeping Iran and Iraq in combat. Israel

imports over the next few years.

nuclear weapons of various types, and a
fleet of fighter aircraft designed for nuclear

reconstructed its Iranian arms market

Furthermore, Soviet oil production was

impressively during the Iran-Iraq war,
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accounting for as much as 50 per cent of

declining, and this made it likely that
Moscow would become a competitor with

Stephanie Reich is a longtime activist on

Iran's war needs from the outbreak of hos

the US for Gulf oil.®

Alliance for Global Justice in Washington,

tilities to March 1982. During the war.

Israel, for its part, aimed to maintain its

Israel supplied Iran with at least $500 mil-

position as paramount military power in
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was still at a rudimentary stage of develop
ment. The third reality was that it had been
US, British and other Western firms and

agencies that sold much of the technology

for these weapons to Iraq. The , Reagan
administration's, removal of Iraq from the
list of states "sponsoring terrorism" grant
ed Iraq the eligibility that every other "free
world" state enjoyed to purchase high

technology equipment from the US.^^
Between January 1, 1985 and August 2,
1990, the US Commerce Department
approved hundreds of license applications
for exports of US products to Iraq. Many of
these products had potential military appli
cations.

A

1989

US

Commerce

Department report highlighting areas of the
Iraqi economy that were likely to prove
lucrative to US businesses pointed out that
military hardware, and specifically state of
the art weaponry and logistical supplies,
were items that Iraq would require for

replenishing its defense forces.'"^
The British firm of Walter Sommers,

Ltd., had supplied the steel tubes for the
one operational long-range cannon that
Iraq possessed, a 356mm gun with a range
of 150 to 180 kilometers. (Israel is 825

kilometers distant from Iraq.) Other parts
for the cannon had come from West

Germany, Spain and France. Iraq had not
yet assembled by 1991, much less tested,
its two highly-publicized 1,000 mm supergun. Walter Sommers, Ltd, and Sheffield
Forgemasters held the contracts for the

guns' steel tubes, and a Belgian firm was
to supply the propellants. Despite allega
tions that Iraq was planning to use these
guns to deliver biological payloads to

Israel, there is no evidence that Iraq had

such a capability.'^
As late as 1985, Iraq possessed only
one operative mustard gas plant, a small
complex that the West German firm of Karl
Kolb had built. More significantly, by the
end of the 1980s, Iraq was still importing
the precursors for mustard gas, thiodiglycol
and ethylene oxide. Iraq imported its
thiodiglycol from the US throughout that
decade, as well as from Western European
firms. In the late 1980s, Iraq still lacked
facilities for the production of ethylene, a
basic precursor for many petrochemical
products, as well as for thiodiglycol and
ethylene oxide. Although Iraq had complet
ed the construction of its first ethylene
plant early in the decade, the Iran-Iraq war

v. .
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Al Jumhuhya neighborhood, Basra, Iraq, January 25,1999. Exhumation of Nor, six years old, buried
alive at home by a US-delivered AGM130 missile.
Schultz had returned as a top executive at small. The country's two West German

had postponed startup until 1989. Not

the end of Reagan's second term.'"' built pilot plants at Samarra were each

until 1988 did Iraq let contracts for the
construction of a second plant for the pro

Another US company working on this plant capable of producing only 48 tons per year
was Lummus Crest, of Bloomfield, New of these agents. (By comparison, the best
18
data available on US production of chemJersey.
As of 1988, Iraq's production capacity ical weapons suggests production levels of
for the nerve agents Sarin and Tabun was around 1,000 tons per year as of early

duction of ethylene oxide.'^ The construc
tion manager was Bechtel Corporation, to
which former Secretary of State George
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were dismal, and many were traceable to

US equipment. For example, US compa.nies played a significant role in the devel

opment of Saad 16, a complex for design
ing missiles and conducting nuclear
weapons research. Iraq had imported fully
40 per cent of the equipment used at this

complex from the US, including computers
manufactured by Hewlett Packard Co.,
oscilloscopes manufactured by Tektronix,

Inc, and microwave measuring devices
May, 1998, Basra Pediatrics Hospital, Iraq.

Mashal Anur, Adras Hussein, and Misal, all under
one year old, all suffering from nutritional

marasmus. Their mothers presented their chil

purchased from Wiltron Co.22

Back in 1981, Israel had destroyed
Iraq's French-built Osirak reactor before it

became operational, due in part to US-pro

dren for the photographer. "The US government

vided high-resolution satellite photo-

wants the next generation weak and mentally

graphs.23 France did not rebuild the Osirak

retarded," said Dr. Firas Abdul Abbas.

reactor, nor did Italy conclude the 1981
agreement that Iraq had tried to initiate for

1970s. —Bulletin of the Atomic

a new reactor, since it was clear that Israel

Scientists, vol. 53,. no. 5, 1997)

would destroy it. During the 1980s, Iraq

Furthermore, Iraq had to import the pre

obtained 93% enriched uranium from

cursors for these nerve agents, and until

France, conducted research on the various

1985, an important source of these
imports had been Western Europe and the

techniques for uranium enrichment and

US. Because many precursors of nerve

obtain components for these techniques

agents have few non-military uses, Iraq
had also to contend with the export restric

from German and US companies such as

tions that many potential sourde countries
had imposed. It was not until 1987 that

Plutonium production, and was able to

Maxwell Laboratories of San Diego. Yet
even by the end of the decade, Iraq pos
sessed insufficient quantities of highly

POINTED OUTTHffT ISRAEL,
NDTIRAQ, INTRODUCED :

NUCLEAR AND CHEMICAL 4
^WEAPONS INTO THE REGION,
AND ADVOCATED AN
ALTERNATIVE: TRANSFORMA

TION OF THE MIDDLE EAST >

kINTO A NUCLEAR, CHEMICAL

AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPON^ ' •

iFREEZONE/?^v>.-.^;o;^^:;v
nomic strengthening of the Arab states
required the investment of oil revenues at

home rather than abroad, and that wealthy
Arab governments should assist poor ones.
He advocated special pan-Arab funds to
assist the Palestinian intifada, and stated
that Iraq would answer any Israeli nuclear
attack, and would come to the military aid

of any Arab nation facing external aggres
sion. He also pointed out that Israel, and
not Iraq, had introduced nuclear and

Iraq obtained the equipment for a produc
tion plant for the nerve gas precursors

enriched uranium for building the most

chemical weapons into the region, and

rudimentary nuclear device. Producing a

advocated an alternative: the transforma

phosphorous oxychloride and phosphorous

smaller weapon with the limited amount of

tion of the entire Middle East into a

t r i c h l o r i d e f r o m W e s t G e r m a n fi r m s .

enriched uranium that Iraq possessed

nuclear, chemical and biological weapons-

However, Iraq remained unable to produce

would have required complex implosion

free zone.2B

elemental phosphorus, a basic component
of all nerve agents.^®
US and other Western firms and agen
cies were extending considerable assis

technology that Iraq lacked. As for plutonlum, Iraq had been able to extract slightly
over 5 grams by the onset of the Gulf War,
whereas the simplest plutonium weapon

While the US and Israel were trumpet
ing allegations about the "Iraqi menace,"
Kuwait was engaging in a series of damag
ing maneuvers against Iraq. In 1989
Kuwait hindered Iraq's access to the Gulf
by refusing to lease two islands, Bubyan

tance to Iraqi research on infectious dis
eases, irrespective of whether or not this

requires 8 to 10 kilograms. Nor does any

research was being conducted for military

designing plutonium weapons. Finally, by

purposes. One such agency was the
American Type Culture Collection, which
supplied Iraq with the cultures for

the end of the 1980s, Iraq still lacked an
effective delivery system for nuclear

1990 Kuwait resumed direct flights to Iran
while prohibiting Iraqi aircraft from cross

weapons.24 At the time of Israel's attack
on Osirak, Iraq was a signatory to the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, as it
remains today. Israel has yet to sign.

ing Kuwaiti airspace, thereby preventing

Tularemia and West Nile Fever, and no
fewer than seventeen shipments of cul
tures of various toxins and bacteria

between 1985 and 1991.20 By the out
break of the 1991 war, other US centers
had transferred the strains for a number of

viruses to Iraq for research, and the US

firm Sigma Chemie had provided Iraq with
precursor viruses. In addition, this firm

transferred mycotoxins to its two West

German subsidiaries. Joseph Kuhn and
Plato-Kuhn. These firms, in turn, delivered

the toxins to Iraq.2'
Despite the Bush I administration's

hair-raising alarms about Iraq's alleged
nuclear capabilities during the run-up to
the 1991 Gulf War, the reality was that
Iraq's nuclear achievements by that year

24

evidence exist indicating that Iraq was

In February 1990, Saddam Hussein
condemned US military presence in the

Persian Gulf, and warned that growing US
power in the region might eventually allow
it to dictate the price, production and dis
tribution of the region's oil, solely accord

ing to its own interests.25 in April of that
year, President Hussein advocated a panArab troop and materiel buildup, and
declared that as long as the Arab states

and Warbah, for shipping purposes.27 In

Basra from functioning as an international

airport.28 Iraq's industrialization and debt
repayment plan of 1989 was based upon
the presumption that in 1990, the price of
oil would rise above the OPEC-set price of

$18 per barrel. Instead, the price of oil fell
markedly during that year, and both Kuwait
and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) dal

lied on agreeing to adhere to their OPEC
production quotas until they received
warnings from Iraq in July. Nor would
Kuwait agree to cancel the $17 billion
debt that Iraq had contracted during the

remained economically and militarily
weak, they would be unable to dislodge

war with lran.29 A related Iraqi grievance

Israel from the occupied territories and

Hussein's speech emphasized that eco

oilfield, ninety per cent of which lies in
Iraq. Iraq charged Kuwait with taking
advantage of the war situation and stealing
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establish a Palestinian slate. President

against Kuwait concerned the Rumailah

Reich

Iraqi resources by slant-drilling $10-14
billion worth of oil from the field during the

security agreements with Kuwait, but then

Syrian pullout from Lebanon, and Israeli

asserted that the US "remained strongly

evacuation of the West Bank and Gaza.

198Os30

committed to supporting the individual

All along, Kuwaiti officials were confi
dent of US support. This confidence is
revealed in a document the Iraqis discov
ered in a Kuwaiti intelligence file at the

and collective self-defense of our friends in

The second proposal called for the replace
ment of US troops assembling in Saudi
Arabia by UN forces, and the handling of
the Iraq-Kuwait situation within a regional

time of the invasion. The document was a
memo from the head of Kuwaiti State

Security summarizing a November 1989
meeting with CIA Director Webster.

Webster and the Kuwaiti security chief

the Gulf..." On July 25, 1990, US
Ambassador to Iraq April Glaspie uttered
her infamous statement to the Iraqi presi
dent that the US had no opinion about
inter-Arab conflicts. On the same day,

Assistant Secretary of State John Kelly
killed a VOA broadcast reiterating
Tutweiler's warning. Days before Iraq actu

agreed that it was important to take advan
tage of Iraq's deteriorating economic situa
tion in order to pressure Iraq on the border

ally entered Kuwait, Kelly told Congress
that the US had no defense treaty with any

dispute, and that Kuwait could rely on US

taking positions on border disputes or

cooperation at the highest levels. The

inter-OPEC deliberations.33

A SERIES OF RECENTLY

REVEALEDDEFENSEN
I TELU-Si
GENCE AGENCY REPORTS
SHOW THAT THE US ATTACK ON

IRAQS
' CIVILIAN PDPULAriDN 4
'
WAS DELIBERATEAND CALCflcl
LATED.

Kuwaiti Foreign Minister fainted when his
Iraqi counterpart confronted him with this
document at an Arab summit meeting in
mid-August, 1990.According to
Jordan's King Hussein, prior to the Gulf
War the Kuwaiti Foreign Minster had stat
ed "We are not going to respond to [Iraq].
If they don't like it, let them occupy our
territory...We are going to bring in the
Americans."^2
Privately, the US had made its inten
t i o n s c l e a r t o K u w a i t i o f fi c i a l s , b u t

Gulf country, and had historically avoided

context. The third proposal, delivered to
US National Security Adviser Brent
Scowcroft, offered Iraq's complete with

drawal from Kuwait in exchange for Iraqi
control of the Rumailah oilfield, and for
Baghdad's guaranteed access to the. Gulf.
The US responded to these three Iraqi
offerings by continuing its troop buildup in
Saudi Arabia.37

The US gained its November 29 UN

vote authorizing war against Iraq from the

Once Iraq entered Kuwait, the US
moved swiftly and decisively toward war,
foiling regional attempts to resolve the
conflict, dismissing Iraqi proposals for
withdrawal, and contravening standard UN
procedures for such situations. President

Bush brusquely gave King Hussein of
Jordan a mere forty-eight hours to convene
a summit in Saudi Arabia for negotiating a
settlement. Believing that he had persuad
ed Egypt to refrain from condemning Iraq,
King Hussein then obtained Iraq's agree
ment to begin troop withdrawals on August
5, the first day of the summit. On August
3, possibly under Egyptian pressure, four
teen out of twenty-one Arab foreign minis
ters voted to condemn the invasion, and so
the mini-summit collapsed. On August 6,
the Bush administration secured Turkey's
pledge to boycott Iraq and shut down Iraq's
oil pipeline, in exchange for US promises

of military and economic favors.^
Next came Saudi Arabia's "invitation"

for US military intervention on August 7,
after Secretary of Defense Cheney had
convinced King Fahad that the Kingdom
was in danger of an Iraqi invasion. Reports
subsequently surfaced that British Prime
Minister Thatcher had revealed to King
Hussein that US troops were actually en
route to Saudi Arabia before King Fahad

had requested them.35 Both CIA and
Defense Intelligence Agency officials

January 25,1999, Al Jumhuriya neighborhoorJ,
Basra, Iraq. A fattier bearing the corpse of his
six year old child. CNN acknowledged that the
US missile struck a residential district, but
reassured TV watchers around the world that

CNN had received "no independent confirma
tion of any civilian casualties."
other Security Council member states by
offering them handsome economic assis

Washington's public statements and com
munications to Iraq about troop deploy
ments along the Kuwaiti border in July
1990 were very ambiguous. While both

expressed skepticism about the existence
of such Iraqi invasion plans. General Colin

tance packages. The Soviet Union, for

Powell also concurred with this assess

lion in financial aid as payment for its

Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney and
Undersecretary of Defense for Policy Paul

ment by conceding that Baghdad could
have invaded Saudi Arabia without going

"yes" vote. Colombia, Ethiopia and Zaire
were also offered new aid packages, and

Wolfowitz (both now in the Bush II admin

through Kuwait, and that Iraq had curious

access to World Bank credits and IMF

istration) stated that the US was commit

ly refrained from carrying out such an inva
sion within the three weeks immediately

loans. China's abstention was purchased

ted to defending Kuwait if it were attacked,
the White House later stated that Cheney
had spoken with "some liberty." State

Department spokesperson Margaret
Tutweiler stated that the US had conclud

ed neither defense treaties nor special
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following the takeover of Kuwait.^®
Between August 10 and 19, Iraq
issued three proposals for resolving the
Gulf crisis. The first proposal offered Iraqi
withdrawal from Kuwait in exchange for

CovertAction Quarterly / No. 72

instance, obtained a US pledge of $6 bil

by ending China's post-Tienanmen Square
isolation through a high-level White House
meeting with the Chinese ambassador, and
by promising to push for the release of
China's withheld World Bank credits.

Yemen was punished for voting against the

25

ASKED ABOUT REPORTS ClTINGiMORE THAN HALF A MILLION
IRAQI CHILDREN KILLEO BY

SANCTIDNS, MADELEINE
ALBRIGHT, US AMBASSADOR TD
JHEUNREPLIEO "...WE THINK
tTHE PRICE ISWORTHIF

^,.(THEINTERVIEWWASIN199B;THET0LL :
yODAVm
i VREACHOVEROREML
IUON). ■

ly causes of epidemics in urban areas the

fact that US bombing had destroyed water,
electrical and waste disposal systems, and

US aid 38
The Gulf War concluded at the end of

February 1991 with the Highway of Death
massacre, In which the US Air Force, in
violation of international law, strafed and

killed tens of thousands of Iraqi troops
retreating from Kuwait. The sanctions

imposed in August 1990 remained, now
tied 'to Iraqi compliance with Security
Council Resolution 687, directing the
demolition of its weapons of mass destruc
tion, and compliance inspections at 60-

day intervals. It was a moving goalpost that
never stopped moving. Lifting the sanc

tions requires unanimity among the
Security Council's permanent members.

The US and Britain remain the only hold
outs to this day.39
Iraq subsisted on UN humanitarian aid
and the donations of NGOs until 1996,
when Iraq was permitted to resume oil

exports under the Oil for Food Program.
The sanctions continue to wreak devasta

tion on the country and its people.
Sanctions have caused massive migrations
to Baghdad from the impoverished south,

inflation, unemployment, a huge rise in
childhood mortality, and an increase in
crime. The Clinton administration consis

tently blamed all the sufferings of the Iraqi
people on Saddam Hussein.^ The docu
mentary evidence tells a different tale.

GENOCIDE AS PRACTICAL POUCY
A series of recently revealed Defense

Intelligence Agency (DIA) reports show
that the US attack on Iraq's civilian popu
lation was deliberate and calculated. A DIA

report of January 1991 stated that sanc

tions would prevent the import of chemi
cals and equipment required for the provi
sion of safe drinking water, resulting in epi
demics. A second DIA report listed as like-

26

inspection teams. The Iraqis refused the

had largely ended distribution of preven
tive medicines. The report itemized the

final UNSCOM inspection in reply, and this

predicted disease outbreaks, highlighting

US bombing in Operation Desert Fox.'^

those that strike children. A third DIA

Compounding the hypocrisy of
Washington's stance is the well-publicized
fact that US corporations, including Exxon
Mobil and Chevron, are profiting from the

report dated March 1991 explicitly con
nected outbreaks of gastrointestinal and
respiratory diseases to the war, stated that
children in particular were affected, and

refusal was used to justify another round of

noted that potable water had been reduced

strangulation of Iraq by purchasing Iraqi oil
from third parties Involved in the "human

to 5% of prewar suppiies.'^^

itarian" Oil For Food program.^

Even in the face of these and subse

quent reports, many prepared by the UN,

US-backed Iraqi opposition groups contin
ue to support sanctions. The Iraqi National
resolution with a cutoff of $70 million in

revealed that the US had successfully
inserted intelligence agents in the UN

Congress (INC), the Kurdish Democratic
Party and the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan
all support sanctions. Iran's proxy, the
Shi'a group Supreme Islamic Council for
Revolution in Iraq, supports them as
well.^2

The Oil for Food program, adopted by
the UN in 1996 as an ostensibly humani

tarian gesture, was actually another instru
ment of punishment aimed at the Iraqi
people. By the UN's own admission, the
funds generated from the beginning have
been woefully inadequate. In 1998, UN

Humanitarian Coordinator Dennis Halliday
publicly announced his resignation, citing
failure by design as his reason for doing so.

As early as the first half of the Clinton

administration, US was resorting to proxy
war in its campaign against Iraq. In 1994,
Ahmad Chalabi of the Iraqi National
Congress (INC) launched an insurrection

from a base in Iraqi Kurdistan with US

backing," Intent on . overthrowing the
Ba'athist government before it could
resume exporting oil. The insurrection was

a dismal failure, but that didn't stop
Chalabi from co-signing, with Caspar
Weinberger, Frank Carlucci, and Donald
Rumsfeld, an open letter to President
Clinton in 1998, urging a second try.
Toward the end of his term. President
Clinton signed the Iraq Liberation Act, allo

cating $97 million for training and military
equipment for Iraqi qpposition groups.'^

Von Sponeck points out that Oil For Food

Rumsfeld, Paul Wolfowitz, Richard Perle,
and many other signers of the letter now
hold positions in the Bush II administra
tion, where they are counseling an all-out
war under the handy pretext of the "War on

revenue never exceeded $180 per person

Terrorism.'"^"'

per year, a tiny fraction of the cost of mere

that the Clinton administration was consis

After September 11, 2001, Chalabi
presented a new battle plan, featuring a
firebasB inside Iraq, declaration of a provi
sional government (with quick US recogni
tion, no doubt), and recruitment among
Iraq's Shi'a Muslims. Chalabi's new plan
also calls for heavy US bombing and plen
ty of US Special Forces. Chalabi's plan
anticipates multiple threats paralyzing the

tently intent on removing Saddam. This
meant continued sanctions regardless of

former ad hoc advisor to the INC now

In February 2000, Hans von Sponeck

resigned the same post on similar grounds.

existence.'^

Since the end of the Gulf War, the US

has justified sanctions on various grounds,
usually blaming all Iraq's ills on Saddam

Hussein, and alleging rapid rebuilding of
Iraq's military capabilities. Scott Ritter

exposed such rationales by pointing out

Iraq's behavior. Few statements illustrate

the policy as clearly as that of Madeleine
Albright, then US Ambassador to the UN,
on May 12, 1996. Asked on the CBS

newsmagazine 60 Minutes about reports
citing more than half a million Iraqi chil
dren killed by the sanctions she replied:
"...we think the price is worth it."

Despite the fact that fellow UN
Security Council members Russia, France

and China are convinced that Iraq has dis
armed, the US continues to insist on one

inspection after another, without any com
mitment regarding lifting of sanctions. In
1998, UN weapons inspector Scott Ritter
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Iraqi military.^ General Wayne Downing, a
(appropriately) serving as the National
Security Council's expert on terrorism,
apparently believes a few hundred

Americans could train a small Iraqi force
sufficient to seize an airfield near Iraq's oil
fields, and neutralize the Republican
Guards. Like Chalabi, Downing claims to
believe that modest military successes by
the Iraqi opposition will ignite wholesale
insurrection.49 Scott Fitter's assessment

lacks such cheerful arrogance. He predicts
the Iraqi army would disperse to villages
and towns throughout the countryside, and
logically asks: "What will we do? Flatten
the towns?"50
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It now appears that the CIA and State
Department wish to bypass the 1 NO, focus
ing instead on the Patriotic Union of

Kurdistan, the Kurdistan Democratic Party,
the pro-Iran Supreme Islamic Council for

Revolution in Iraq, and the Iraqi National
Accord. Ayad Allawi, who heads the Iraqi
National Accord, and a number of former

Iraqi military officers, including Nizar
Khazraji, a Sunni and a former combat
general and Chief of Staff, have been

meeting with CIA officials.^i
The Bush II administration's current

obsession with overthrowing Saddam
Hussein might seem hard to understand at

'NM
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cally and militarily, and this is one of the

LINED MOTIVES OF US PLAN

NINGEVENMORECRIMINALJNI
INTENT HE BELIEVES THE REAlI

TARGETOFUSHOSTILITYjSft®

^NdTTHEGOVERNMENTOF?fi
SADDAM HUSSEIN BUT THE

IRAQI POPULATION AS A

LABOR FORCE.^&ii®:iil

first blush. The Gulf War devastated Iraq's
military and civilian infrastructure.

According to several UN inspectors, Iraq no
longer has any weapons of mass destruc
tion, and as discussed earlier, had devel
oped only limited quantities of them by
1990. Nor could Iraq purchase the com
ponents of these weapons under the pres
ent sanctions. The obsession may relate to
unintended consequences of the sanc
tions. Under the Oil for Food program,
Russian, French, and Chinese companies,
have benefited most. These countries have

ant, oil-pumping slate, simitar to the Gulf
monarchies. To achieve this befwe full restora

tion of lraq% oil income, the US must resort to
further attacks on the civilian infrastructure

(scarcely possible without all-out war) and con

tinuation of sanctions for as long as possible.^^
One of the major problems facing oppo
nents of the US war against Iraq has been

ly interested in putting an end to the suf
fering of the Iraqi people.
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Iraq. The sadism of the past decade of USled economic strangulation is outrageous
enough. Please consider writing a letter or
two to the editors of these debased period
icals to remind them that war propaganda
Is a crime against humanity.
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temic. The social dilemma is that, wrhile named Frepaso—an alliance of Peronists from the Province of San Lufs, as
anarchy is no solution, outrage is the only and socialists—who, after the withdrawal President, who should have called for
logical response to an economic ^stem so of President Fernando de la Rua, backed immediate presidential elections,
unjust that it is destroying the fabric of Duhalde who sought to prevent the country When they in^alled him in the presisociety. The political dilemma is that the from falling into a state of anarchy, dency, however, they made, it clear he
Argentine people have been sold out to the Would not be a provisiorial president, but

global market predators by their own ruling would rerhain In power iihtil 2003 with no

class, which has made itself obscenely rich h^flkf!/nfPV /<* Pi election. Saa made several promises:
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systemic dilemma is that today's neoliber- SOlUtiOtl COWOrdtiOflS ® month; to riot pay the foreign debt;

al economic model isn't working, but the i u j.u to accept requests for the extradition to for-

power holders claim it is the only option, can employ when they eign countries of those military leaders
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gogic appeals to the popular masses. At insolvency, no such proviso applies to protests.^
first, tangible social-democratic reforms in bankrupt nations.
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nothing to offer the average Argentinian. ceeded to manipulate the political situaIn this context, two opposing positions tion outside the Congress, orchestrating

sis. It developed in Argentina during the
government of Menem, although the actu
al collapse occurred in December 2001
under de la Rua, it has submerged the peo
ple in disaster and emptied the nation's
bank accounts. The cases of Mexico and

Argentina are both examples of Robin
Hood in reverse: the poor are robbed to pay
the rich.

In relation to the emptying of the bank
deposits, Carlos Heller, Vice President of
the Association of Public and Private

Banks of the Republic of Argentina, said:
...in order to reestablish the people's confi
dence in the banks, they have to explain
where the money is and who took more than

$20 billion out of the country during the last
days just before the crisis exploded—money
the system doesn't have—and which
caused the collapse; and to expose the
guilty, those rich capitalists whose money

flows in and out of the country at will.^
A report from the Central Bank of

Argentina confirmed the fact that in the
month of November 2001, $4.9 billion
were withdrawn from the nation's banks.

Those rich depositors who had more than
$250,000 in the bank withdrew 47.4% of
their money, whereas the small depositors

who had up to $10,000 were allowed to
withdraw only 9% of their funds."*
The withholding of bank deposits, that is,
prohibiting people from withdrawing their
savings—called "corralito"—a creation of
the Minister of the Economy. Domingo
Cavallo, was a measure taken on December
1, 2001, in the face of the massive with

drawal of money by the bluest depositors.
Most of the money belonging to smalt depos
itors still remains inaccessible to them.
The most recent data from the Central

Bank reveal that 98% of all depositors had

Buenos Aires, December 20,2001. Mounted police battle demonstrators on the streets of the capi
tal following widespread public outrage at the freezing of private bank accounts and declaration of
a state of seige. (In Seattle, 1999, this was called a "no protest zone.") The confrontations ended
the presidency of Fernando de la Rua.

PRIVATIZATION, DEREGULATION,
GLOBALIZATION, BANKRUPTCY

their deposits blocked, that is, those with
$50,000 or less In their accounts, where
as this restriction only affected 0.21% of
the major accounts of more than
$250,000. As a result of emptying the
banks of these huge deposits and referring
to this "blocking" invention of Cavallo,
President Duhalde said: "the corralito is

like a bomb, if it explodes no one is left
with a single peso." In other words, a situ

ket in December 1994. This happened at
the same time the indigenous Zapatista
rebellion in Chiapas was challenging the
corruption and lies that cloaked the newly
imposed neoliberal model called NAFTA. A
total Mexican collapse was avoided
through a $50 billion bailout orchestrated

ation in which anyone who has a bank
account loses everything.

Americas first appeared in Mexico, devel
oping during the presidency of Carlos

by President Bill Clinton, as the only way

Venezuela and Alberto Fujimori in Peru.

to avoid a complete disaster and save the

Salinas de Gortari (1988-94) and marked

North American Free Trade Agreement

Each of these cases resulted in such finan
cial disasters for their societies that three

by the collapse of the Mexican stock mar

(NAFTA). Now, Argentina is the second cri

of these leaders were arrested—Menem,

These four themes frame the parameters of
the financial crisis behind the desperate
social situation that has fallen upon
Argentina. The historical context for such
crises in the free market economies of the

30
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The main standard-bearers of this

neoliberal system in Latin America were
Augusto Pinochet in Chile, Carlos Salinas
de Gortari in Mexico, Carlos Saul Menem

in Argentina, Carlos Andres Perez in
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Partnoy

Perez and Pinochet—and two of them fled

into exile—de Gortarl and Fujimori, Ronald
Reagan and Margaret Thatcher were the
commanders who are still unpunished. .

In Argentina, the program of privatiza
tion was initiated by President Menem in
1989. This strategy, based upon a macros

econornlc theory, has as its goal the corpo
rate takeover of the finances of the State,
both its public spending potential and ite

operating budget. While market theory
talks about "greater efficiency" and "social
benefits," its real goal is the deregulation
of the national economy. It accomplishes
this by demanding the privatization of the

county's major industries, thus reducing

the State's income and then having foreign
cornpanies take over—privatize—the priri-

cipai industries which coritrol the prirfiary
services of the society: gas, electi'icily,

to investigate and uncpver.
When the governmerrt of Isabel Peron

ENRON GOES TO

fell In 1976, theforelgn debt,of Argentina

ARGENTINA (AND MAKES
OUT LIKE A BANDITO)

was calculated at $7.5 billion; by 2001 Its
debt had reached $142.3 billion, while
the Interest owed between 1992 and

2001 amounted to $83.2 billion.^ In
1990/ monetary parity between the peso
and the dollar was fixed. Thus, the money

...the nation's entire
inheritance, accuhiuiated over genera-

tions through the^
iahor (h its peogle,

Enron declared bankruptcy on December 2,
2001, Just as Minister of the Economy,
Domingo Cavallo, announced economic meas
ures which would trigger the social explosion,
tremendously deepening the economic crisis of
the Argentine people.-Enron and Argentina;
two apparently successful models of economic
globalization, two spectacular economic basket
cases.

In February, Radolfo H. Terragno, Minister
of Public Works and Sen/ices during the presi
dency of Raul Alfonsin, told reporters that in
1988, one of the sons of then Vice-President

of the Uhlted States, George Bush—he didn't

specify whiptir^qntacted him regarding an

Enron proy^. [ROdolfo H. Terragno, La Naclon

telecomrriunications, water and sanitary
services.
'
.

(Buenos Aires)/ "George W. Bush, Enron y Yo,"

in Argentina, this neoliberal economic
modd topk off in 1990, focusing pri the

Enron propc^d to purchase from Argentina

Feb. 2,2002, p.l. <vww.!anacion.com.ar>]
natural gas it needed for an energy project,

la\A^ related to the de-monopolization of
publiP^rVices l^the State: state reform,

amounting to 6.57 billion cubic meters annu

ally. Enron sought a 20-year contract, for

rhpnetary regulation and the law of CPn-

supply Is controlled by the^aniiGunt of

yertibilily, by which the Argentine peso
abandoned the gold standard and rnOde

reserves In dollars In the Central Bank: tn

;4he U«S/dollar its base. The primary objec

more foreign hrioney Instead of Increasing

tive of DOmingo Cavallo, then Minister of
the Economy, was to undermine the
nation's sovereignty, by integrating
Argentina's economy into that of the
United States. The Minister of Foreign
Relations for Argentina, Guido Di Telia,
defined these bilateral ties with the US as

"carnal relationships,"
As a result, Argentina's national sover
eignty—its political autonomy and its eco
nomic independence—was subjugated to
the global capitalist system. The Argentine
social security system was privatized
through establishing agreements for
depositing the funds with, and transferring
the administration to, foreign financial cor
porations.
The income received from the sale of

the State's patrimony over its national
industries was either insignificant or wast
ed without the government revealing any

order to pay Its bills, the State borrows

million BTUs, abolitten percent of the US

price. T^ragno rejected the project as disadvaijt^eous for Argentina.

This Enron project—repeatedly proposed

the money supply or using fupds from the
income of the nation's production.

and rejected, was immediately approved by the

This systerh of outside financing, which
while successful in controlling hyper-liifla-

Menem (1989-2000), setting the tone of his

tion during the Altonsin gdvernment, wasi
completely abused during Menem's
administration, created a new crisis result
ing from corruption at high levels: the
squandering of presidential expenses,

incdmfhgipdministratidn of President Carlos S.

seilouiadminisfratiomln'l992,the Argentine
industry "Gas del Estado" was privatized.
Subsequently, Transportadora de Gas del Sur,

70% controlled by Enron, received exclusive

rights to transport gas from wells in the south
and west of the country for distribution to

Buenos Aires and its neighboring cities until

excessively high salaries paid congression

the year 2027. This 4,146 mile pipeline has a

al members and government employees,
the widely accepted practice of not paying
taxes and a corrupt judicial system which
refused to investigate any of these illicit
activities. All these factors turned the
national fiscal deficit into a chronic foreign
debt that finally became unpayable and

capacity of 57 million cubic meters daily, rep

led to default.

These economic crimes not only
r e d u c e d t h e fl o w o f i n c o m e t o t h e S t a t e

believed the transfer had been a good deal

but produced such extreme illicit wealth
that it created a hidden economy that was
so huge it equaled the official economy. In

for Argentina. To the contrary, as if by

time, the international agencies which

magic, the nation's entire inheritance,
accumulated over generations through the
labor of its people, disappeared overnight.
The system of public administration was
dominated by corruption, based upon a
system of artificial justice and weakened
by excessive expenditures manipulated by
the presidency behind a veil of traitorous
silence that will take future historians years

control the public accounts of the State—
the IMF and World Bank—made public the
gravity of this fiscal evasion. According to
FIEL—Fundacion de Investigaciones

clarifying accounting data, so the public

which it offeh^p paltry twenty cents (US) per

Economicas Latinoamericanas—^this hid

den economy or fraudulent financing, rose
to $64 billion annually.
Examining the paradox of the foreign
debt, Raul Del latere has written:

resenting 60% of all natural gas consumed in
Argentina. [Gabriel Castro, "Report from
Transportadora de Gas del Sud," May 29,2001,
p. 1. <www.abf.com.ar/>]
A second industry owned by the Enron
Group of Argentina, is Azurix. responsible for
delivering all potable water for the province of
Buenos Aires. The Enron bankruptcy thus pres
ents an extremely grave crisis for Argentina.
By accepting these privatization projects,
Argentina not only lost control of basic infra
structure necessary to modern life, but forfeit
ed a dependable source of national income.
Ceding Argentina's water and gas systems
made tremendous profits which were then
transferred to the US without any restrictions—
arguably a theft of Argentina's national patri
mony, and even sovereignty. Privatizations car
ried out under Menem also included Telecon y
Telefonicas de Argentina, Aerolineas Argentines
y Austral (Spain), and many others. The results
are self-evident.

December 31.2D01. Riot police take up positons outside the BuenosAires Supreme Court, as the nations' batered leadership struggles to designate
Argentina s fourth president In two weeks. Globalization in action: compare with shin guards shown elsewhere in this Issue.
Over the past twelve years, two Argentine
governments favored the payment of for

eign debt over any other political objective.
The consequence of this policy, so evident
today, is a nation whose economy con
sumes itself in order to end all other means

of debt repayment with a debt many times
higher than at the beginning of the military

munist propaganda as well as the rise of

ment and preventing labor unrest—could

leftist movements in Latin America.
Although President Arturo FrondizI (1958-

be accomplished through a military

1962) had cordial relations with President

John F. Kennedy, he opposed the idea of

taking precipitous measures against Cuba,
opting for an independent solution to that

days after the explosion which ended that
model, the country entered another cul-de-

dilemma. This provided an opening for the
military, which accused Frondizi of being
soft on communism and the Peronists, and
thus "deliberately orchestrated a coup

sac: resolving its commitments to the

against the Argentine president.""^

dictatorship (1976). Paradoxically, only

financial system by freezing its dollar
accounts worth $46.4 billion and its peso
accounts worth $16.4 billion.^

MILITARY RULE AND STATE TERRORISM
Despite the health of the Argentine econo
my after World War II under its independ
ent and protectionist policies, domestic

political fears and US continental policies
led the country into military rule and even
tually state terrorism. These continental

policies developed out of the United

States' Cold War policy and its anti-com
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In June 1966, the military overthrew
President Arturo lllia, claiming his govern

regime. A broad sector of the political elite,
business class, reactionary elements of the

Catholic Church (Opus Dei) and groups of
intellectuals welcomed Ongania's ascen
dancy to power.®
Even though popular mobilizations and
a fraction of the big capitalists withdrew
their support from Ongania in 1969, usher

ing in the return to power by Juan Peron in
1973, the economic situation rapidly dete
riorated. This led to the rise of the

ment wasn't adjusting to the new defini

Montoneros, leftist students and Peronists,
who clashed with right-wing groups and

tion of domestic and international objec
tives {i.e., the "national security state"),

para-police resulting in 700 deaths. In

and replaced him with General Juan C.

and demonstrations were frequent. On

Ongania who took charge of a dictatorial

March 24, 1976, a military junta, led by
General Jorge Rafael Videla, took power. He
dissolved the Congress, imposed martial

presidency with unlimited powers. The
military, filled with excessive arrogance,
declared that everything the civilian
administrators had been incapable of
doing—ending the escalation of inflation,
reversing the declining economic develop
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1975, the cost of living escalated by 335%

law and governed by executive decree. In
response to street clashes, the government
launched its own counter-attacks, which
Argentines refer to as state terrorism.
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In 1987, the Argentine Human Rights
Commission denounced the activities of the

military and its "Dirty War" before the
International Human Rights Commission in
Geneva, accusing it of having committed
2,300 political assassinations, making
10,000 arrests for political reasons and

'disappearing' between 20,000 and
30,000 persons, many assassinated or
buried in unknown graves. During this reign
of terror, the Videla government imposed a
rigid economic plan that initiated a period
of "ea^ money" [plata dulce] in which the
national currency and corporate assets were
oven/alued, facilitating sumptuous spend
ing abroad. Thus, between unlimited terror
inside the country and unlimited spending
abroad, between the concentration of

that is, they were not used to stimulate the
growth of the national economy. This cult
of "cash flow," which is the religion of
globalization, results in companies being

bought and sold simply because of their
capacity to generate large sums of money.
This policy was supported by a political
class in Argentina which operated from
within the government and by the financial

ruling class, using various forms of corrup
tion without any inhibitions or controls.
During the last quarter of the 20th cen
tury, only the highest strata of Argentine

society saw their incomes increase while
the poorest sectors continually declined.
During this period, some 32 million people
saw their incomes, worth $27 billion,
transferred into the hands of 5 million.

income in a few hands and the enormous

impoverishment of the poor majorities, life
in Argentina was a dream for the few, but a
nightmare for most.
The most visible result of this pover
ty/profligacy phenomenon was the fall of
the "new poor" from the middle class.
Between 1976 and 1983, 30% of the

population lost its class status and today
live on incomes of less than $125 a

month.9 Through the intervention of Jos§
Alfredo Martinez de Hoz, Economic
Minister, who was also a member of the
advisory board of the Chase Manhattan
Bank, the first article of the civil and com
mercial code proceedings was modified in
order to allow demands against Argentina
from abroad to stand without having to
present their cases before the Argentine
judicial system. This marked the beginning
of a fundamental economic change that
favored transnational corporations. With
that crucial step, the dictatorship entered
into crisis, producing internal disputes
within the military as its economic policy
failed. The defeat of the Argentine military
on the Malvinas Islands in June 1982 pre
cipitated its decline. As a result, demo
cratic government was restored on
December 10, 1983.

developed against a variety of other serious
social injustices plaguing Argentina. They
are known as "the unemployed move
ment," "the picketeers" and "those without
a roof," groups that use different tactics in

carrying out their protests. Few of them
have any revolutionary orientation for their
actions. They are not organized on the basis
of ideological theory; they do not mention
Marx or Bakunin, as during the movement
of stru^le and protest in the 1970s; no
talk about liberation theology or class strug
gle or the revolution of the proletariat.
Protests are noisy but peaceful.
Sometimes, groups interested in provoking
violence infiltrate the marches, in combina
tion with undercover agents, para-police

groups or political sectors opposed to the
government. These protests, called cacemlazos, move along with people banging on

It is estimated that

those without housing
and having no place
to live today number
1,200,000 persons.

their pots and pans or employing other
noisemakers such as drums, keys or bells.
Protests are organized as neighborhood
assemblies without the participants belong
ing to any political party or union structure,
but each has a particular focus or goal.
For instance, the "Neighbors of Buenos
Aires" group demanded renationalization

of banks, privatized businesses and the
social security system. Another pressured
the government not to pay the foreign debt
and called for the resignation of the

Simultaneously, a process of extracting
investments out of production (sometimes
called "asset stripping" or "deindustrialization") reappeared during the golden age
(1950-1970), a phenomenon that has

persisted down to the present. All this hap
pened within the context of an expanding
global capitalist market, which left its dev
astating imprint upon Argentine society,
culminating in the recent dramatic col
lapse.

Supreme Court judges; for justice and pun
ishment of those responsible for the

repression in the Plaza de Mayo on the day
President de la Rua resigned. Some
demanded that mortgages be payable in

pesos, using the exchange rate that existed
at the end of 2001 when a peso equalled

a dollar. The protest against the high elec
tric and telephone rates called for not
using those services. One national cacerolazo protest, carried out on January 25,
organized itself by utilizing all the commu
nication media. Hospital employees and
medics closed off streets and highways

which developed in Argentina over a tenyear period, generated a huge concentra
tion of money and involved enormous
financial earnings which found their way

MASS PROTESTS
In the present protests against the freezing
of depositors' savings—^the corralitos—a
measure imposed by Domingo Cavallo dur
ing the presidency of de la Rua and ratified
by Jorge Remes Lenicov, Economic Minister
under Duhalde—workers lost their jobs; the
impoverished middle class lost its identity;
depositors with money in the bank had
extreme restrictions placed upon their with
drawals; and, retired people received pay
ments only occasionally or had their pay
ments reduced because of liquidity prob
lems. As a result, all these groups organized
into movements of urban protest to demon
strate against those responsible for their
impoverishment and the helpless situation
in which they find themselves submerged.

directly into the vaults of the foreign banks,

At the same time, many other protests

were below the poverty line, 2 million

To u n d e r s t a n d h o w t h e c a s e o f

Argentina relates to the international capi
talist system or global economy (neoliberalism), it is important to remember that
capitalism is, in essence, a system that
expands both internally and externally. In
the case of Argentina, it is important to
recall what Paul Sweezy calls the "financialization" mechanism in the process of

capital accumulation.10 This process,

because of the lack of medicines and the

delay in the payment of their wages. Those
"without roofs" were made up of middle

class people with secondary and university
education, who remain on the street

because they were thrown out of their liv
ing quarters for not paying their rents or
the instalments on their mortgages. It is
estimated that those without housing and

having no place to live today number
1,200,000 persons.

Thus the Argentine middle class is
passing through a complete identity crisis
through the loss of their belongings and
the positions they once held in society. In
2001, of the 4 million Argentines who

came from middle-class homes where their

tion to the present extreme crisis is this:

incomes have radically declined. Only 1.6

Can the present financial system be

in.com>

million people come from hom^ suffering

reformed? Can the country be considered

from endemic or permanent poverty who
are living in emergency shelters or in very

independent? Can a Supreme Court and
judicial system be installed that is not cor
rupt? In the face of all this, the fundamen
tal question is: Can economies in a state of

4. Report from. Banco Central.
5. Eric Toussaint, "El eslabon mas de debil de la
cadena mundial de la deuda," Terra/Am6rica

precarious locations.

Catastrophe is coming to Argentina.
The banks have no money to return to their
depositors, so a breakdown in the banking
system appears imminent, especially given
the pressure of the international financial

institutions, which is forcing the nation to
follow the same rules that applied before
this crisis erupted. As a result, an immedi
ate moral dilemma for the politicians is to

such collapse save themselves by adopting
Washington's model of free trade without
restrictions, or will they have to seek solu
tions independent of the suicidal model
offered by the New World Order?

order to avoid an even greater economic or
social risk.

<www.po.org.ar/>

Argentine government is willing to take in
The ultimate dilemma of the Argentine
people in its search for an economic solu
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with television stations showing over and
over, footage of two Chavistas firing for five
seconds over a bridge railing, providing no
image of what they were firing at, accom
panied by wild assertions about the num

ber of demonstrators killed. Then, at

invested with powers to lead the country dur
ing a transitional government. He announced

that the term "Bolivarian" would no longer be
officially used, then announced the dissolu

tion of all the Bolivarian Republic's institu
tions.

around 6:00 p.m., an announcement was

occurred. Officially, President Chavez had
resigned, therefore Venezuela had entered
a democratic transitional process. The
media expressed no concern that evidence
of the resignation had not surfaced, and no

individual could confirm that such a resig
nation had been signed. But, since

broadcast on television and radio: the com
mander of the National Guard declared

STAGE Vi: US STAMP OF APPROVAL
On the afternoon of the same day, George

Venezuela had entered the media's virtual

that, because slayings had occurred and

W. Bush's spokesman, Ari Fleischer, held a
press conference on the Middle East in

reality zone, it didn't really seem to matter.

his corps no longer recognized President
Chavez. This declaration triggered defec
tions of other factions of the army, while

situation almost in passing. "We know that
the action encouraged by the Chavez gov

In the 24 hours that followed, the junta
behaved as one might expect, carrying out
political arrests and illegal searches of any
where Chavista-related material might be
found, and some of this purging process

ernment provoked this crisis...now the sit

the media continued to attack by broad

uation will be one of tranquility and
democracy." The illegal junta had been
implicitly recognized and given the goahead. Although the US attempted to lead

actually appeared on TV. It might strike the

because Chavez had sworn that he would

never give the order to shoot at civilians,

casting false reports of the disintegration
of the Chavez government, Chavez's flight
to Panama or Cuba, the defense minister's

request for asylum at the Chilean embassy,
etc. The job was finished off by sabotage of
the public television transmitter. From this

point on, until Chavez's return, reality
would be defined exclusively by the oppo
sition's media.

In the middle of the night, Chavez was

asked to place himself in custody of the
army. Nearly simultaneously the media
announced that Chavez had resigned,
though no proof was ever advanced.

STAGE V; INTERIM GOVERNMENT
The next morning, a civil-military junta was
constituted with, at its head, Pedro Carmona
Estanga, president of Fedecamaras. In the

which he commented on the Venezuelan

reader as strange that such blatantly crimi
nal activity should be covered media

favorable to the junta, but for coup forces,
this coverage was viewed in a positive light.

the way, Vicente Fox's Mexico and
Alejandro Toledo's Peru decided to hold
back for the time being.

Chavez and his followers had been demo-

Members of the junta had done every
thing possible to warrant the sympathy of
the Bush government. Contrary to Chavez,

any, justification for the regular consumers
of Venezuela's media. Thus, when the media

they had shown themselves favorable to

class Pastora neighborhood had "uncov

neo-liberal policies and the Free Trade

ered" T-shirts and posters bearing the image

Area of the Americas. In addition, in the
midst of the crisis in the Middle East that

was driving oil prices up, they pledged a
quick return to pro-US rather than proOPEC oil policies. As a symbol of their
good will, the very first measure taken by
the fired PDVSA managers who had illegal

early afternoon, a formal ceremony was

ly returned to their former positions, was to
cut off all oil exports to Cuba.

organized, and Carmona declared himself

According to the media, no coup had

nized and criminalized long before the coup,
and their persecution demanded little, if

"revealed" that searches made in the lower

of Chavez and Che Guevara, the reaction
was predictable. Middle-class television

audiences did not sense the hypocrisy of the
Venezuelan media when, after three years of
constant denunciations of Chavez's authori

tarianism, they covered, but didn't

denounce, violations of fundamental rights
that had never been perpetrated in the three

years of Chavez's presidency.
The next day (April 13th), the morning
(Continued on p. 40)
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RELIGIOUS FASCISM BARES ITS FANGS
ShishirThadani

Ithough initially no group claimed
responsibility for the December 13,
2001 attack on the Indian Parliament, all

the evidence gathered by India's investigat
ing agencies pointed to terrorist groups

with their governmental counterparts.

backed terrorist movement have also been

Clearly, the Indian Parliament wanted to
make it absolutely clear to all nations of the

frequently targeted. Elsewhere in the coun
try, trains have been derailed and civilians

world that its patience with its belligerent

have lost their lives when railway and bus
stations have been targeted. As a result,

Pakistan with the knowledge and con

and hostile neighbor was coming to an end.
Although a matter of life and death for
India's political class, for many ordinary

nivance of it's military government and the

Indians who harbor few illusions about the

ISI—the Pakistani Secret Service. An
Indian national involved in facilitating the

this attack was simply one of many shock-

operating in the Islamic Republic of

attack confessed to his role, and in a televi
sion interview identified the main perpetra
tors as being of Pakistani origin, and receiv

ing tactical and logistical support from
Kashmiri separatist agents living in Delhi.
Since then, according to a report

appearing in The News, Pakistan (Feb. 18,

honesty and sincerity of their politicians,

SINCE 1996, WHEN A
MAJORITY OF JAMMU AND
KASHMIR'S VOTERS TURNED

many Indians have felt that, the govern
ment's posture towards Pakistan has been
too accommodating.
But no matter how skeptical many

Indians might be of their political leaders,
the overwhelming majority of Indians saw
the attack on Parliament as a reactionary
assault on their sovereign right to shape

the destiny of their, own land. Indian
democracy, for all its flaws is much richer
than the US's two-party monopoly because
it permits a wider range of political ideas to

OUT TO CAST THEIR BALLOTS ;

compete for public acceptance. In some

IN INDIA'S NAriONAtiilliS

elections, there may be as many as five
serious contenders for a parliamentary or

of his involvement in the attack on the

ELECTION, THERE HAVE BEEN

Indian Parliament. Soon after publication
of this report, Shaheen Sehbai felt com

iVERAL MASSACRES OF ~

legislative seat representing a broader
diversity of popular aspirations than what

2.002) Sheikh Omar Saeed, who had con
fessed about his role in the kidnapping of
American reporter Daniel Pearl, also spoke

pelled to resign his post as editor of the
News, arguing that pressure from the
Pakistani government (who threatened to

yltlAljER^ PARTICULARLY '
WOMEN AND CHILOREN...

withdraw its advertisements from the pub

lication for what it painted as a false and
malicious report) made it impossible for
him to continue. Nevertheless this bolsters

ing and frustrating acts of terror initiated
by Pakistan's clerical and military elite

what the Indian government agencies have
claimed all along. Although much of the

against India.
Since 1996, when a majority of Jammu

evidence is confidential, detailed informa

and Kashmir's voters turned out to cast

tion about the involvement of Pakistan-

their ballots in India's national election,
there have been several massacres of vil

is possible in the US.
But more significantly, this attack sym
bolized an attack on India's hard-fought

and delicately presen/ed unity. In many
ways, India is a truly unique nation in that
it brings together a billion people who
speak a multitude of languages and
dialects, who write in over a dozen differ
ent scripts, who celebrate different festi
vals, worship different gods and goddess
es, and are also of considerably varied
racial and ethnic stock.

lagers—particularly women and children
living in the Jammu and Kashmir region.

Although both the Soviet Union and the
People's Republic of China succeeded in
bringing together a variety of. nationalities

Hindus and Sikhs have been targeted to

under a common constitution, both nations

create an atmosphere of terror so that they
may be compelled to flee, as has already

had the advantage of at least one relative
ly homogeneous (or culturally unified)

occurred in the Srinagar valley where over

90% of the valley's Hindus have fled in

nationality that could numerically outnum
ber all others (such as Russians in the for

out that evidence and other relevant mate

fear.2 Pilgrims from various parts of India

mer Soviet Union or Han Chinese in

rial concerning terrorist acts committed in

to ancient goddess shrines (such as

China). But India has no such single dom-

based terrorist groups was provided not
only to India's closest allies such as
Russia, but also to the US, Britain and
other NATO powers, as well as to China,

key non-aligned nations and to several
nations in the Middle East.

A spokeswoman for the Indian Ministry
of External Affairs, Nirupama Rao pointed

India by Pakistani or other nationals resid

Vaishno Devi) in the mountains of Jammu

ing in Pakistan had also been provided to

and Kashmir have also been repeatedly

Pakistan's Government.'

In an unprecedented step, an all-party

targeted so as to discourage these popular
pilgrimages and to weaken India's strong

meeting also decided on sending teams of

historical and cultural links to the region.

4-5 parliamentary delegates to several
nations across the world to present and dis
cuss the evidence in one-on-one meetings
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Muslim villagers who have joined the hun

dreds of Village Defense Committees and
taken up arms against the Pakistan-
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poverty rate has been reduced dramatical

ly; literacy has gone up six-fold, and in
many fields Indian scientists and engi
neers compete with the world's very best.

India now has the capability of building
and launching its own satellites, program
ming and designing advanced computer
systems, and is largely self-sufficient in
many essentials of the modern economy
such as life-saving drugs, steel, cement,
plastics and industrial machinery. With

very little international aid, and in spite of
being heavily dependent on oil imports,
the Indian economy has now grown to one
of the world's ten largest economies.
But if India represents something pro

gressive in today's world, it must surely
puzzle many Westerners as to why the idea
of a secular democratic and pluralistic

republic should incite such extraordinary
hatred from across its western border. How

is it that so many Pakistani citizens are
willing to die in an unending campaign to
December 13,2001. Delhi police officers make a list of items recovered from one of the dead mili

tants, right, inside the Parliament House complex in New Delhi, India. A half-dozen gunmen
stormed the complex, killing seven people with grenades, AK-47 rifles and a human bomb.

destroy the hard-fought unity of India?
The answer to this riddle lies in the very
class character of Pakistan which was cre
ated not to further the cause of self-deter

inant grouping. While some analysts have

munities that make up the Indian mosaic.

mination of the subcontinent's Muslims

tried to argue that Hindus make up a dom
inant grouping in India, there is too much

The solidarity and concern that many

but to weaken the unity of the oppressed
people of the Indian subcontinent, and to
create a puppet state that would be per

linguistic and cultural diversity amongst

Indians have developed for each other has
come about not through state edict but

India's Hindus for such a claim to be valid.

through growing contact and mutually ben

Unlike Judaism, Christianity or Islam,
there is no single messiah, holy book, or
centralized clerical authority to marshal

eficial cultural communication.

Many Indians are also exceedingly

manently beholden to British and
American imperial interests. When the

all worship the same gods and goddesses.
For some Hindus, god is a very abstract

to overcome the worst depredations of

metaphysical concept—for others it finds

lords left India, they left a nation desper
ately impoverished and pauperized from
two centuries of extraordinary pillage and
plunder. There were thirty-one serious

British colonized India, they found impor
tant allies amongst elements of the deca
dent feudal aristocracy that, owing to cen
turies of Islamic conquest was dispropor
tionately made up of Muslims. Many of
these elite Muslims practiced their own
version of the caste system, particularly
those of foreign origin such as Syeds,
Sheikhs and Ashrafs. Typically, they spoke
Urdu (a hybrid language with much of its

famines in 120 years of-British rule com

vocabulary drawn from Arabic, Persian and

pared to seventeen in the 2,000 years
before British rule. Before independence,

Turkish) and kept themselves quite con
sciously apart from Indian-born Muslims,
especially those from the crafts and trade.
Generally loyal to British rule and hostile to
Indian attempts at gaining independence,
many were rewarded with knighthood for
their exemplary and unstinting devotion to

Hinduism's varied followers. Hindus have

aware of their plight during the two cen
turies of colonial rule, and how a united

no single place of pilgrimage, nor do they

struggle liberated the nation and allowed it

representation in a variety of pagan, ani
mistic or totemistic forms. There are also

Hindus who are avowed atheists (or agnos
tics), and identify as Hindus only for philo
sophical and cultural reasons.
It is therefore all the more remarkable

colonial rule. When the British colonial

that such a diverse group of people have
stayed together in the face of tremendous
adversity. Not only has the Indian nation

70-80% of Indians lived in abject pover

survived intense class conflicts and cen

ished, and in Bengal, nearly four-fifths

trifugal pressures from well-funded interna

were malnourished. Infant mortality in

tionally supported separatist groups—it has

Bombay was 255 per thousand in 1928.
Life expectancy in India had fallen to 23 in

managed to make progress in spite of that.
One of the reasons for this somewhat

unusual achievement is that even though
ordinary Indians may not have much love for

their compromising politicians, they have
developed a great love for the pluralistic
spirit that imbues the Indian nation. Over

the decades the majority of Indians have
grown to admire and appreciate the arts and
crafts, the folk dances, the cuisine and
unique cultural facets of the various com-
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ty—on the very margins of subsistence.

Two-thirds were chronically undernour

the British Empire.^

experienced zero growth.^
Five decades after independence, the

Typical of such loyalist agents was Sir
Salar Jung, (b. 1829, Prime Minister of the
Princely State of Hyderabad in 1853), who
successfully employed Arab mercenaries on
behalf of the British in crushing the revolt
of 1857—India's first war of independ
ence. Salar Jung's timely and brutal actions
in suppressing the Hyderabad mutineers
was of crucial import to the survival of
British rule in India and was duly acknowl
edged by the Brits as "priceless."
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1931. In 1931, 74 per cent of Bombay's
population lived in single-room tene
ments—with one-third living more than 5
to a room. Literacy in British India was
only 11%. In the last half of the 19th cen
tury, India's income fell by 50%, and in
the 190 years prior to independence, the
Indian economy was literally stagnant—it

Thadani

As the British consolidated their rule in

and "cultural life of their communities. The

India, the scourge of loyalism came to infect

right, to self-determination is normally
advocated only for oppressed people. In

the Hindu, Sikh, Parsi and Christian elite no

less than the Muslims, with a majority of the
landed gentry and money-lending class
either actively opposing the national move
ment or staying aloof from it. But amongst
Muslim legalists, this trend was further

aggravated by Islamic sectarian and sepa
ratist tendencies eventually culminating in
the formation of the Muslim League.

The trend toward religious exclusivity

the Indian context, the issue of self-deter

mination of Muslims as a separate class
would arise only if it could be established

Baghdad Pact and later CENTO. In 1959,
it signed a bilateral military pact allowing
the US to set up a military base at
Peshawar for American U2 planes to spy
over the Soviet Union. Of particular impor
tance is how Pakistan played a leading role

that Muslims had been collectively
oppressed by Hindus. But prior to British
rule, the imperial rulers of India had been
Muslims, and it was Hindus who faced dis-crimination as a class. Moreover, since the

THE REACTIONARY CHARAC-

fEFtbFTHEMwsrarEOF
PAKISTAN BECAMEEVIDENT

for the creation of the All India Muslim

primary oppressors of both Hindus and
Muslims at that time were the British, and
since the Muslim League was founded
with the express purpose of collaborating
with British rule, it could hardly have been
viewed as the legitimate agent for Muslim
self-determination. It may also be noted
that the demand for partition was vigor
ously opposed by all the prominent Muslim
freedom fighters including Ghaffar AN of
the Communist Party of India.Recently unsealed British top secret

League as a political counterweight and

documents indicate how Mohammed AN

foil to the Indian National Congress. He
also argued for the establishment of a

Muslims of India. The second object was to
advance the claims of the Muslims against
Hindus and other communities in respect

Jinnah (leader of the Muslim League)
articulated his demand for partition in
1940 only after getting the approval of
Lord Zetland,, then secretary of state for
India. The British encouraged the partition
proposal in order to safeguard their inter
ests in a post-colonial world. In 1939,
Jinnah had pledged the loyalty of Indian
Muslim troops (who-comprised over 40%
of the British Army in India) and the
British expected that this loyal fighting
force would come in handy in controlling
the oil-wealth of the Middle East, and pro
vide the Western powers with a "reliable
ally" that could serve as a foil to the former

of service under the crown and thus safe

Soviet Union.®

guard Muslim interests and rights. The
leaders of the League were therefore natu
rally opposed to the demand for political

state of Pakistan became evident when

c a l a n d e c o n o m i c r i v a l d i f fi c u l t t o c o n t a i n

roughly 8 million Hindus and Sikhs were

independence raised by the Congress.
They felt that if the Muslims joined in any

forcibly expelled in a wave of unprecedent
ed terror, as then-West Pakistan was virtu

such demand, the British would not sup

ally emptied of its non-Muslim popula

and control once it overcame the legacy of
colonization. The US supported Pakistan
each time it initiated hostile action against
India. US-supplied weapons were

port their claims for special treatment in
education and service. In fact, they
described the Congress as a disloyal organ
ization of rebels and regarded even moder

tions.^ The expulsion of India's Hindus and

ate leaders like Gokhale and Ferozeshah

British-ruled Palestine. In both territories

Mehta as extremists. During this phase the
British government always used the
Muslim League as a counter to the
demands of the Congress."

there was an attempt to artificially create
client states based on religious exclusivism

and separatism culminated in the persona
of the Aga Khan (Sir Sultan Muhammed

Shah, b. 1875, Karachi) who aggressively
championed allegiance to the British in all

its war efforts (whether in Europe, South
Africa or elsewhere), even stating that "If
they will only give me the opportunity, I will
shed my last drop-of blood for the British
Empire." Extremely hostile to the Indian
freedom movement, the Aga Khan called

University that would cater exclusively to
the nation's Muslims.®
Maulana Azad (President of the Indian

National Congress during the 1930s)
alluded to the pro-colonial character of the
Muslim League in his "India Wins
Freedom" and wrote: "It was said that one

of the objects of the League would be to
strengthen and develop a feeling of loyalty
to the British government amongst the

In connivance with the British, the

Muslim League then went about cam
paigning for the vivisection of India, and

WAVE OF UNPRECEDENTED

in destroying the dernocratic revolution in
Afghanistan and destabilizing the former
Soviet Union. To date, Pakistani analysts

on Pakistan Television take great pride in
"helping" to bring about the disintegration
of the USSR, and in putting a brgke on the
worldwide movement toward socialism'.

As Britain's power receded in the postcolonial world, the US stepped in to take

its place. Pakistan's role as a potentialiy
disruptive force in the subcontinent was

recognized quite early by State Department
o f fi c i a l s i n t h e l a t e 1 9 5 0 s w h o f e a r e d t h a t

The reactionary character of the new

Sikhs from what was then British-ruled ter

ritory was similar to the expulsion of the
Christian and Muslim populations from

and intolerance.

democratic India might emerge as a politi

employed in the 1965 and 1971 wars
against India, and the US repeatedly
endorsed Pakistan's position on Kashmir

notwithstanding the absurdity of Pakistan's
military despots claiming to champion the
cause of "Kashmiri self-determination"

when in fact, the people of Jammu and
Kashmir enjoyed many more rights in India

Unsurprisingly, the newly constituted
Islamic Republic rarely disappointed

than did the people of Pakistan.®

Britain or its allies. In 1948, Pakistan

has grown, and the interests of American
businesses in Indian ventures increased,

the creation of Pakistan as a homeland for

troops invaded Kashmir where pro-Indian
sentiments were strong and the highly pop

the subcontinent's Muslims, even though

ular National Front movement was cam

the majority of India's Muslims were scat
tered throughout the subcontinent and
were closely integrated into the economic

paigning for unity with India. Soon after it
became an important military ally of the
US and Britain by joining the US-led
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In recent years, as the Indian economy

the US has adopted a more nuanced poli
cy that has often confused less sophisti
cated Indian analysts. Publicly, the US has
mixed diplomatic pressure with the odd
praise for Indian democracy. But at the
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February 21.2002. Policewomen stand guard in front of a polling station at Sunderbani, 70 kilometers from Jammu during by-elections In Jammu and Kashmir.
same time, it has maintained a close rela

tionship with the Pakistani military, and
following the collapse of the Soviet Union,
the Pakistani military has become embold

ened to act more freely against India.
Since 1990, it has kept up a barrage of
cross-border fire along Kashmir. K.
Subrahmanyam's KargH Report to the
Indian Parliament (March 2000) suggests

officially communicated by Pakistan's
Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, Zain

to the growing thaw between the two

Noorani to the Indian Ambassador in

invasion took place just as Pakistan's former

Islamabad, S. K. Singh. It was also com
municated by the Pakistani nuclear scien

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and India's

tist. Dr A. Q. Khan to the Indian journalist
Kuldip Nayar."
It is highly unlikely that Pakistan could

nations. It may be recalled that the Kargil

Prime Minister A.B. Vajpayee had conclud
ed a very successful summit in which the
issue of Kashmir had been placed on the
back-burner, and there were moves to devel

have made such threats without the knowl

that Pakistan was able to increase its vio

op normal trade ties and expand cultural

edge and connivance of the US security

lence against India because it had

exchanges between the two nations.

establishment, especially since Pakistan

acquired a credible nuclear capability by
1990. This capability was acquired
through the conscious support of other

has continued to receive high-tech military

has enjoyed an especially warm relation

supplies such as unarmed aerial reconnais
sance aircraft that have been used to assist
in its repeated infiltrations into Kashmir.

ship with the Pentagon and the State
Department. Repeatedly described as a
"moderate" and "friend" by the CIA and

nuclear powers such as the US and China.

Since his ascension. General Musharraf

K. Subrahmanyam also speaks of Pakistan

Some Indian analysts believe that the

having threatened India with a nuclear

US has actively intervened to prevent any

attack more than once. As an example, he
cites the following: "In 1987, Pakistan

endorsement from Milton Bearden, the for

moves towards rapprochement and reconcil

mer CIA station chief in Sudan and

iation between the two nations. They sug
gest that the Kargil invasion may have been
instigated by the CIA in order to put a halt

Pakistan. While appearing before the sub
committee of the Senate foreign relations
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conveyed a nuclear threat to India at the

time of 'Operation Brasstacks'. This was
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Pentagon establishment, he won a ringing

committee for South Asia under Senator

Thadani

Sam Brownback (Repub.-Kansas),

Bearden pleaded on the General's behalf.®
He emphasized how the General was
trained at Fort Bragg and was an early
member

of

the

elite

19th

Baloch

that so many youth are taken in by the call
for an "Islamic Jihad." Periodically, India's

opinion with mild condemnations of terror
ist activities emanating from Pakistani soil.

Doordarshan Television channel has aired

But aside from such insincere statements,

interviews with Pakistani youth who have
surrendered to the Indian army after dis
covering that they were fed a diet of out

there has been little to suggest that they

Regiment, the Pakistani SSG, that trained
jointly with US Army Special Forces a
decade ago.
But in India, General Musharraf Is

to encourage anti-Indian sentiments

widely viewed as a hawkish anti-India

the many chilling ways in which the

baiter. In a 1998 speech to Pakistan's elite
military cadets, the Pakistani General stat
ed that the acquisition of Kashmir by
Pakistan could wait. What was more impor
tant was to keep the Indian army bleeding
in Kashmir Just as the Afghan Mujahadeen

Pakistani authorities have stoked the fires

right lies and shown doctored videotapes
amongst them. Such, youth have described

:IVlU®Ri'SREFUSALfo
HAND OVER EVEN ONE OF THE

actually care about the loss of Indian life.
The massing of troops along the border was
their main worry, as a military defeat at the
hands of the Indian army could lead to a

possible implosion of the Pakistani state.
This fear ted to a flurry of diplomatic activ
ity and caused Colin Powell and Tony Blair
to embark on a hectic campaign to pres
sure the Indian government into backing
off from any moves that might weaken the
Pakistani leadership.
Although at the present time, the Indian

kept the Soviet troops bleeding in
Afghanistan. His unabashed support for
terrorist groups fighting to impose an
Islamic fundamentalist state in linguisti
cally and religiously diverse Jammu and

20 ARCH-ORIMINALS DEMAND

government appears to have retreated in

ED BY INDIAISACLEAR INDI-5

sition parties have acquiesced to this situa

Kashmir fits in well with that aim. The

ISTANI ESTABLISHMENT WILL

attack on the Indian Parliament, coming
on the heels of the attack on the Jammu

and Kashmir legislature, and an earlier
attack on the Red Fort in Delhi, also

appears to be part of this ceaseless cam
paign to bleed India.
To a large extent, the fiction of a "liber
ation struggle" in Kashmir is maintained in
the Pakistani media to divert attention from

the growing failings of the military govern
ment. Just a year ago, the military estab
lishment was facing growing dissent in
Sindh, Baluchistan and the Frontier
Province, but the military was able to
squelch the demands for greater respon
siveness to Pakistan's neglected provinces,

BE CAREFUL NOT TO GROSS-

tHE US; ITHASNOCOmCTIONS ABOUT CONTINUING TO
"BLEED" INDIA THROUGH THE

Instrument OF ISLAMIC FUN

pMt™usM..i;)y::::^

the face of such pressure, and most oppo
tion—anger with US and British double
standards in the region is palpable amongst
India's younger generations who are much
less influenced by the Gandhian edict of
"turning the other cheek." Younger Indians
are particularly furious at how the US went
to war in Afghanistan in the name of "fight

ing terrorism" (bombing the beleaguered
nation with little concern for any civilian
casualties), yet repeatedly called on the
Indian Government to "exercise restraint."

Whereas the US has reserved the right to
take unilateral military action against any
nation it chooses (such as Iraq once again),
India has been asked to work with the

of an Islamic "Jihad" against India.
Post-September 11, there has been a

"international community" in reducing ten
sions with Pakistan as though it were equal

growing concern in the US establishment

ly to blame. While the US has abrogated to
itself the right to impose sanctions on any

and divert the attention of its restive popu

that this menace which has threatened the

nation it deems hostile, it has called on

lation to Kashmir. According to Ahmed

peace and tranquility of the Indian people
could also turn against the US. This has

India to refrain from taking firmer diplo
matic and other (non-military) punitive

prompted the calls on Gen. Musharraf to

measures even in the face of such aggres

Faruqui: Dissent within the Frontier and
Baluchistan provinces is at an all-time high.
These provinces have always felt that they
have been taken for granted by the Punjabidominated Pakistani military. There are

rein in the training camps and the
Madrasahs (Islamic schools) that were the

breeding ground for Islamic Jihad.

sive provocation. But rather than being an
innocent or neutral party to Indo-Pak ten
sions. one can certainly argue that the US
bears considerable responsibility for the

signs of protest even in Sindh, where the

Whether such moves will improve matters

native Sindhis and Muhajirs have patched

for India remains to be seen. So far, it does

prevailing difficulties in the subcontinent

up their differences to take on the Punjabis

not appear that anti-Indian groups will

on account of its repeated and manipula

over the allocation of water rights, even

experience any serious impediments to

prior to the September 11 attacks.'^^

their activities. The General's refusal to
hand over even one of the 20 arch-crimi

Pakistan, something it has done all too fre

ing elites have distracted the attention of
the Pakistani population through the trust
ed maneuver of shifting the spotlight on

nals demanded by India is a clear indica

quite likely that the pressure to act firmly

tor that while the Pakistani establishment
will be careful not to cross the US, it has

and decisively against Pakistan's machina

Kashmir and India's supposed repression

no compunctions about continuing to
"bleed" India through the instrument of

tions toward India will only increase on
future governments, which will inevitably
bring the Indian nation into a confrontation

Islamic fundamentalism.

with the US which continues to coddle the

For more than a decade, Pakistan's rul

of its Muslim population. With no demo
cratic outlet for their aspirations, gullible
Pakistani youth have been easily misled by
the barrage of anti-India propaganda that

is aired daily on Pakistan's state-run radio

The US and Britain, upon realizing that

patience with their favorite client state was

tive support for authoritarian rule in
quently throughout the world. It is therefore

India-baiting ruling elite of Pakistan.
On the other hand, moves towards

greater secularism could bring new hope

and television. Pakistani textbooks routine

wearing thin, and that there was tremen
dous popular pressure on the Indian gov

ly demonize India's Sikhs and Hindus as

ernment to take deterrent and punitive

for the people of the subcontinent. The
sudden collapse of the Taliban has had a

cruel enemies of Islam. It is little wonder

action, have tried to assuage Indian public

demoralizing effect on those Muslims in
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India who have harbored a soft spot for

1, 1998; Human Rights Watch/Asia and

Pakistan and its brand of Islamic terrorism.

Physicians for Human Rights reported in The

Tr a d i t i o n a l M u s l i m l e a d e r s w h o h a v e

Human Rights Crisis in Kashmir: A Pattern of

always placed religious demands above
secular demands are also being steadily

Impunity-, Yusuf Jameel, "Slaughter in
Singhpora—A Village Becomes Kashmir's Latest
Victim," Times Asia, April 3, 2000.

marginalized. A new generation of Muslim

leaders is opposing clerically oriented
politicians, and is calling on Indian
Muslims to integrate more fully into Indian

CORRECTION
"Undermining Indian Sovereignty" by
Shishir Thadani (CAQ no. 69, p. 42), con
tains an error of fact. The sentence which

reads "...Kargil invasion was entirely
India's doing." should read: "But the pub
lic posture of neutrality by the State
Department made it seem as if the inva
sion was all Pakistan's doing and the US
security agencies had no prior knowledge
of it, and played no role in inciting or

society and join hands with the rest of their
Indian brethren in joint stru^les on issues
that affect the working masses. Such
Muslims have also joined hands with

encouraging it."

Hindus and Sikhs in publicly condemning
the Pakistani leadership and its continued

(Continued from p. 34.)

sponsorship of terrorist activities in India.

papers carried full-page ads like this one in

These developments could be crucial in
liberating the subcontinent's Muslims who
are today amongst the poorest and most

t h e N a c i o n a h " Te l c e l ( B e l l S o u t h ) c e l e

illiterate people on the planet.
Although India's Muslims have enjoyed

national long distance calls [on Sunday the

brates Freedom with all of Venezuela /

Freedom to call wherever you want / Free
14th of April]."
Not everyone was celebrating this new
found "freedom." In the early afternoon,

remarkable success in India's media and

entertainment industries, and Muslim
industrialists and traders haven't done too

badly, the 2001 census revealed that for the
first time since independence, the social

3.- Rajnl-Palme Dutt, India, To^ay. (Bombay:

spontaneous demonstrations began all over
Venezuela, demanding the return of

People's Publishing House; 1949) pp. 35-44;

Chavez. These demonstrations were not

indicators for India's Muslims have fallen

much more oppressed Dalit (low caste) and

and Mike.Davis, Late Victorian Holocausts {tiev/
York: Verso, 2000); see also Shishir Thadani,
"The Colonial Legacy" <www.members.tripod.

ration the preceding day, and after days of

Adivasi (tribal) communities. This has come

com/-INDIA_RESOURCE/colonial.html>

about because leaders from all the other

4. Zarina Bhatty, "Social Stratification Among

behind even those for India's traditionally

oppressed communities have taken full

advantage of the political opportunities pro

vided by India's democracy, and have con
centrated their battles on secular issues

such as better education, better access to

credit facilities, more housing grants,
improved access to government jobs and
services and so on. But too many Muslim
politicians have been sidetracked with bat

tles to defend orthodox religious practices.
Politicians from some of the most neglected
districts have been content with the infre

quent grant of land for a new mosque or an
improvement in Hajj facilities.

Muslims in India" in M.N. Srinivas, ed.. Caste—

Its Twentieth Century Avatar (tiew Delhi: Viking.
1996) pp. 249-53.

5. See Eminent Mussalmans (Delhi: Neeraj
Publishing House, 1981 reprint, first edition
1926): Chapters on Salar Jung and the Aga
Khan. Sir Sultan Mohammad Aga Khan was the
grandfather of the contemporary Prince Karim
Aga Khan, the Swiss-based billionaire and selfproclaimed world diplomat who is the leader of
the Islamic cult Ismaili. He was also a close con

fidant of Ronald Reagan.
6. Narendra Singh Sarela, "Creation of

Pakistan—Safeguarding British Strategic

being broadcast. Since the junta's Inaugu
constant coverage of the general strike and
"civil society's" street demonstrations, tel
evision viewers were being treated to the
"normal" fare of telenovelas and game
shows. Thus, censorship of critical events

was being accomplished by the same
media that, since Chavez's election, had
accused Chavez of threatening freedom of
expression.

To discover the fast-spreading move
ment to bring back Chavez, television view

ers had to tune in to CNN en espahol. But
concrete reality overwhelmed virtual reality.
Seeing the extent of the popular upheaval,
and possibly displeased by the anti-demo

Interests," Times of India, March 17, 2000.

cratic and authoritarian tendencies that the

7. See the 'Transfer of Power Documents' 1942-

junta had already demonstrated, an inverse
domino effect occurred and factions of the

perhaps create an environment where anti-

1947, India Office, London; (also available at
the Jawaharial Nehru Library, New Delhi). These
documents describe in quite shocking detail how
the British authorities engineered riots between

India sentiments arising from a narrow and

Hindus and Muslims; bribed armed terrorists

sectarian identification with Islam could

associated with the Muslim League; deliberately

been taken over by Caraquehos and a group
of paratroopers. In a matter of hours, the

The rise of genuinely secular leadership
amongst India's Muslims could finally
bring economic issues to the forefront, and

be successfully challenged—in both

Pakistan and in Bangladesh. Such a
denouement could herald a new era of

peace and cooperation that is sorely need
ed for the region to fully recover from the
vast and grinding poverty that colonial
exploitation and imperialist manipulation
have left behind.

broke up meetings held by pro-unity Muslim
leaders of the Congress, and ordered their police

pak.htm>

2. Kashmir Chronicle, vol. 1, no. 5, September

4D

Chavez's return. Late in the afternoon. CNN
informed Venezuelans that Miraflores had

coup had been reversed and Chavez was

forces not to intervene in the wave of terror that

b a c k i n o f fi c e .

led to the expulsion of Hindus and Sikhs from

Democracy has returned to Venezuela.
But the forces that nearly brought an end
to the dream of real social progress haven't
been disturbed through all of this, and

what is now Pakistan.

8. Kaul Mahara], "Jammu and Kashmir" <members.tripod.eom/-iNDIA_RESOURCE/
k a s h m i r. h t m l >

9. South Asia Analysis Group's Note 48
< w w w. s a a g . o r g >

NOTES
1. See <www.meadev.nic.in/foreign/evidence-

army began to reject the junta and call for

10. Ahmad Faruqui, "Musharraf's About Face,"

many Venezuelans and democrats around

the world can't help asking: what will they
do next?

(Berkeley, CA: Nautilus Institute, October 22.
2001) <www.nautilus.org/fora/special-policyforum/31_faruqui.html>
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Global Rollback
AFTER COMMUNISM
Michael Parenti

Laabout
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n
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real
menace
we face today is global rollback. The goal of
conservative rulers around the world, led by

those who occupy the seats of power in
Washington, is the systematic rollback of
democratic gains, public services, and
common living rfandards around the world.
In this rabidly anticommunist plutocrat

eases of poverty such as tuberculosis and
typhoid. In addition, there were no public
services, occupational safety regulations,
consumer protections, or environmental
safeguards to speak of. Only after decades
of struggle, mostly in the 1930s and again

relatively expensive in capitalist countries
but heavily subsidized in socialist ones.

in the aftermath of World War II, did we
see dramatic advances in the conditions of

That competition also helped the civil
rights struggle. During the 1950s and

those who had to work for a living.^

1960s, when US leaders were said to be

ic culture, mahy^ left intellectuals have

The point is, the gains made by working
people in the West should be seen in the
context of capitalism's world competition
with communism.

competing with Moscow for the hearts and
minds of nonwhites in Asia, Africa, and

demon Soviets, thereby hoping to give

THREAT OF A GOOD EXAMPLE
One of the things that helped workers win

proof of their own political virtue and

concessions was "the threat of communism."

tive that we rid ourselves of Jim Crow and

acceptability. For decades they have been
fighting the ghost of Josef Stalin, flashing

The pressure of being in competition with
socialist nations for the allegiance of peoples

grant equality to people of color in the US.
Many of the arguments made against seg

learned to moiith denunciations of the

their anticommunist credentials in tireless

at home and abroad helped to set limits on

diatribes or elaborately casual asides,
doing fearless battle against imaginary

how thoroughly Western leaders dared to mis
treat their own working populations. A social

hordes of "doctrinaire" Marxist-Leniriists at
home and abroad.

The downfall of socialist governments
in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe
caused much rejoicing not only in U.S. rul

ing circles but among those who claim to
inhabit the Left. Here now was a window of

opportunity, a new beginning, they said.
Freed forever from the stigma of
"Stalinism," the US Left supposedly would
grow in legitimacy and influence. Taken by
these notions, they seemed not to have
noticed how the destruction of socialism

has shifted the center of political gravity in

a drastically reactionary direction. Some of

;:iN THIS RABIDLY ANTICOMMUS

NISI PLUTOCRWIC CULTURE, ^
liANYLEFTINTELLECTUALS
? HAVE LEARNED TO MOUTH :S;j
DENUNCIATIONS OF THE

IDEMONSOVE
I TS,THEREBY
J HOPING TO GIVE PROOF OF
: THEIR OWN POLITICAL VIRTUE
AND ACCEPTABILITY

coming to full bloom that the Communists

With the overthrow of socialism in

1989-91, transnational corporate capital
ism now seemed to have its grip on the

entire globe. Yet an impatient plaint soon
could be detected in conservative publica
tions. It went something like this: "If every
where socialism is being rolled back by the

free market, why is there no rollback here in
the United States? Why do we have to con
tinue tolerating all sorts of collectivist regu
lations and services?" By 1992, it became
clear to many conservatives that now was
the time to cast off all restraint and sock it

to the employee class. The competition for
scored a total victory. Big Capital would be
able to write its own reactionary ticket at

tionaries who hailed the establishment of

Eastern Europe. We feared that it was a
historic defeat for the people of the world.
And now we are beginning to see evils

regation were couched in just that oppor
tunistic rhetoric: not racial equality for jus
tice's sake but because it would improve
America's image in the Cold War.

their hearts and minds was over. Having

us did not join the chorus of liberals, liber
tarians, leftists, conservatives and reac

monopoly capitalist "democracy" in

Latin America, it was considered impera

contract of a sort was put in place, and
despite many bitter stru^les and setbacks,

home and abroad. There would be no more

working people made historic gains in wages,

ers, nor even white-collar professionals or

benefits, and public sen/ices.
In the late 1940s and 1950s the U.S.

accommodation, not with blue-collar work
middle management.

Throughout history there has been only
one thing that ruling classes have ever

and their allies had been holding back.
In some ways, the twentieth century
was a period of retreat for Big Capital. In
1900, the United States and most other

ruling class took great pains to demon

capitalist nations were part of the "Third

of communism." Statistics were rolled out

Michael Parenti's most recent books are

showing that Soviet proletarians had to toil
many more hours than our workers to buy

The Terrorism Trap (City Lights), To Kill a
Nation: The Attack on Yugoslavia (Verso),

World" well before the term had been

invented. Within the industrialized nations

strate that workers under U.S. capitalism

wanted—and that is everything: all the

enjoyed a higher living standard than their
opposite numbers chafing under the "yoke

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

could be found widespread poverty, high
unemployment rates, low wages, child
labor, 12-hour workdays, six- and seven-

various durable-use consumer goods.

History as Mystery (City Lights), and the

Comparisons were never made in regard to

7th edition of Democracy for the Few

medical care, rent, housing, education,

(Wadsworth).

day work weeks, malnutrition, and the dis-

transportation, and other services that are
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April 8,2002, Washington, DC. To see the results of neoliberal orthodoxy In the capital of capital, one need only step out the door of the White House.
choice lands, forests, game, herds, har
vests, mineral deposits and precious metals

of the earth; all the wealth, riches, and prof
itable returns; all the productive facilities,
gainful inventiveness, and technologies; all
the surplus value produced by human
labor; all the control positions of the state

and other major institutions; all public sup
ports and subsidies, privileges and immu
nities; all the protections of the law with
none of its constraints; all the services,

class itself should be as large as it is.
As the haves would have it, people
must work harder ("maximize productivi
ty") and lower their expectations. The
more they get, the more they will demand,

SECOND, THIRD, FOURTH WORLDS

until we will end up with a social democ

and New Zealand. Rollback also has accel

The collapse of socialism has abetted a
reactionary rollback not only in the United
States but throughout much of Western
Europe, Scandinavia, Canada, Australia,

racy—or worse. It's time to return to nine

erated the current economic collapse in

teenth-century standards, the kind that
currently obtain throughout the Third

many Third World countries. During the
Cold War era, U.S. policymakers sought to

World, the kind that characterized

ensure the economic growth and stability

America itself in 1900—specifically, an

of anticommunist regimes. But Third

comforts, luxuries, and advantages of civil

unorganized working populace that toils

World development began to threaten U.S.

society with none of the taxes and costs.

for a bare subsistence without benefits,

Every ruling class has wanted only this: all

protections, or entitlements; a mass of

corporate profitability. By the late 1970s,
governments in Brazil, Mexico, Taiwan,

the rewards and none of the burdens.

the plutocrats who preside over this country
now seek to sustain a sufficiently high level
of joblessness in order to weaken unions,
curb workers, and maximize profits. What

underemployed, desperate poor who help
to depress wages and serve as a target for
the misplaced resentment of those just
above them; a small, shrinking middle
class that hangs on by its bleeding fingers;
and a tiny, obscenely rich, tax-free owning
class that has it all. For the haves, dereg

we are witnessing is the Third Worldization

ulation, privatization, and rollback are the

same time, growing numbers of Third
World leaders were calling for more coordi

order of the day. "Capitalism with a

nated efforts to control their own commu

human face" has become capitalism in

nication and media systems, their own

Instead of worrying about lowering
unemployment, as during the Cold War,

of the United States, the downgrading of a
relatively prosperous population. Corporate
circles see no reason why millions of work
ing people should enjoy a middle-class liv
ing standard, with home ownership, surplus
income, and secure long-term employment.
They also see no reason why the middle
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your face. While commentators announce

"the end of class struggle" and even "the
end of history," in fact, U.S. politico-eco

South Korea, and other nations were clos

ing off key sectors of their economies to
U.S. investment. In addition, exports from
these countries were competing for over
seas markets with U.S. firms, and for mar
kets within the United States itself. At the

resources, markets, air space, and
seabeds.

nomic elites are waging class war more

By the 1980s, U.S. policymakers were
rejecting the view that a more prosperous,

determinedly than ever.

economically independent Third World
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would serve the interests of U.S. capital
ism. And once there no longer was a com
peting socialist world to which Third World
leaders might threaten to turn, the United

States fejt freer than ever to undo any kind
of autonomous development in Asia,
Africa, and Latin America. One rollback

weapon is the debt. In order to meet pay
ments and receive new credits from the
US-dominated

World

Bank

and

International Monetary Fund (IMF), Third
World governments have had to agree to
merciless "structural adjustment pro
grams," including reductions in social pro
grams, cuts in wages, the elimination of

import controls, the removal of restrictions
on foreign investments, the privatization of
state enterprises, and the elimination of
domestic food production in favor of highprofit export crops.
Such measures are ostensibly designed
to curb inflation, increase exports, and
strengthen the fiscal condition of the debtor
nation. By consuming less and producing
more, debtors supposedly will be better able
to pay off their debts. In fact, these struc
tural adjustments work wonderfully for the
transnational corporations by depressing
wages, intensifying the level of exploitation,
and boosting profit rates. They also leave the
economies and peoples of these various
countries measurably worse off. Domestic
productioii loses out to foreign investors.
There is a general deindustrialization as
state enterprises fall t^ the wayside or are
handed over to private owners to be milked
for profits. Many small farmers lose their
subsidies and import protections and are
driven off the land. No wonder that, as west
ern investment in the Third World increases,
so does poverty and misery.
In time. Third World countries like the

Philippines, Brazil and Mexico slip deeper
into the desperately absolute destitution of

April 8,2002, Washington, DC. According to economist Istvan Meszaros, capitalism boils down to
this: privatization of profits, socialization of losses.
include sharp reductions in funds for edu
cation, environmental protection, family
planning, and health programs. As noted
in the Los Angeles Times, "With the

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT),

decline of the Soviet threat, aid levels fell

to bypass whatever democratic sovereignty
might exist within individual nations. Not
only are Third World economies now more

off."2 Measured as a percentage of gross

and other "free trade" agreements that are
neither free nor have much to do with

trade, allowing transnational corporations

already inhabited by countries like Haiti
the Congo and Afghanistan. Thus, malnu

national product, the United States gives
the least foreign assistance of all industri
alized nations, less than .02 percent.
To make things worse, popular resist

trition in Mexico City has increased six

ance movements that might challenge the

nomic globalization in what amounts to a

fold. As many as one-fifth of Mexico's nine

takeover of their countries by western glob
al investors no longer have the benefit of
material support from socialist countries.

global coup d'etat by the transnational cor

what has been called the "Fourth World,"

ty million people are now considered

"severely undernourished," while the inci
dence of cholera, dengue, and other dis

successfully penetrated but the govern
ments and peoples themselves are being

marginalized by the whole process of eco

porate powers. Under the guise of abolish
ing "restraints of trade." "unfair competi

Nelson Mandela frequently spoke of the

tion," and "lost market opportunities," cor

eases related to malnutrition is nearly ten

"essential aid" that the African National

times higher than in 1990. The Mexican
public health system that had begun to
improve markedly in recent years is now at
the point of complete collapse, with over

Congress had received from the Soviet

porate-dominated trade councils are wip
ing out Third World import protections,
public services, local industries, and local

tries join NATO and send armed units to

Finally, it should not go unmentioned

crowded, underfinanced, and understaffed

participate in US-inspired military inter
ventions. This represents a serious loss for

that nowhere has global rollback been

popular forces and a real gain for repres

countries themselves. The "Second World"

sive plutocracy.

of socialist nations has fallen into Third

hospitals no longer able to provide basic
medicines.

As a further blow, the industrial nations

began making substantial cuts in nonmilitary foreign aid to poor countries. These
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Union. Today, rather than aiding anti-impe
rialist rebellions, the former socialist coun

Reformist governments are being fur
ther undermined by the General
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decision-making.

more thorough than in the former socialist

and Fourth World depths. In the former

Soviet Union, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland,
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IN TIIVIE, THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES LIKE THE PHILIPPINES,
BRAZILAND MEXICO SLIP DEEPERTNTO THE DESPERATELY

ABSOLUTE DESTITUTION OF WHATHAS BEEN CALLEDTHE ^

FOURTHWORLD,ALA
i DYN
I HABT
I EDBYCOUNTRE
I SLK
IE
HAITI, CONGO AND AFGHANISTAN s Dear CovertActionQuarterly
Latvia, and elsewhere, the capitalist para
dise has brought massive privatization and
deindustrialization, the defunding of pub
lic services, rampant inflation, and dra
matic increases in poverty, hunger, unem
ployment, illiteracy, homelessness, crime,

Again we might note the connection
between the collapse of the Soviet Union
and the arrogance and brutality with which
the United States has pursued .its interna
tional agenda throughout the 1990s and

gence of small self-enriched coteries of

early 2000s. Earlier dreams of a US glob
al hegemony—an "American Century"—
were frustrated by the constraints imposed
by a competing superpower. But today, pol

gangster capitalists.
Reformist governments are attacked

think tanks all over the.country are declar

prostitution, disease, alcoholism, suicide,
and depopulation—along with the emer

not only economically but, if need be, mil

icymakers in Washington and in academic
ing that the United States has a historical

itarily, as has been the fate of more than a

ly unprecedented opportunity to establish

dozen nations in the last decade or so. In

through the use of its unanswerable mili

some cases, they are subjected to dis
memberment as with Yugoslavia or com

plete absorption as with East Germany and
South Yemen. Yugoslavia's relatively pros
perous industrial base—^wlth an economy
that was three-fourths publicly, owned—
could no longer be tolerated to compete
with western capitalist production.
Secession and war accomplished the goal
of breaking up Yugoslavia into small rightwing client states under the economic
suzerainty of transnational corporations.

tary and econorriic power a position of
world dominance. Third World economic

nationalism will no longer be tolerated in
the New World Order. US "leadership"'can
now remove all barriers to the reorganiza
tion of the global economy on the basis of
market principles, as interpreted and dom

ism. The life chances of hundreds of mil

lions of people throughout the world have

diplomacy by violent diktat. The record of

been seriously and irreparably damaged. It
is time to see that our real and urgent
enemy is not Stalin (who incidentally is

Timor, Libya, and other countries. In the
span of a few months. President Clinton

bombed four countries: Sudan, Afghanistan,
Iraq repeatedly, and Yugoslavia massively.
At the same time, the US national security
state was involved in proxy wars in Angola,
Mexico (Chiapas), Colombia, East Timor,

database. Too many magazines are going
down the tubes at USPS.

Just send us the info, and your next
issue will be in the mailbox on time and
under budget.
—The Editors

history, pursuing policies of concerted

rapacity, creating a world totally free for
maximizing profits irrespective of the
human and environmental costs. With the

fall of socialism, we have global rollback,
the creation of more wealth for the few and

more poverty for the many, the creation of
powerlessness by the powerful—a cycle
that cannot be effectively opposed by
those who remain mired in the class col

laborationist rhetoric of anticommunism.

Afghanistan, and were deployed across the
globe at some 300 major overseas bases—
all in the name of peace, democracy,
national security, counter-terrorism, and

NOTES
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So please don't waste your money.
Make sure your address is current In our

dead) but the Western "democratic" lead
ers who are running the cruelest scam in

and various other places. And US forces
occupied Macedonia, Bosnia, Kosovo, and

humanitarianism.

time.

it will continue to do so.

er a completely free hand to pursue its

tion upon Iraq, Mozambique, Angola.
Nicaragua, El Salvador, Guatemala, East

We won't always, tell you vyhat you want
to hear, but we're not going to waste your

anticommunism and acknowledge the

given the world's only remaining superpow

forces wreaked massive death and destruc

fund-raising and plain old hard, hard work.

Given all this, maybe it is time that cer
tain personages on the Left put aside their

tions.

The overthrow of the Soviet Union has

US international violence just in the last
decade is greater than anything that any
socialist nation has ever perpetrated in its
entire history. US forces or proxy mercenary

Publishing each issue of this magazine
demands thousands of hours of basic jour
nalistic legwork, headscratching, editorial
give-and-take, computer glitch-fixing, factchecking, counterblasling rightwingers,

P.S. If you send the occasional extra
dollar our direction, we promise to make
good and serious use of It. This maga
zine has survived on the generosity and
solidarity of its readers. We're confident

inated by the giant transnational corpora

magnitude of the loss that has been sus
tained and the real dangers we face with
the downfall of Eastern European social

SUPERPOWER UNLIMITED

Reader:

1. See the discussion "Toward 1893" in Michael

Parent), Against Empire (San Francisco: City
Lights, 1995), pp. 168-74.
2. Los Angeles Times, June 13, 1995.
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WITNESSES ARE DROPPING LIKE ELIES
Rezeq Faraj

OnJanuary24,2002Eei Hobekia,one

of the most ruthless political suwivors
of Lebanon's bloody civil war of 19751990, was killed in a massive car-bomb
explosion at his house in the Beirut suburb

of Hazmiyeh."' Robert Fisk, an astute
observer of the Middle East, wrote "Last

message from Elie was that bottle of cham
pagne: a magnum of Veuve Clicquot La
Grande Dame Rose 1988. I never drank it.

I felt it was contaminated. It lay in my
fridge here in Beirut last night. I know
many in Lebanon would like to drink it in
celebration. But I suspect that, if I

uncorked it, blood would spurt out."^
Two days before his death, he had met
with three visiting Belgian senators from
the Sabra and Shatila committee, created

after the filing of the complaint in the
Court of Appeals in Brussels, Belgium. The
senators stressed Hobeika's willingness to
testify in the landmark Belgian case
against Ariel Sharon, Israeli prime minis
ter. for his role in the September 16-18,
1 9 8 2 S a b r a a n d S h a t i l a m a s s a c r e s . M r.

Hobeika had several times expressed his
wish to assist the Belgian inquiry on the
massacres. After Hobeika's assassination,

a statement from the lawyers in the case
against Sharon said "His determination to
do so was reported widely on the eve of his
assassination. The elimination of the key
protagonist who offered to assist with the
inquiry is an obvious attempt to undermine
our case." Chibli Mallat, the lawyer, said
that Hobeika was a key witness. "We've

obviously lost a key character in the story
of Sabra and Shatila.

Speculation about who killed Hobeika

July 5,2001, Former Lebanese militia leader Elle Hobeika, announces at a news conference that he
is ready to submit evidence on the role of Ariel Sharon in the massacre of hundreds of civilians at
Sabra and Shatila.

started to flow. At last count, there were
m o r e t h a n 3 0 d i ff e r e n t a r t i c l e s o n t h e s u b

ture and of its agents" added the minister

what are the relationships between Sharon

ject. They all point the finger at Israel. Four
people died in that blast. According to

of interior, Elias Murr.** On January 24th.

and Hobeika? After all Hobeika was tried in

2002, Ariel Sharon declared, "We have
nothing to do with this allegation and it is

Israel, and was found guilty in the same
inquiry which said that Ariel Sharon, then

Nasri Lahoud, prosecutor of the military tri
bunal in Lebanon, and the brother of the

not worth a reaction from our part."^ Israeli

Lebanese Prime Minister Emile Lahoud,

d e n i a l a n d d e fl e c t i o n o f b l a m e t o w a r d

the bomb had the power of lOkgs of TNT.

Syria didn't stick, because Syria had pro
tected Hobeika and helped him to become

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

a minister in Lebanon after the defeat and
withdrawal of Israeli forces from Lebanon.®

the Nakba. He teaches languages and
soc/o/ogy in Montreal, Canada. He has
been militant for peace with justice in the

"The

authors

wished

to

destabilize

Lebanon, turn world attention from crimes

being committed in occupied Palestine
and stop Hobeika from testifying in

Can one believe Hobeika's willingness

Brussels." "The crime has Israel's signa

to testify against Sharon in Belgium? And
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Rezeq Faraj was born in Palestine before

Middle East and elsewhere for 35 years.
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Defense Minister and now Israeli Prime

Hobeika and Sharon is clearly expressed in

Minister, was "personally responsible" for
the slaughter. Hobeika even supervised the
massacre according to historians and jour
nalists."' The Israelis themselves had

the testimonies of the witnesses and sur

named him as the principal murderer and

involvement of Israeli soldiers and com
manders.'® Ariel Sharon was Chief com

war criminal in the Kahan Commission

Report. Furthermore, knowing his violent
past and shifting loyalties, some observers
wonder whether his words should be taken
seriously, and whether such evidence he

vivors that want to bring criminal indict
ments against Sharon in the Belgiari
courts. The testimonies show clearly the

mander of Israeli armed forces in Lebanon,
while Hobeika was chief of intelligence of
the Lebanese Phalange militia. Hobeika
was the primary liaison between the Israel

claimed to have actually existed.

Defense Forces (IDF) officers and person
nel surrounding the camps and the

LIVE BY THE SWORD...
Hobeika knew that he would ultimately be
killed, and few days before the explosion,
he claimed that his testimony would clear
ly establish Sharon's guilt. Hobeika also
spoke about his growing fears for his own
physical safety.® Jean Ghanem, once
Hobeika's political deputy/ died only four
days before Hobeika, two \yeeks aftdr a

Christian militia members inside in the
camps under Israeli control.
On the morning a car bomb killed Elie
Hobeika, news reports from Brussels

announced that a war crimes case against
Sharon and others had moved one step
closer to trial. Top Lebanese officials and

Syrian state-run radio quickly accused
Israel of eliminating a key witness.

mysterious car accident in east Beirut.
Mr. Ghanem, a medical doctor who

Hoheika, after all, probably knew more

became a Phalangist pdriy/official and

pened in Sabra and Shatila. Lebanese
militia and Israeli soldiers undertook an
orgy of murder, rape and torture from the

served under Hobeika's ruthless com

mand, supposedly held documents that

Hobeika intended to present to Belgian
lawyers. Mr Ghanem, who was 56, drove
his car into a tree in the suburb of
Hazmieh—only a few hundred meters from
the spot where Hobeika was killed. He died

on January 14, 2002 after lying in a coma
for two weeks. Mr. Nabih Berri, the
Lebanese parliament speaker, sees a rela
tionship between the two deathsi® Mr.
Ghanem's 'accident' was a wiarning to

Hobeika. The killing machine didn't stop.
On March 12, Michael Nassar, a former
associate of Hobeika was shot dead in

Brazil by a rnan firing a pistol equipped
with a silencer. Hisyoung wife, Marie, was
shot down beside him. Who will be next?

What Ariel Sharon's supporters and
attorneys were afraid of has come to pass.
We now know that on March 7, 2002, the
Belgian court decided to pursue the case
against Ariel Sharon despite the adverse
developments. The Israelis claim that he
cannot be tried twice (having been 'tried'
first in Israel), and that international law
protects criminals with diplomatic immu
nity. We also know that those who lend
support to criminals like Ariel Sharon are

guilty of war crimes, are themselves
accomplices to those crimes, and must
accept the inevitability of accusation and

judgment. The example of Nazi collabora
tors apprehended recently in the US and
France suggest that there is no statute of
limitations on war crimes and crimes

against humanity.
The most important link between

than anycine else about what really hap

Children, women and refugees have been
indiscriminately attacked, in contravention

of international law, which provides them
with special protection. Particularly strik
ing have been the mass roundups of
Palestinian males between the ages of 14
to 50 in late March. Since February 28,
about 2,200 people —including chil
dren—have been arbitrarily arrested and
detained in camps far away from their
hometowns. Inhuman and degrading
methods routinely used during these
arrests and detentions include blindfold

ing, strip-searching, and writing numbers
on detainees' arms.

Palestinians have suffered extensive

destruction of civilian property, including
houses, workplaces, hospitals, clinics,
ambulances, schools and universities,
churches and mosques—as well as water

and electricity supply lines. Israel also
attacked humanitarian agencies, and
denies civilian access to medical supplies
and treatment. There has been an effective
ban on any movement of Palestinian vehi

cles in the West Bank, including ambu
lances. They are shot at on sight. This

evening of September 16 until the early
afternoon of September 18, 1982. In one
infamous instance (recounted by an IDF
soldier who gave testimony before Israel's
1983 Kahan Commission inquiry) Hobeika

tightens still further restrictions in force

coldly coirimanded a militia member who
had radioed to ask what he should do with
40 women and children his unit had

services extremely difficult, if not impossi
ble. Since February 28 there has also been

rounded up: "You know exactly what to do
with them. Don't ask me a question like
that again!""

WAR CRIMES AND MORE WAR CRIMES

since September 2000—including hun
dreds of checkpoints, unmanned dirt

blockades and trenches—making access
to work, education, food, water and health

an alarming increase in the number of
attacks on medical staff, ambulances, hos
pitals and field clinics, with at least six

medical staff killed, 12 injured and five
ambulances destroyed. The Israeli attack

Recent Israeli actions in the occupied
Palestinian territories confirm in many

on the Balata refugee camp in Nablus,
which began on February 28, marked a
clear turning point. The subsequent mili

ways Ariel Sharon as a war criminal.
Sharon recently declared: "The Palestin

tary escalation has now spread to civilian

ians must be hit and it must be very
painful: We must cause them losses, vic
tims, so that they feel the heavy price." His
statement translated into hundreds of

Israeli armored vehicles and tanks pushing
their way through crowded Palestinian
refugee camps in the West Bank and Gaza
and into the heart of Bethlehem and

Ramallah, F-16s and Apache gun-ships
overhead dropping bombs and rockets on
largely unarmed Palestinian civilians, and
the use of heavy weaponry in intensive

strikes on densely populated civilian areas,
utterly disproportionate to any perceived or
real threats. This has resulted in high num
bers of civilian deaths and injuries: from
February 28 to March 10 of 2002, more
than 113 Palestinians were killed and 368

injured. The vast majority were civilians.

areas throughout the occupied territories,
including Tulkarm, Nablus, Jenin,
Bethlehem, Beit Jala, Ramallah, Qalqilya,
Hebron, the Gaza Strip and all refugee
camps. These acts are in direct violation of

the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949,
which is legally binding on Israel. Several
are classed as "grave breaches"— in other
words, war crimes—including documented

cases of murder and manslaughter,
instances of intentionally causing "great
suffering or serious injury to body or
health" and "extensive destruction of prop
erty not justified by military necessity and
carried out unlawfully and wantonly."
<www.society.com/~geneva 1 geneva>
It is clear, quite to the contrary of those
supporting Ariel Sharon, that the Israeli

Prime Minister is involved, once again, as
with Sabra and Shatila, in war crimes

Faraj

against the Palestinian people. It is abun
dantly clear that Ariel Sharon has no inten
tion of supporting any attempt to forge a
peace process; indeed, it can be assumed
that he will continue to do whatever he can

to scuttle the possibility. Those who main

tain that he is working for peace are either
frightfully naive or frightful liars. He used
Hobeika and the Phalange then, and he is
using General Anthony C. Zinni now with
t h e c o n s e n t o f h i s f r i e n d G . W. B u s h ,
President of the United States.

As a Canadian of Palestinian origin,
I demand that Ariel Sharon be indicted for

war crimes committed against the

Palestinian people in the current conflict,
and for crimes against humanity in the case
of the 1982 massacres at Sabra and Shatila

for which he bears direct responsibility. I call
on citizens' groups to bring criminal indict
ments against Ariel Sharon and his Cabinet
as may be permitted under the legal statutes
of their respective countries.
NOTES
1. Elie Hobeika, Lebanese militia leader who
massacred civilians. A leader of the Christian

Maronite Lebanese Forces (Phalange Party) dur
ing Lebanon's civil war. Born in Kleial in 1956,
Hobeika joined the Banco do Brasil in 1978; by
then, he was already a rising star in the
Phalangist movement. He escaped a coup
against him by the Phalangist, Samir Geagea,
and went to live in Syria. His later notoriety
depends heavily on From Israel To Damascus:
The Painful Road To Blood, Betrayal And
Deception (Pride International, 1999) a biogra
phy by one of his bodyguards, Robert Hatem,
otherwise known as "Cobra." After the civil war

ended in 1990, Hobeika became minister for the
displaced, ironic given his violent record. He was
later given the electricity portfolio.
<www.guardian.co.uk/israel/Story/0,2763.6389
23,00>

2. Robert Fisk, "Elie Hobeika: lady-killer and
blood-soaked war criminal," Independent Digital
Ltd. (UK) January 25, 2002.
3. Joneed Khan, "Le principal temoin contre

Major Saad Haddad, Lebanese militia leader, greets Ariel Sharon in Sidon at the time of the Israeli
invasion of Lebanon.
ground, Hobeika personally supervised the mas
sacres and gave the orders to his men. This is in
alt cases affirmed by historians and journalists
alike.} www.liberation.conn/israel/actu/20010731
marg.html
a. BBC, Friday, January 25, 2002, 14:53 GMT

brother-in-law dead. He had been hit on his head

with a hatchet. We found thirty-three other mem
bers of the family killed."
11. Laurie King-Irani, "Detonating Lebanon's
War Files, The Belgian Court Case and the Beirut
Car Bomb" <www.merip.org/pins/pin83.html>

http;//news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/world/middle_e
ast/newstd_l 782000/1782503.stm
9. Robert Fisk, "Car crash adds to Lebanese sus
picion of Israeli cover-up in Beirut,"
Independent (London) February 1, 2002.
10. Witness no.l, Mr. X: "Wednesday we were at
home waiting for visitors. I was at Sabra. The
roads were deserted. Arriving at All Hender Cafe,
I met young men who called me and asked me

WORDS SELDOM HEARD
On a March 2002 tour of Turkish Kurdistan, Noam

if I knew. I said 'No'. They told me that the

Chomsky told his Kurdish audience that "...in the
Middle East, the most extreme terrorist act by far

Sharon meurt dans un attentat," La Presse,

Israelis and the Phalangists had entered and

was the Israeli invasion of Lebanon—supported,

Montreal, July 25, 2002, Monde A7,
4. Khan, p. A7.

destroyed. 1 went directly home, took my wife
and left for my brother's place. We told him
"Abou Souheil, let's get out of here." He
answered, "We are Lebanese. They won't bother

armed, backed by the US—which killed about

5. Khan, p. A7.

6. Aujourd'hui protege de la Syrie, Elie Hobeika
commandait en 1982 les unites des Forces

Libanaises, responsables du carnage dans les
camps de Sabra et de Chatila. <www.liberation.com/israel/actu/20010731marg.html>
7. La commission Kahane avail ^abli la «responsabilite directe» des FL dans cet «atx)minable

pogrom contre des civils sans defenses. Present
sur le terrain, Hotieika supervisait lui-meme les
massacres et donnait les consi^es a ses hommes.
C'est en tout cas ce qu'affirment historiens et journalistes de tous twrds. [The Kahane commission

has established "direct responsibility" of the
Lebanese Forces for this "atwminable pogrom
against defenseless civilians." Present on the
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20,000 people for political ends." <www.kurdistan.org>

us." I went to another relative and told him,

"Leave..." He called me a coward. My wife and
I started walking until we arrived at the airport
bridge. There t saw the Israelis surrounding the
area. An Israeli soldier yelled at me. And the
Israelis started asking me where I had come
from and where I was going. Then they told my
spouse and another woman who was passing by
to stay where they were and ordered me to follow
them. And they put me near a mound. I was
directly behind (Karat Horek) and we ran away to
Ghobeireh. Saturday, I went back to see my rel
atives. What can I say? People were lying on
their backs with blackened faces. I found my
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Richard Holbrooke; NATO; Izetbegovitch; FBI's
D.C. "espionage" trial.

Number 65 (1998) Philip Agee, Ramsey Clark;
Mumia Abu-Jamal; Serb demonization; Bosnia

TV disinformation; Media evasions; NGOs in
Latin America; Russian reform"; War on Cuba;
Assata Shakur; Ron Ridenhour; CIA vs. Daniel
Tsang; CIA mistaken identities

Number 64 (1998) Vietnam; Iraq sanctions;
Political control technology; Jihad; Pinochet;
Drug war fungus; Burma-Singapore heroin trade.
Number 63 (1997) Right-wing think tanks; South
African torture; chemical-biological wfarfare;
NSA's Crypto AG; Promise Keepers.
Number 62 (1997) U.S. and Pol Pot; Paramilitary
policing; Selling SWAT; Mercenary armies and
minerals; Mad Cow disease; Free radio; Che and
the CIA; Visit to CIA; Vaclav Havel.

Number 61 (1997) Turkey's state killers;
Privatizing Hanford; Spying on activists; U.S. tor
ture manuals; Arming Mexico's drug war; NSA,
Russia and Dudayev; NATO moves East; Spooks
in Congress.

Number 60 (1997) Cassini plutonium missing;
Japan and Peru; MRTA; Prison labor;
Unionbusting; Universities and business;
Colombia; Sudan; FBI-CIA teamwork.

Number 59 (1996-97) Surveillance: ECHELON;
NSA's business plan; NIMA; Spooks in the inter
net; Canadian spies; Privatizing welfare; Mexico
and SOA; Afghanistan; CIA and drugs.
Number 58 (1996) Pilger on Burma; Estrogen &
endocrine; Crime & capital globalization;
"Counter-Terrorism" documents; Church burn
ings; AID & environment; Brookhaven; AIDS.

Number 57 (1996) Racism in the ranks; White
collar crime; Common Law courts; INS detention

Number 41 (1992) Next enemies; LA Uprising;
Nuclear threats; Bush and CIA; Bush family

centers; Buying Russian elections; Noam

preys together; UN: U.S. Tool; Eqbal Ahmad;
Nuclear proliferation; Environmentalist attacked;

Chomsky on Haiti; U.S.-lsrael; Anonymous
remailers; Nuclear proliferation in space.
Number 56 (1996) Noam Chomsky; High-tech
surveillance; Militarizing the border; Pepper gas;
Guyana; Yugoslavia; Russian nationalism; U.S.
and Korea; La Belle bombing.
Number 55 (1996) Police vs. citizen review;
Corporate assault on FDA; PR industry vs.
activists; Colin Powell; UN at 50/Fidel Castro;
Economic intelligence; Spain's dirty war; East
Timor - Britain Arms Indonesia; Bosnia.

Number 54 (1995) Noam Chomslq' on corporate
propaganda; Bosnia; Kurdistan; Sasakawa obit;
NAFTA layoffs; Prison labor; AFL-CIO in Russia;
Private security guards; Walter Reuther.

Number 53 (1995) Gulf War Syndrome; Militias
and the military; Frank Donner; Arab bashing;
Hiroshima: Cold War bomb; Iraqi embargo;
Guatemala; Bhopal; Secret FISA court;

Antiterrorism Act; Fourth Amendrhent mti^ed.

Number 52 (1995) Rwanda; proposition 187;
Militia movement; Neo-Nazis and anti-abortion;
Groom Lake; Wall Street vs. Mexico; Human
radiation; Corporations fund research; NSA in
cyberspace; Far Right/spies internet resources;
Union Carbide's Warren Anderson.

Number 51 (1994-95) U.S. in Haiti; Canadian intel
ligence abets Neo-Nazis; Brookhaven and cancer;

Bulgaria; Population; Women's a^lum rights; CIA
budget; Paramilitaiy vacations; Bud McFarlane.
Number 50 (1994) Operation Condor; Clinton

crime bill; Liberty lobby; Monfort meatpackers;
Low intensity Democracy; NRG & intel. budget.
Number 49 (1994) Montesinos and Fujimori;
Sudan; Operation Gladio; Human atom testing;
Armenia and Azerbaijan; South Africa's left; El
Salvador death squads.

Number 48 (1994) Chiapas uprising; CIA and
NAFTA; Haiti; Iran-Contra Report; L.A.-8;
Mercenaries in Azerbaijan; Council for National

Policy; Guatemala and drugs; Reader survey.
Number 47 (1993-94) FBI vs. Judi Bari; Russian
coup; Rocky Flats; NAFTA; Howard Zinn on FBI;
Dave Dellinger on 90si Cold War quiz; Allen
Ginsberg on CIA; Mumia Abu-Jamal; World
Bank/IMF; Evergreen Air.

Number 46 (1993) Economic intelligence; CIA's
assassination record; Israel and the bomb; NSA
Clipper Chip; School of Americas,- Ex-adviser on El

Salvador; Private prisons; Delta death row;
Savannah River; France's Groupe Bull; CIA banking.
Number 45 (1993) South African Right global
links; Chris Hani assassination; German Neo-

Nazis; HIV Haitians; Russia; ADL spying list;
Pelican Bay prison; Ireland's youth; Police vs.

black youth; Angola profiteers; Benjamin Chavis.
Number 44 (1993) Public Relations: Hill &

Knowlton, Burson-Marsteller; Clinton Cabinet;
Somalia; Rio Summit; BCCI-CIA; Clinton National

Dissent as subversion.

Number 40 (1992) Native American struggle his
tory; Toxic dumps; Leonard Peltier; Hollywood's
racism; Guatemala; Rigoberta Menchu interview;
Pol Pot returns; East Timor massacre; U.S. in
Pacific, GATT; David Duke in India.

Number 39 (1991-92) "Good" agencies: NED;
Peace Corps; USAID/AIDS; USIA; National Cancer

Institute/biovrarfare; World Bank; Population con
trol; Danny Casolaro; FBI & Supreme Court; Robert
Gates; USSR destabilization; BCCI.

Number 38 (1991) DoD-CIA foreign/U.S. student
recruitment; Rochester Institute of Technology;
Harvard; Militarism in academia resources; Judi
Bari; Arif Durrani; Rev. Moon and academia;
Targeting environmentalists; ClABase review.

Number 37 (1991) Gulf War: Media; CIA Iraq
broadcasting; U.S. trading with enemy; UN;
Nuclear war evangelicals; Domestic costs; North
Korea next?; Libya; Iran; Illegal arms deals;
Georgia Anne Geyer; Journalists and CIA.

Number 36 (1991) Racism and national security;
FBI vs. Arab-Americans and Black officials;
Chad, Uganda, South Africa, Angola,
Mozambique, Zaire; Haiti; Panama; Gulf War;
COINTELPRO "art"; National security humor.
Number 35 (1990) Changes in Eastern Europe;
Reinhard Gehlen; Destabilization of USSR; NED
in Lithuania; Balkan nationalists; Free Congress
Foundation; Cuba; Iran-Contra; 1965 Indonesia
massacres; CIA banking.

Number 34 (1990) Panama invasion; NoriegaCIA; South African death squads; FBI-CIA and
Martin Luther King, Jr. assassination; NED in

Nicaragua; U.S. and Pol Pot; Philippines;
Operation CHAOS; Taiwan's agents; Council for
National Policy.

Number 33 (1990) Bush Issue: CIA Bush agents,
secret team; Terrorism Task Force; Reagan's CIA;
Skull and Bones; NED in Nicaragua; El Salvador
election; Chile; Cuba; Republicans and Nazis;
Rise of national security state.
Number 32 (1989) Tenth Anniversary Issue: Best
of CAIB. 27 condensed articles: Naming Names;
CIA and NSA at home, abroad, in the media;
Philip Agee.
Number 31 (1989) Domestic surveillance: FBI, CIA
on campus; Office of Public Diplomacy; Geronimo
Pratt; Lexington prison; Puerto Rico; Intl. Freedom
Foundation; Disinformation.
Number 30 (1988) Middle East: Intifada, Israeli
arms sales, chemical & nuclear warfare, Israel in

Africa & Central America; Disinformation & Libya;
CIA's William Buckley; Afghan contra lobby.
Number 29 (1988) Pacific: Philippines, Fiji, New
Zealand, Belau, Kanaky, Vanuatu, Maori in
Hawaii; atom testing; media on Nicaragua;
Reader's Digest; CIA in Cuba; Tibet; FBI-CIA sur-

Security Act; Religious Right's anti-gay plans.
Number 43 (1992-93) Chemical and biological
warfare; Zimbabwe, South Africa, anthrax; Gulf
War Syndrome; Agent Orange; Scientific racism;
"Yellow Rain"AVall Street Journal; Yugoslavia

veils Gorbachev; Philip Agee on Veil; AIDS.
Number 28 (1987) CIA, drugs, secret wars: S.E. Asia,
Afghanistan, Central America, Nugan Hand; MKUL-

destabilization; Religious Right; Somalia.

theology; Christian underground; Fatima;

Number 42 (1992) Phil Agee on CIA; Peru;
Fluoride; VP Bush & CIA; Nicaragua; Special
Ops.; Drug war; CIA vs, Hen. Gonzalez; Bush
inaugural speech leak; Moon buys university.

TRA/Canada; Delta Force; AIDS and CBW.

Number 27 (1987) Religious Right: Nuclear war
Religious Right and Blacks; NY Times/Pope plot;
Samora Machel; Carlucci; Southern Air Transport;
Iran-Contra documents; Michael Ledeen.

Number 26 (1986) US terror; Vernon Walters;
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Libya bombing; Contra agents; Israel & South

Relief; AID; CIA & BOSS; South African torture;
Vietnam; Suriname; "Free Lebanon"; Court &
NSA; Spying on Canada; Heritage Foundation.
Number 17 (1982) CBW history; "Yellow rain";
Cuban dengue epidemic; Scott Barnes in Laos;
Bangkok mystery death; Executive mercenaries;

Africa; Jon. Pollard; CIA & Costa Rica; Duarte;
Nicaragua; Greece; Index to Nos. 13-25.
Number 25 (1986) U.S., Nazis. Vatican; Klaus

Barbie's Bolivian coup; Nazi doctors in U.S.;
Brazil torture; Knights of Malta; Greek civil
war/Eleni; WACL supplies contras.

CIA and academia; CIA assassinations.
Number 16 (1982) Green Beret El Salvador tor

Number 24 (1985) State repression; Infiltrators
and provocateurs; Sanctuary movement,
American Indian Movement; Leonard Peltier;
NASSCO strike; Arnaud de Borchgrave and Rev.

ture; Argentine death squads; CIA media opera
tions; Constantine Menges; Seychelles; Angola;
Mozambique; Ku Klux Klan coup attempt;
Nugan Hand; CIA germ warfare.

Moon; Robert Moss; Tetra Tech.

Number 23 (1985) Pope Plot/Bulg. Connection;

Number 14-15 (1981) Index to Numbers 1-12;

Claire Sterling; CIA, Turk. & Ital. neofascists.
Number 22 (1984) Mercenaries; Terrorism;
Soldier of Fortune; CAIB Special Forces investi

Intelligence legislation; Extended Naming

gation; Privatizing Nicaragua war; CIA terror
manual; Secret GAO OoD/CIA Honduras report;

ments; Namibia; Mercenaries; Ku Klux Klan
coup attempt; Globe Aero; Angola; Mozambique;
BOSS; Central America-, Max Hugel; Stanley
Sporkin; Thomas Pauken; mail surveillance.
Number 12 (1981) El Salvador; Guatemala; New

US-South African terror; Stefano Delle Chiaie.
Number 2t (1984) Salvadoran election; NY

"nmes/Time/Newsweek distortions; Nicaragua;
Israel in Central America; Accuracy in Media;
Rev. Moon; CIA occult research.
Number 20 (1984) Grenada invasion; Nicaragua;
Ft. Huachuca; Israel and South Korea in Central
America; KAL Flight 007; CIA assassinations.
Number 19 (1983) CIA and media history; "Plot"
on Pope; Grenada airport; NSA spies on (^nadlan

Names; Deep cover businessmen.
Number 13 (1981) Secret South Africa docu

Right/US Intel.; Senate terrorism comm.; Wm.
Casey; Mozambique; Norway; mail surveillance.
Number 11 (1980) Right-wing terror; S. Korea;
KCIA; Portugal; Guyana; Caribbean; AFIO; NSA
interview; CIA stamp; CIA assassinations.
Number 10 (1980) Caribbean: Jamaica, Guyana,

journalist; Georgie Anne G^er; CIA legends.
Number 18 (1983) CIA & religion; Nicaragua
"Secret" war; Miskitos; Opus Dei; Guatemala; El

Grenada; Antigua; Dominica; Cuban exiles; The
Spike; CIA deep cover manual.
Number 9 (1990) Intel. Tech: NSA in Norway,
Glcmar Explorer; Mind control; NSA; Jamaica;

Salvador; Institute of Linguistics; World Medical

Hmong in Guyana; South Africa forgery; Canada

bombing; CBW research; Intel, tech. politics.

Number 8 (1980) CIA vs. Philip Agee; Naming
Names legislation - CAIB statement before
Congress; Zimbabwe; Northern Ireland; CIA
Florida recruiting; CIA assassinations.
Number 7 (1979-80) CIA and media:

Destabilization in Jamaica; Robert Moss; CIA
propaganda budget; UNITA - Savimbi in U.S.,
his secret letters; Iran; CIA uses pigeons.
Number 6 (1979) Caribbean; Cuban exile terror

ists; CIA Nicaragua plans; CIA's secret

"Perspectives for Intelligence"; U.S. helps
South Africa surveillance; CIA uses cockroaches.
Number 5 (1979) U.S. intelligence in SE Asia;
Chinese diverted Soviet weapons from Vietnam;
CIA in Denmark & Sweden; Grenada; AIFLD; CIA
officer and JFK assassination evidence theft.

Number 4 (1979) Spying on allies: Secret Italy
cable; CIA in Spain; CIA Africa recruiting; Angola;
Subversive academics in Southern Africa; CIA

and human rights; CIA firearms authority;
Intelligence budgets; In Search of Enemies.
Number 3 (1979) CIA attacks CAIB; Top Secret
Army spy manual; CAIB CIA poster; CIA in
Mexico; Australia US spy satellite base; John
Paisley mystery death.

Number 2 (1978) CIA recruits diplomats;
Researching CIA officers; Cuban double agent in
CIA; CIA North Carolina demolit. training base.
Number 1 (1978) Philip Agee on CIA; Cuban
exile trial; "(Consumer research" in Jamaica.
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